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At the Center for Workforce Development, we always look ahead – scanning the horizon 
for new workforce competencies, in-demand skills, searching for what employers are 
looking for in candidates and seeking new employer partners. This is what we do every 
day. The pace of change might keep us up at night, thinking about our workforce com-
munity, but it shouldn’t keep you up! At County College of Morris, we’ve got you covered. 
From our renowned academic programs, to our non-credit continuing professional 
education, we have what you need, and a roadmap to get you there!

Spring, synonymous with growth, is a great time to reflect, plan, engage and execute. 
If you represent a company, or are taking stock of your own education and career, the 
Center for Workforce Development at CCM is your education partner.

v   REFLECT  What is my current skill level – am I up-to-date and competitive? Whether 
it is brushing up on Microsoft applications, polishing AutoCAD skills, learning data 
analysis and visualization, gaining an industry-recognized credential through certifica-
tion, or deciding it’s time for a new career, reflection is a crucial first step toward 
achieving your dreams.

v   PLAN  After assessing your skills, education and training, make a plan. Know what you 
want to aim for, research what knowledge or training you need, and plan affirmatively 
to move ahead. As you do a personal inventory, consider what a recognized credential 
in Six Sigma, Supply Chain, Project Management, Tableau, Microsoft Office, Quick-
Books, Human Resources, CompTIA®, Medical Imaging, SolidWorks®, Medical Coding 
and Billing, as well as a myriad of others, will say about you professionally. If you have 
always wanted to teach the next generation, New Pathways to Teaching New Jersey 
provides an alternate route to a career as a K-12 NJ certified teacher. Are you search-
ing for a well-paying job, with good benefits and a bright future? Look no further. A 
brand-new career in advanced manufacturing can be yours after completing our Pre-
Apprentice Boot Camp and becoming an apprentice. This is the perfect opportunity, 
regardless of gender or age, for anyone that likes to work with his or her hands. Want 
to start a career in healthcare? We have options, including apprenticeships. See pages 
7 and 8 to learn what an apprenticeship can do for you. Your plan is a stepping-stone 
on your journey.

v   ENGAGE  This is where the rubber meets the road. Join one or several of our virtual 
no-cost Job Search Workshops to gain an edge in your job search. Call any staff 
member at the Center for Workforce Development or email us at wfd@ccm.edu 
with questions or for more information. Better yet, attend one or all of the Virtual 
Open House sessions January 7, 9 and 11 to meet our excellent instructors and learn 
more about the programs. To reserve your seat for a Zoom invite, visit the Workforce 
website. When you engage, you move another step ahead.

v   EXECUTE  Some say execution is the hardest step. If you know what you want to do, 
act now! Visit www.ccm.edu/workforce to register using online enrollment. At the 
Center for Workforce Development, our programs are designed to be simple, conve-
nient and flexible to help you execute your career plan.

The nature of today’s workforce, and the workforce of the future, will continue to place a 
premium on training, education and skills, from entry-level workers seeking a first job, to 
those with years of experience. One of the best ways to stand out and shine is a recognized 
credential that reflects mastery, or refreshing skills in the latest technologies and practices.

CCM – we are your number one local and regional resource in higher education.  
We Help People Get Jobs, Get Better Jobs and Do Better at the Job They Are In!

The Center for Workforce Development Team—Patrick Enright, Irena Kaler, Julie Gause, 
Alexandra Hoffmann, Joanne Louie, Crystal Lutton, Nancy Rothman, Kathy Sheehy, Emily 
Wills, Bret Babich, Anthony Horbert, Amber Pantiliano, Jen Strasle and Kim Whalen
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Opportunities and Programs for 
the Unemployed, Underemployed or Dislocated

Job Search In The 21st Century

If you are unemployed, underemployed or dislocated, you may be eligible for grant funded educational 
vouchers up to $5,000 covering training, materials and exam certification fees. 

For information, call or email your local New Jersey One-Stop Career Center  
to schedule a meeting and determine eligibility.  

Morris/Sussex/Warren Employment and Training Services:  973-285-6880, msw-ets@co.morris.nj.us 

A FREE COMMUNITY SERVICE offered by The Center for Workforce Development to help all job seekers, 
employed or unemployed, to network with other job seekers and learn the tips, tricks and best practices 
from professionals who coach, guide and teach what is needed to Find a Job in the 21st Century.

Tuesday evenings, January through June 2021, 6:30 - 8:00 PM, remote with live instruction .
PRE-REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED at www.ccm.edu/workforce .  

Login details will be emailed at least 24 hours before the start of each workshop .

FOCUS TOPIC FACILITATOR DATES

Neighbors helping Neighbors:   
A national grassroots job search support and networking group.

Dale Favia
January 12, February 16, March 16, 

April 20, May 25, June 22

Changing Your Career After Losing Your Job Kathy Vincelette
January 19, March 2, April 27, 

June 15

Prepare Your Personal Elevator Pitch for Networking Opportunities Frank Morales January 26, March 23

Navigating the Online Job Search: Beyond Basics Rosemary Grant February 2, April 13, May 18

Writing Winning Resumes and Cover Letters Kathy Vincelette February 9, March 30, June 8

Interview Skills:   
Improve Your Techniques for Virtual Job Interviews and That First Impression

Frank Morales February 23, May 4

How to Strategically Use LinkedIn for Your Professional Success Frank Morales March 9, May 11

No-Cost Job Search Workshops Offered by The Center for Workforce Development

“The job search workshops have been inspiring me to keep going and helping me to rediscover myself.  It’s a 
painful and sometimes joyous experience that I’m sharing with others. The classes are fantastic for the knowledge, 
for finding my voice again and getting used to this new virtual reality.”  ~ Lou Schrader
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GET STARTED TODAY by completing  
the enrollment form on our website.

www.ccm.edu/womenscenter

THE 
WOMEN’S 

CENTER
A Program that Helps Individuals 

Reenter the Workforce

Have you lost your primary source of income 
due to divorce or separation?

Have you experienced the death or disability of 
your spouse and are no longer  

supported by their income?

Do you need to become financially independent 
by returning to the workforce after an absence, 

but don’t know where to start?

WE CAN HELP!

• Individual Goal Setting

• Empowering Workshops

• Career Counseling

• Resumes and Cover Letters

• Job Search Strategies and Interviewing Skills

• Job Club Speakers Series

• Job Seekers Support Group

• Computer Skills

• Educational and Training Scholarships

• Divorce Workshop Series

• Free Legal Consultations with  
Family Law Attorneys

“Since enrolling with the Women’s Center, I have come 
to look at my future and what matters most going 
forward. The job you all do is so important to those of 
us who come to you broken, lost, and in need of a lot 
of direction.”  ~ Donna

“I am very grateful for the resources I have found at 
the Women’s Center to help me move forward and 
build my confidence and ability to support myself for 
the future. You gave me hope and encouraged me to 
press on and feel worthy of the opportunities that fit 
my education and background, despite my years of 
being a stay-at-home mom.”  ~ Diana

The Women’s Center provides all services on a remote basis as needed .

Phone: 973-328-5025 
Email: womenscenter@ccm.edu 
Web: www.ccm.edu/womenscenter
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COUNTY COLLEGE OF MORRIS
CENTER FOR WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

You are weeks away from your career 
in Advanced Manufacturing

JOIN OUR ADVANCED MANUFACTURING BOOT CAMP
Come explore CCM’s new, state-of-the-art  

Advanced Manufacturing and Engineering Center.

Earn college credit, industry-valued credentials, and ROLLING ADMISSIONS, 
which means we are ready when you are!

Where innovation 
and technology come together 

•  Safety Training

•  Manual Machine Set-Up and Operation

•  Job Layout

• Blueprint Reading

•  Computer Numerical Controls (CNC) 
Set-Up and Operation

•  Computer-Aided Design (CAD)

•  Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM)

•  Geometric Dimensioning and 
Tolerancing (GD&T)

•  Industry Recognized Credentials:  NIMS, 
OSHA, SolidWorks

Morris County’s Continuing Education Leader.
Learn how CCM can make you your best self.

ENROLL TODAY!  Contact us by phone 973-328-5219 or email CAREERUSA@ccm.edu.
www.ccm.edu/apprenticeships  •  www.ccm.edu/workforce
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BOOT CAMP
Apprenticeship

Employment

Paid 
Training at a 

minimum 
of $15 

an hour.

Interviews 
during 

Boot Camp

• College 
Credits

• Industry 
Credentials

APPLY NOW! 
Visit us at www.ccm.edu/apprenticeships/  

to complete our online application .

Scholarship Opportunities Are Available!

https://www.linkedin.com/company/workforce-development-ccm/https://www.facebook.com/workforce.ccmwfd_ccm_nj

Boot Camp Topics
•  Introductory Course-Shop Basics
•  Shop and Safety Lectures
•  Manual Machining Basics
•  Introduction to CNC

134 Total Hours
56 Total Shop Hours

Optional Courses:
•  Introduction to CAD and CAM
•  NIMS Certification Practice

For more details about our 
programs and opportunities,  
JOIN US FOR AN  
INFORMATION SESSION  
this semester! 

You can register for a session on 
the following Wednesday dates at 
www.ccm.edu/apprenticeships/

January 27 at 12 p.m.

February 10 at 2 p.m.

February 24 at 5 p.m.

March 10 at 9 p.m.

March 24 at 12 p.m.

April 7 at 2 p.m.

April 21 at 5 p.m.

May 5 at 9 a.m.

Provides a 
paycheck from 

day one that will 
increase with 
more training

Connects 
education 
and work 

simultaneously

Increases 
employee 

stability and 
growth

Combines 
on the job 

training with 
instruction 

Provides 
industry 

credentials 
and college 

credit

CareerAdvance USA

BOOT CAMP

Credentials
•  3 college credits towards 

an AAS in Mechanical 
Engineering Technology

•  OSHA 10 Certification

•  Additional Certifications: 
-  5 Level 1 NIMS 

certifications and 
SolidWorks

•  Additional college 
credits may be received 
after completion of the 
apprenticeship.

Interview Opportunities
•  Employers are ready to interview 

students for apprenticeship 
opportunities!

•  Career preparation to assist students 
with mock interviews, resumes and 
cover letters.

Job Opportunities
•  Shop Technician, Manual Machinist, 

CNC Operator, CAD Drafter and more!

THE VALUE OF AN APPRENTICESHIP

7
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https://www.facebook.com/workforce.ccm
https://www.instagram.com/wfd_ccm_nj/


Opportunities  
to Become a
HEALTHCARE 
PROFESSIONAL 
Have Never Been Better!

Through the New Jersey HealthWorks Scaling Apprenticeship 
Grant, the Center for Workforce Development at CCM is now 
offering healthcare apprenticeships! 

Currently offering Certified Nurse Aide Apprenticeships.

Coming Soon Pharmacy Technician, Patient Care  
Technician, Certified Medical Assistant, Certified  
Alcohol and Drug Counselor.

An Apprenticeship is a mutually beneficial  
partnership between workers  
and employers.

If you are a  
healthcare  
employer and  
are interested in  
launching an  
apprentice program,  
LET’S CONNECT!  

Contact Emily Wills at  
ewills@ccm.edu  
or 973-328-5073

New Jersey HealthWorks Scaling Apprenticeship  
is sponsored by a $12 million dollar grant from the U.S.  
Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration  
(Federal Award ID. No. (FAIN): HG-33026-19-60-A-34). The US DOL  
grant includes additional match funds amounting to over $500,000 to support OJT and other employer assistance  
from the New Jersey Department of. Labor and Workforce Development GAINS Project.

FOR EMPLOYERS: 
• A means to recruit and  

help create predictability in  
volatile labor markets 

• Increases retention by developing 
your current workforce 

• Effectively reduces  
training costsFOR WORKERS: 

• Earn while you learn model

• Clear career pathways

• Provides industry recognized  
credentials and training

• One on one mentoring

mailto:ewills%40ccm.edu?subject=


COUNTY COLLEGE OF MORRIS
CENTER FOR WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

CAREER EDUCATION  
FOR BUSINESSES AND PROFESSIONALS

DID YOU KNOW… companies that offer 
comprehensive training programs  

experienced 24% higher profit margin than 
those who spent less on training? (ADT, 2016)

A WIDE RANGE OF TOPICS  
FOR EVERY SKILL LEVEL TO EXPAND  

AND DEVELOP YOUR EMPLOYEES’ SKILLS:

    Management and Leadership 
Development Programs

     Project Management

   Supply Chain Management

    Microsoft Office Suite

   Cyber and Data Security

    Sales Training

   ESL for the Workforce

    Data Analytics and Visualization

And much more!

OUR APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMS ARE CREATING OPPORTUNITIES TO SUPPORT OUR 
COMMUNITY AND ARE STRUCTURED TO FIT THE EXACT HIRING NEEDS OF OUR EMPLOYERS.

Raise your organization to new heights by contacting the  
Center for Workforce Development’s dedicated staff members!

Delivered LIVE Online  
Directly to your Business

• Customized Solutions

• Flexible Scheduling

• Certification Programs

For information on 
corporate training, call 

Alexandra Hoffmann, 
Associate Director, Center 

for Workforce Development 
973-328-5186 or  

email Alexandra at 
ahoffmann@ccm.edu.

Check out our industry certifications:

• ASQ Six Sigma

• APICS Supply Chain

• Microsoft Office Specialist

• Project Management - PMP®, CAPM®, Agile

• CompTIA® A+, Network+. Security+

Advanced Manufacturing 
Apprenticeship Development and Coordination Specialists

Healthcare 
HealthWorks Success Coach

Jennifer Strasle 
jstrasle@ccm.edu

Kimberly Whelan 
kwhelan@ccm.edu

Emily Wills 
ewills@ccm.edu 9

mailto:ahoffmann%40ccm.edu?subject=
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To register online, find your course at www.ccm.edu/workforce and click on the “REGISTER” box for your course .10

VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, Saturday, Monday

January 7, 9 and 11
REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED

See back cover for details.

*TEXTBOOK REQUIRED:   If your course requires a textbook, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
Students must obtain the textbook on their own and have it for the first day of class. 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Course Course Title CEUs

PMC-129 Project Management Essentials 4.2

PMC-131 Project Management PMP®, CAPM® Exam Prep 3.6

PMC-130 Microsoft Project 2016 1.5

Upon successful completion of Project Management Essentials, Project Management Exam 
Prep and Microsoft Project 2016, you will be awarded a Certificate in Project Management by 
the college. See “Certificates and Transcripts” in General Information.  

If you are already PMP® or CAPM® certified, or regularly use the tenets of project manage-
ment, up your knowledge and value with the Agile Project Management Essentials course. 
Agile project management helps individuals and teams perform more effectively. For further 
information about these classes, visit www.ccm.edu/business  

CERTIFICATE IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
WITH PMP® OR CAPM® OPTION

Project Management is one of the most sought-after competences for today’s business profes-
sional. Skilled Project Managers are able to deliver results in the shortest time, at the least cost 
and with the highest quality. 

According to the Project Management Institute (PMI), the world leader in project manage-
ment certifications, organizations with standardized practices attain better results. Because 
the Project Management Professional (PMP)® and Certified Associate in Project Management 
(CAPM)® recognize your knowledge of the profession’s preeminent global standard, you will 
stand out to employers and be poised to move ahead. 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
ESSENTIALS
Does the thought of a large personal or 
professional project seem overwhelming 
to you? Learn about practical and proven 
methods to manage people, procedures 
and time to achieve the results you need. 
Understand how to work with time con-
straints, smart planning, resource alloca-
tion, quality control, risk management, cost 
control and communications management. 
Get control of your project and see it to a 
successful completion. PMC-129.

INSTRUCTOR: Ciro Petti, PMP, MCT, MOS 

Course Code #: 28411
14 Sessions: 42 hours, CEU 4.2 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon and Wed, Mar 3-April 
28 (no class March 22, 24, April 19, 21)
Cost: $999  

PROJECT MANAGEMENT PMP®, 
CAPM® EXAM PREP
PREREQUISITE: Project Management 
Essentials or substantial prior project man-
agement experience with a solid understand-
ing of the principles of project management.

Ready to go for your certification in Project 
Management? This class is a preparation 
for taking the PMI certification exam for 
Project Management Professional (PMP)® or 

Certified Associate in Project Management 
(CAPM)® and meets the requirement for con-
tact hours of education to be eligible to take 
the exams. This course includes information 
and principles for taking the newly revised 
exams. The student will practice with hun-
dreds of practice test questions. This course 
is a robust and comprehensive grounding 
in the principles of project management, 
the PMI’s Project Management Body of 
Knowledge Guide (PMBOK), project best 
practices and test preparation. The course 
covers project life cycles, project knowledge 
areas, test preparation, test-taking tips and 
practical best practices. This course also satis-
fies requirements for obtaining Professional 
Development Units (PDUs). PMC-131.
* Textbook required. Visit https://ccm.edu/
workforce/textbook-information

INSTRUCTOR: Ciro Petti, PMP, MCT, MOS

Course Code #: 28412
8 Sessions: 36 hours, CEU 3.6 
Dates: 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m., Sat, April 24-June 
26 (no class May 29, June 5)
Cost: $999

MICROSOFT PROJECT 2016
Microsoft Project is the most popular proj-
ect planning tool in the world. Learn to use 
this tool to plan, schedule, manage tasks, 
resources and budgets, analyze workloads, 
produce reports and much more. PMC-130. 

INSTRUCTOR: Ciro Petti, PMP, MCT, MOS 

Course Code #: 28414
5 Sessions: 15 hours, CEU 1.5
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, April 8-29 
(no class April 20, 22)
Cost: $329

All classes are remote LIVE instruction unless otherwise 
indicated. Students need access to a computer and to 
the Internet. A desktop or laptop computer with audio and 
video capability is preferred, but tablets and smartphones 
are an option. CCM will provide access to any specialized 
software needed for a course.

http://www.ccm.edu/business
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
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Instructors will contact students with instructions for connecting to class online, using default email address on file. Make sure your email 
address on file is current! Email Records and Registration at registrar@ccm.edu to check your current contact information. Submit new 
contact information using form https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 
CCM is a leading training organization for all workforce supply chain needs.

Businesses operating in today’s local and global markets are dependent on a highly performing supply chain for operational success and sus-
tainability. Supply chain management is an integral part of most businesses and is essential to company success and customer satisfaction. 

According to a survey by Deloitte, 79% of companies with high-performing supply chains achieve revenue growth superior to the average within 
their industries (LogisticsBureau.com).

Companies investing in a well-trained, knowledgeable supply chain workforce will boost customer service, reduce operating costs and improve 
the company’s financial position.

In today’s global economy, with markets and companies affected by the disruptions of COVID-19, you need to be aware of how to plan for, 
and protect your supply chain by implementing best practices.  Using strategies that help you not only survive, but thrive in an environment 
continually buffeted by forces beyond your control, the three-part series, WHEN THE SUPPLY CHAIN IS DISRUPTED, is a must for 
small and large companies.

CCM offers a wide array of certification prep courses in a variety of supply chain disciplines, in addition to its highly regarded 
Supply Chain Management for Professionals, a must-have course for everyone that is part of the supply chain. Check out CCM’s 
workforce offerings for Certified Supply Chain Professional (APICS--CSCP), Certified in Production and Inventory Management 
(APICS—CPIM), and coming soon – Certified Logistics Technician (MSSC—CLT).  

Training/Certification Benefits

Personal Benefits Employee Benefits
•  Realize higher salaries (statistics show individuals with

APICS certifications earn 25% more)

•  Improve your hiring potential by 65%

•  Increase advancement opportunities

•  Demonstrate your expertise in the supply chain field with
certification

•  Stand out from your peers - be among the most respected
professionals in the supply chain industry

•  Establish a knowledgeable and current workforce

•  Contribute to the bottom line as part of a highly skilled/
productive workforce

•  Build a standard workforce skill set that is globally
recognized

•  Establish a common language

•  Demonstrate to customers and suppliers, your
commitment to professionalism and excellence

Choose the program or programs that best equip you to excel in the field.
•  Find out what happens when the Supply Chain is disrupted and learn how to protect your company.
•  Learn supply chain management essentials with Supply Chain Management for Professionals.
•  Earn an APICS or MSSC certification.

Course Course Title CEUs

SCM-113 Supply Chain Management for Professionals 3.0

SCM-108 Certified Supply Chain Professional (CSCP) Certification 4.8

SCM-110
Certified Production & Inventory Management (CPIM) 
Certification – part 1

2.4

SCM-111
Certified Production & Inventory Management (CPIM) 
Certification – part 2

4.8

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT FOR 
PROFESSIONALS
Explore concepts and practical real-life 
applications of supply chain management. 
This course will give you a new way of 
looking at and conducting business across 
tiers inside and outside the organization, 

resulting in cost savings, revenue growth 
and an increased competitive advantage. 
Learn about collaborative efforts with sup-
pliers and customers, methods to set up 
an effective supply chain, and much more. 
Following this course, you can further your 
education and enhance your career advance-

ment opportunities by participating in 
CCM’s APICS certification preparation pro-
grams. SCM-113.

INSTRUCTOR:   Marilyn Gettinger, MBA, 
CPM, CPSM, APICS CSCP

Course Code #: 28421
10 Sessions: 30 hours, CEU 3.0
Time: TBD 
Cost: $499 

Supply Chain continued on next page.

Check with your employer 
for tuition reimbursement and 

professional development 
allowances.

https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf
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To register online, find your course at www.ccm.edu/workforce and click on the “REGISTER” box for your course .12

*TEXTBOOK REQUIRED:   If your course requires a textbook, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
Students must obtain the textbook on their own and have it for the first day of class. 

Earn an APICS Supply Chain 
Certification

Why earn an APICS certification?  APICS is 
the premier globally recognized credential 
in the supply chain industry. A credential 
establishes your mastery of a unique skillset 
and identifies you as a valuable candidate to 
an organization. Employers include ‘APICS 
certification preferred’ in their job descrip-
tions when they want to hire supply chain 
experts who are prepared to perform at a 
higher level.  Individuals holding APICS cer-
tification will find various levels of employ-
ment opportunities in Supply Management/
Purchasing, Quality, Production, Logistics, 
Warehousing, Service Operations, 
Transportation and more.

Which APICS Credential Best Suits You?
Certified Supply Chain Professional (CSCP)
APICS CSCP is the right designation if you 
want to demonstrate mastery of the extend-
ed supply chain, from an organization’s 
suppliers through to the end customer. The 
CSCP certification validates professional 
understanding of supply chain management 
and the integration of operations across the 
extended supply chain. SCM-108

Certified Production and Inventory 
Management (CPIM)
APICS CPIM is the right designation if you 
want to demonstrate mastery of an organi-
zation’s internal operations and in-depth 
understanding of materials management, 
master scheduling, forecasting, production 
planning and how it applies across the 
extended supply chain. SCM-110, SCM-111. 

Certified Supply Chain Professional 
(CSCP) 

CERTIFICATION

Certified Production and Inventory 
Management (CPIM) 

CERTIFICATION

Who Should 
Attend

Individuals wanting APICS certifica-
tion to demonstrate supply chain 
mastery

Individuals wanting APICS certifica-
tion to demonstrate production and 
inventory mastery

Overview

CSCP focuses on the mastery of the 
extended supply chain, from a com-
pany’s suppliers through to the end 
customers. The CSCP designation 
validates professional understanding 
of supply chain management and the 
integration of operations across the 
extended supply chain.

CPIM focuses on the mastery of an 
organization’s internal operations 
and provides an in-depth understand-
ing of materials management, master 
scheduling, forecasting, production, 
planning and provides the knowledge 
to apply this information across the 
extended supply chain.

Area of 
Focus

• Supply chain design
• Supplier relationship management
• Supply chain logistics
• Supply chain management
• Supply chain risk management
• Supply chain improvements
• Customer relationship management

• Buyers and planners
• Forecasting and S&OP
• Master scheduling and MRP
• Operations management
•  Production and inventory manage-

ment
• Supply chain management

Supply Chain 
operations 
areas most 
suited for 

this 
designation 

• Supply chain design
• Supplier management
• Transportation
• Supply chain management
• Distribution channels
• 3PL, 4PL
• Customer management

•  Production and inventory manage-
ment

• Operations
• Supply chain management
• Procurement
• Materials management
• Purchasing
• Planning

Candidate 
Benefit

CSCP certification holders can effec-
tively manage global supply chain 
activities and implement best prac-
tices to increase supply chain efficien-
cies.

CPIM certification evidences func-
tional knowledge of production and 
inventory management with the abil-
ity to effectively evaluate, implement 
and manage activities.

Eligibility 
requirements

Three years of related business experi-
ence; or Bachelor’s degree (or interna-
tional equivalent); or hold one of the 
following APICS designations: CPIM, 
CFPIM, CIRM, SCOR-P, CPM, CSM 
or CPSM

None (no bachelor’s degree or inter-
national equivalent is required)

There are two options for CSCP certification prep. The online certification preparation pro-
gram uses a blended learning approach (asynchronous and synchronous virtual sessions). 
Student learning is enhanced by a combination of remote live, instructor-led classroom meet-
ings to fully engage the entire class. Self-paced sessions provide flexibility and scheduling con-
venience. There is also a full-day Saturday CSCP option at CCM’s Randolph campus.

CCM reserves the right to change 
the dates/times, and method of 
delivery of a class, depending 

on enrollment and the operating 
status of the college.

Online classes may be moved on-campus and on-
campus classes may become online or a hybrid. 
CCM WFD reserves the right to deliver all classes 
in the format that best meets the interest of 
student safety and effective learning. Refer to our 
website, www.ccm.edu/workforce, for the latest 
class and course information.

Keep your contact information 
up to date! 

See STUDENT RECORDS 
page 50.

http://www.ccm.edu/workforcewww.ccm.edu/workforce
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Instructors will contact students with instructions for connecting to class online, using default email address on file. Make sure your email 
address on file is current! Email Records and Registration at registrar@ccm.edu to check your current contact information. Submit new 
contact information using form https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf

COURSE SCHEDULE

Certification CSCP CPIM

Remote Live 
Courses

Online learning with synchronous 
and asynchronous sessions

Instructor-led, remote sessions

What 
You’ll 

Receive

Learning system and online platform.
Online participants will receive 
course materials in advance, via 
US mail.  Your US mail and email 
addresses must be current.  Prior 
CCM students with a changed 
address must update official contact 
information with the Registrar.

Learning system and slide book 

Dates 
and 
Time

Course Code #: 28422
16 Sessions, 48 hours, CEU 4.8 
Virtual Classroom Sessions meet 
weekly
Time: 6-8 p.m., Tues and Thurs 
Mar 2-Apr 22

CPIM Part 1 
Course Code #: 28425
9 Sessions: 24 hours, CEU 2.4
Time: Tues, Thurs, Sat, April 27-May 
15
    6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues and Thurs
    8:30 a.m.-1 p.m., Sat

CPIM Part 2 
Course Code #: 58426 
18 Sessions: 48 hours, CEU 4.8
Time: Tues, Thurs, Sat, June 19-July 31
   (no class July 3)
   6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues and Thurs
   8:30 a.m.-1 p.m., Sat

Registration

Students are encouraged to register at least 10 days before the class starts, 
in order to receive class materials timely.

Register at https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/business/supply-chain/

Instructor Joseph Shedlawski, MBA, CPIM, CLTD Robert Dowler, CPIM, CSCP, CSSGB

Location Online (browser requirements below) Remote Live

Cost $2,295 
CPIM Part 1 = $1,350 
CPIM Part 2 = $1,895

APICS 
Exam 

Vouchers

Purchase through APICS.  For best 
pricing and more options, consider a 
student membership.  
https://www.apics.org/credentials-
education/credentials/cscp/exam/

Purchase through APICS. For best 
pricing or more options, consider a 
student membership.  https://www.
apics.org/credentials-education/
credentials/cpim/exams

Browser Requirements: 
•  Windows:  Microsoft Edge 42 or later; Firefox 61 or later;

Chrome 68 or later.
•  Mac:   Safari 12 or later; Firefox 61 or later; Chrome 68 or later.
•  Phones and Tablets:  Apple iOS 11 or later; Android 6 or

later; Chrome 68 or later

Certification CSCP

In-Person 
Option at 
the CCM 
Campus

All attendees must adhere to 
public health requirements 
and CCM’s policies with 
respect to in-person, indoor 
gatherings. CCM reserves 
the right to modify this class 
schedule in conformance with 
NJ State guidelines.  

Instructor
Russ Miller, Master APICS 
Instructor Certification

Dates 
and 
Time

Course Code #: 28423
6 Sessions: 48 hours, CEU 4.8
On-campus, Sheffield Hall, 
SH-101
Time: 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat, May 
22-July 17 (no class May 29,
June 19, July 3)

Students are encouraged to 
register at least 10 days before 
the class starts, in order to 
receive class materials timely.

Register at https://www.ccm.
edu/workforce/business/
supply-chain/

Cost
$2,390
Includes Learning system and 
slide book.

APICS 
Exam 

Vouchers

APICS Exam Vouchers May 
Be Purchased through APICS. 
For best pricing and more 
options, consider a student 
membership. https://www.
apics.org/credentials-education/
credentials/cscp/exam/

NEW SUPPLY CHAIN CERTIFICATION – 
MSSC CLT, UNDER CONSTRUCTION
The MSSC Certified Logistics Technician (CLT) credential. MSSC, the Manufacturing Skill Standards Council, is the 
national leader in front-line worker certifications. The CLT designation is the first-ever national training and certification 
for front-line material handling and distribution workers in supply chain logistics:  raw material, production, warehousing, 
distribution and transportation. This two-part training class offers a first certification as a Certified Logistics Associate (CLA), which is 
followed by the Certified Logistics Technician (CLT). Students must earn the CLA before attempting CLT certification. 

For more information, email wfd@ccm.edu or visit our website at www.ccm.edu/workforce

NEW

https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf
https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/business/supply-chain/
https://www.apics.org/credentials-education/credentials/cscp/exam/
https://www.apics.org/credentials-education/credentials/cscp/exam/
https://www.apics.org/credentials-education/credentials/cpim/exams
https://www.apics.org/credentials-education/credentials/cpim/exams
https://www.apics.org/credentials-education/credentials/cpim/exams
https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/business/supply-chain/
https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/business/supply-chain/
https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/business/supply-chain/
https://www.apics.org/credentials-education/credentials/cscp/exam/
https://www.apics.org/credentials-education/credentials/cscp/exam/
https://www.apics.org/credentials-education/credentials/cscp/exam/
mailto:wfd@ccm.edu
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce
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*TEXTBOOK REQUIRED:   If your course requires a textbook, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
Students must obtain the textbook on their own and have it for the first day of class. 

ASQ SIX SIGMA YELLOW AND GREEN BELT  
CERTIFICATION EXAM PREP

CCM offers Six Sigma certification preparation in a format that allows individuals to continue 
working and immediately put into practice the skills learned in class. Smaller companies can 
benefit and afford to train at least one, or a few, key individuals to shepherd the company 
through the growth and increased profits that larger companies experience with Six Sigma 
improvements. 

Course Course Title CEUs
WDT-150 Six Sigma: An Introduction to Process Improvement 0.6

BCC-143 Yellow Belt Certification Prep 2.4

BCC-142 Green Belt Certification Prep 4.0

SIX SIGMA: AN INTRODUCTION  
TO PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
Six Sigma is a process and a set of tools 
used by organizations to improve prod-
ucts, processes and results by eliminating 
defects, reducing variation and decreas-
ing delays. Learn the fundamentals of Six 
Sigma, including use of the DMAIC pro-
cess (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, 
Control) and basic tools. Come to class with 
a problem or project in mind. Prepare to 
follow this course with an ASQ Six Sigma 
certification prep course. See below oppor-
tunities. WDT-150.

INSTRUCTOR: Jeff Lilley, MBA, BSChE

Course Code #: 28127
2 Sessions: 6.5 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 8:30 a.m.-11:45 a.m., Tues, March 2-9
Cost: $199

YELLOW BELT CERTIFICATION 
EXAM PREP
PREREQUISITE: This is an entry-level 
course. Students must have, at least, a high 
school diploma. 
Yellow Belts spend much of their time assist-
ing process improvement teams using the 

DMAIC approach: Define, Measure, Analyze, 
Improve, Control. Anyone participating 
in process improvement in organizational 
functions including operations, quality, 
logistics, finance, production, engineering 
and other staff functions across a wide range 
of industries will benefit from this course. 
CCM’s Six Sigma Yellow Belt course gives 
you the knowledge, skills and experience 
needed to use basic Six Sigma methods and 
tools and will help you advance towards Six 
Sigma Yellow Belt Certification. Upon com-
pletion of this course, students will under-
stand the American Society for Quality Six 
Sigma Yellow Belt Body of Knowledge, be 
exposed to basic statistical techniques and 
be prepared for the ASQ Six Sigma Yellow 
Belt exam. BCC-143.

INSTRUCTOR: Ed May, BS, MBA, ASQ 
CSSBB, CMQ/OE, CQE, CQA, CSQP

Course Code #: 28391
8 Sessions: 24 hours, CEU 2.4 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues, March 23-May 18 (no 
class April 6)
Cost: $599

GREEN BELT CERTIFICATION  
EXAM PREP
PREREQUISITE: This is an entry-level 
course. Students must have, at least, a high 
school diploma. To sit for the ASQ Green 
Belt Exam requires three years of work expe-
rience in one or more areas of the Six Sigma 
Green Belt body of knowledge.

Are you ready for Green Belt certification? 
Let us help you prepare! Various Lean and 
Six Sigma processes are covered over the 
course of ten sessions. This pace allows you 
to integrate the processes into your work 
environment and thought process. Learn to 
organize complex issues into a structured, 
prioritized format, define projects against 
a project metric, gather data relative to the 
project metric, analyze the data and identify 
the tasks necessary to improve the project 
metric. Upon completion of this course, 
you will be prepared to sit for the American 
Society for Quality Green Belt certification 
exam. BCC-142.

INSTRUCTOR: Carl Perini, BA, MS, ASQ 
CSSBB, CQA, CPGP 

Course Code #: 28392
8 Sessions: 40 hours, CEU 4.0
Location: On campus at the Landscape 
Horticulture Technology Building, LHT 109
Time: 8:30 a.m.-2 p.m. Sat, May 1-June 26 
(no class May 29)
Cost: $999

“Thanks again for all your help with this training, since it was a priority with our CEO and judging from the 
agenda, it sounds like it will cover the areas that need to be addressed.  We love that this is part of the 
things you do to make sure that training sessions are beneficial to all the participants.”   
~ Carmen Boehm, HR Generalist, PNY Technologies, Inc.

IMPORTANT: 
Registration closes  
3 days before class start 
date.  See page 52.

If class start 
day is a…

The last day to register is…

Monday Thursday before class start date

Tuesday Sunday before class start date

Wednesday Sunday before class start date

Thursday Monday before class start date

Friday Tuesday before class start date

Saturday Wednesday before class start date

Registration instructions at 
www .ccm .edu/workforce/wfd-reg/

All classes are remote LIVE instruction unless otherwise 
indicated. Students need access to a computer and to 
the Internet. A desktop or laptop computer with audio and 
video capability is preferred, but tablets and smartphones 
are an option. CCM will provide access to any specialized 
software needed for a course.
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Instructors will contact students with instructions for connecting to class online, using default email address on file. Make sure your email 
address on file is current! Email Records and Registration at registrar@ccm.edu to check your current contact information. Submit new 
contact information using form https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf

HUMAN RESOURCES

CERTIFICATE IN HUMAN RESOURCES PROFESSIONAL - 
GENERALIST

Federal and state regulations require a knowledgeable, professional human resources 
department to handle the many requirements to remain legally compliant as an employer. 
Managers, HR professionals and entrepreneurs who would like to learn more about the hiring 
and handling of employees, health insurance, compensation and other human resources pro-
grams and procedures will benefit from this comprehensive program. Whether you are inter-
ested in pursuing testing for credentials from organizations such as the Human Resources 
Certification Institute or the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM), or simply 
looking to grow your expertise, this program provides you with the knowledge needed for 
career growth and preparation to sit for the SHRM certification exam. 

Program content is based on the SHRM’s State of Human Resource Education Study in coop-
eration with the American Institute for Research and the SHRM Human Resource Curriculum: 
An Integrated Approach to HR Education. The program includes two field trips to local SHRM 
chapter meetings and guest speakers who are subject matter experts. 

Any of the first four classes can be taken individually and in any order. The last module 
requires at least one other as a prerequisite. 

Course Course Title CEUs
CHR-117 Total Rewards: Compensation & Benefits 1.5

CHR-127 Strategic HR Management & Capstone Project 1.2

CHR-121 HR Management and Staffing 1.5

CHR-122 Employment Law 1.8

CHR-119 Training & Staff Development 0.9

You do not need to enroll in the certificate program to benefit from these courses. Upon 
completion of all five modules, you will be awarded a Certificate of Completion in Human 
Resources Professional by the college. See “Certificates and Transcripts” in General Information.

All classes will be held as remote, live instruction.

*Textbook required. Visit https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information 

INSTRUCTORS:   Judy Treibman, MBA, SHRM-SCP, SPHR, GBA 
Kenneth Sterzer, MPS, SHRM-CP, PHR

TOTAL REWARDS:  
COMPENSATION & BENEFITS
Compensation and benefits are primary fac-
tors in recruiting and retaining top talent 
and the key to a company’s competitive-
ness. HR develops packages for executives 
and compensation and benefits levels for 
employees that are internally and externally 
equitable and that fit the company’s needs. 
Major topics discussed:  salary grading and 
banding using a market-based strategy; 
management of company paid benefits 
(medical, dental etc.); ERISA and other regu-
latory issues pertaining to benefits; other 
rewards including paid time off and flexible 
schedules. CHR-117.

Course Code #: 28384
5 Sessions: 15 hours, CEU 1.5
Time: 6:15-9:15 p.m., Tues, Feb 16-March 16
Cost: $299

STRATEGIC HR MANAGEMENT  
AND CAPSTONE PROJECT
In order to be an active partner in the stra-
tegic management of a company, HR must 
understand the business climate and the 
competition. HR translates corporate goals 
(both short and long-term) to the depart-
ment and individual level. HR reduces or 
mitigates risk to the company. Students will 
work in groups on a project of choice and 
will identify and report on solutions draw-
ing from multiple areas of HR. Major topics 
discussed:  SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, and threats) Analysis; health, 
safety, and security risks; workforce changes 
including mergers/acquisitions, reductions 
in workforce. CHR-127.

Course Code #: 28385
4 Sessions: 12 hours, CEU 1.2 
Time: 6:15-9:15 p.m., Tues, March 30-April 20
Cost: $259

The following courses will be offered 
Fall 2021

HR MANAGEMENT AND STAFFING
People are the most valuable asset to any orga-
nization. Learn how to identify and imple-
ment recruiting and retention programs to 
impact productivity and profitability. Students 
will use measurement tools to assess HR 
effectiveness. The class will attend a Society of 
Human Resources chapter meeting (Sussex- 
Warren) as a field trip. Topics will include:  
trends in HR Management and the contempo-
rary role of HR in the large and small organi-
zation; recruiting and retention strategies and 
practices; managing a diverse workforce and a 
global workforce; evaluating HR performance/
effectiveness with metrics. CHR-121.

EMPLOYMENT LAW
Professionals provide training to managers 
and employees on compliance issues and 
develop and implement policies, practices 
and procedures. Students will learn about 
relevant legislation such as:  employment at 
will/wrongful discharge, NJ State and local 
legislation, OSHA, FLSA, ERISA, FMLA, NLRA, 
WARN, COBRA, HIPAA and EEO. CHR-122.

TRAINING AND  
STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Continuous learning is essential to a pro-
ductive and efficient workforce. HR delivers 
corporate training to employees based on 
business objectives. Covered: define core 
competencies; conduct a needs assessment; 
design and deliver training programs; link 
career development and performance man-
agement to training. CHR-119.

HR continued on next page.

Check our website 
frequently to see 

updated class 
information .

www .ccm .edu/workforce

https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
https://nextcatalog.ccm.edu/search/?P=CHR-117
https://nextcatalog.ccm.edu/search/?P=CHR-123
https://nextcatalog.ccm.edu/search/?P=CHR-119
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce
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To register online, find your course at www.ccm.edu/workforce and click on the “REGISTER” box for your course .16

*TEXTBOOK REQUIRED:   If your course requires a textbook, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
Students must obtain the textbook on their own and have it for the first day of class. 

ADDITIONAL HUMAN RESOURCES COURSES

UNCONSCIOUS BIAS  
IN THE WORKPLACE
Unconscious bias refers to the attitudes or ste-
reotypes that affect our understanding, actions 
and decisions on an unconscious basis. It 
refers to the feelings and attitudes we have 
toward people or groups. While unintentional, 
these biases can influence every aspect of an 
organization or team from hiring and promo-
tions to day-to-day team interactions. You will 
learn how unconscious bias impacts work-
place interaction and decisions, how to recog-
nize and manage biases and use techniques 
for addressing potential bias. In addition, the 
course will cover the perspectives of others. 
WDT-185.

INSTRUCTOR:  Georgann Occhipinti, MA

Course Code #: 28116
2 Sessions: 4 hours, CEU 0.4 
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues and Thurs, April 
27-29
Cost: $159

LEVERAGING DIVERSITY AND 
INCLUSION IN THE WORKPLACE
Organizations and individuals who can 
value and leverage the diversity of every 
individual are more inclusive, with a posi-
tive impact on an organization’s results. 
Each person’s assets are recognized and 
routinely utilized in achieving the organi-
zation’s goals. You will explore diversity 
and inclusion definitions, approaches and 
expectations, expand your awareness across 
multiple dimensions of diversity and gain 
insights into the positive impact of diversity 
on team results. Techniques for challenging 
stereotypes and potential bias, as well as 
leveraging the benefits of working in a vir-
tual format for diverse team members will 
be discussed. WDT-187.

INSTRUCTOR:  Georgann Occhipinti, MA 

Course Code #: 28117
2 Sessions: 4 hours, CEU 0.4 
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues and Thurs, May 
4-6
Cost: $159

MICROSOFT TEAMS 
– COLLABORATIVE 
COMMUNICATION IN THE 
WORKPLACE 
For a full description, see page 16.

LEADING AND MANAGING 
REMOTELY
For a full description, see page 17. 

GIVING AND RECEIVING 
FEEDBACK RESPECTFULLY
For a full description, see page 17. 

PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATIONS AND WORKPLACE EDUCATION
Professionals never stop learning, regardless of position or educational degrees. Investing in new skills, refreshing old skills or developing mas-
tery over some of professionals’ most thorny issues – for example, public speaking – is something everyone needs. These courses are excellent 
skills boosters for everyone.  

For updated information about these courses, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/business/workplace-education/

POLISHED PRESENTATIONS
Does your presentation delivery capture 
your audience’s attention, so they become 
fully engaged to receive your message? 
It is increasingly important to be able to 
deliver one’s message confidently, whether 
in per¬son or via video conferencing plat-
forms. The techniques acquired in this 
training will provide you with a natural 
confidence to speak candidly and the com-
posure needed to deal with either large or 
small audiences. Learn how to use your 
PowerPoint presenta¬tions effectively, and 
to sharpen your public speaking skills by 
focusing your message points, tailoring 
them to your audience, and conquering 
your jitters. Acquire tips to fine-tune your 
elevator pitch and to dress appropriately for 
your presentation. You will have the oppor-
tunity to practice and receive feedback in a 
safe environment. WDT-153

INSTRUCTOR:   Rita Williams-Bogar, MBA, 
CPCU, ARM, AU, AINS, ChFC 

Course Code #: 28142
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6
Time: 9 a.m.-12 p.m., Tues and Thurs,  
Feb 2-4
Cost: $199

MICROSOFT TEAMS 
– COLLABORATIVE 
COMMUNICATION IN THE 
WORKPLACE 
PREREQUISITE: Attendees should be com-
fortable using a personal computer.
Microsoft Teams is the robust upgrade 
replacement for Skype for Business. Teams 
is the pivotal communications app included 
in Office 365. It maximizes and heightens 
both group and one-on-one work collabo-
ration. Navigate the interface and features, 
as well as its seamless tie-in with Microsoft 
OneDrive. Learn to create and manage 
teams, send instant messages, initiate and 
manage audio and video conferencing, 
share, edit, and present files in an online 
meeting, set up scheduled meetings, create 
impromptu gatherings, share your screen, 
record meetings using Microsoft Stream, as 
well as add other program apps and web 
resources to any of your Teams. WDT-142. 

INSTRUCTOR:  Rita Williams-Bogar, MBA, 
CPCU, ARM, AU, AINS, ChFC

Course Code #: 28141
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 1-4 p.m., Tues and Thurs, Feb 2-4
Cost: $199

BUSINESS AND EMAIL  
WRITING FOR IMPACT
Learn to tailor your writing style for a specif-
ic business audience. Make clear statements 
to your manager, executives, peers, subordi-
nates and external contacts. What is clear for 
one group may require different language 
or structure for another. Apply techniques 
specific to business communications such as 
emails, reports and instructions.  Focus on 
making your writing clear, concise, courte-
ous and correct while conveying the appro-
priate tone.  WDT-163.

INSTRUCTOR:  Rita Williams-Bogar, MBA, 
CPCU, ARM, AU, AINS, ChFC 

Course Code #: 28144
3 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6
Time: 10 a.m.-12 p.m., Tues and Thurs,  
Feb 23-March 2
Cost: $199

Instructor will email a link to  
registered students 1-2 days  

before a class is scheduled to begin .

Make sure your email address  
on file is current!

https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/business/workplace-education/
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Instructors will contact students with instructions for connecting to class online, using default email address on file. Make sure your email 
address on file is current! Email Records and Registration at registrar@ccm.edu to check your current contact information. Submit new 
contact information using form https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf

MANAGING FOR BALANCE
Multiple stressors, in and out of the office, 
can make it hard to find time to take care 
of ourselves. For a sense of stability, peace 
of mind, and growth, it is more essential 
than ever to develop and achieve balance to 
be more effective. This course will help you 
understand the causes of workplace pres-
sure, the benefits of creating balance and 
how to identify your stressors. Examine ways 
to ensure you stay in balance, which will 
allow you to move forward effectively on 
the tasks that will maintain your energy and 
positive focus. WDT-188.

INSTRUCTOR: Rita Williams-Bogar, MBA, 
CPCU, ARM, AU, AINS, ChFC

Course Code #: 28143
2 Sessions: 4 hours, CEU 0.4
Time: 1:30-3:30 p.m., Tues and Thurs, Feb 
23-25
Cost: $159

ETIQUETTE FOR PROFESSIONALS 
IN THE ONLINE WORLD
Due to the necessity of remote work, the 
professional working world has forever 
changed. All organizations are integrating 
virtual platforms into their working environ-
ments or relying more heavily on technology 
infrastructure.  While these technologies can 
make remote work more convenient, they 
still require the same level of professional 
communication etiquette. This course will 
teach professionals proper etiquette for all 
virtual platforms. Learn techniques for your 
professional online presence and confidently 
add credibility to your business stature. 
WDT-189.

INSTRUCTOR: Rita Williams-Bogar, MBA, 
CPCU, ARM, AU, AINS, ChFC

Course Code #: 28145
1 Session: 2 hours, CEU 0.2
Time: 1:30-3:30 p.m., Tues, March 2
Cost: $129

LEADING AND  
MANAGING REMOTELY
The response to COVID-19 has created a 
requirement for everyone to work remotely 
wherever feasible. This has presented new 
challenges and opportunities for leaders and 
managers. This virtual course will provide 
tools, resources and strategies to address 
them as you adjust to these new require-
ments. WDT-160.

INSTRUCTOR:  Rita Williams-Bogar, MBA, 
CPCU, ARM, AU, AINS, ChFC 

Course Code #: 28146
2 Sessions: 4 hours, CEU 0.4
Time: 10 a.m.-12 p.m., Wed and Fri, March 
10-12
Cost: $159

GOOGLE WORKSPACE: LEARN 
ABOUT GOOGLE’S FREE ONLINE 
PRODUCTIVITY APPS AND WORK 
FROM ANYWHERE
PREREQUISITE: 1) Solid comfort level using 
a computer, software programs, and switch-
ing between two open programs on your 
computer (as we will be switching back and 
forth between Zoom and Chrome through-
out the course). The instructor can supply 
you with a handout on how to do this 
ahead of time if you need it. 2) Have or cre-
ate a personal Gmail account prior to class 
(you can create an account at Gmail.com). It 
is also important to remember your sign-in 
and password for the day of class.

Learn about Google’s powerful, free cloud-
based suite of apps that allow you to work, 
collaborate, communicate and manage 
your life from wherever you are. Whether 
a company you work for (or are looking to 
work for) uses it, or you have clients who 
use it, or you just like the cost effective idea 
of using a free Office Suite - this class is for 
you. Learn about the Google Productivity 
Apps of Drive (file storage), Gmail (email), 
Docs (documents), Slides (presentations), 
Sheets (spreadsheets), Calendar and Forms 

(an incredibly useful tool once you learn 
and work with it). WDT-175.

INSTRUCTOR: Alyce Garver, BA

Course Code #: 28147
2 Sessions: 7 hours, CEU 0.7
Time: 1-4:30 p.m., Tues and Thurs, March 9-11
Cost: $229

Course Code #: 28148
2 Sessions: 7 hours, CEU 0.7
Time: 1-4:30 p.m., Tues and Thurs, June 
22-24
Cost: $229

GIVING AND RECEIVING 
FEEDBACK RESPECTFULLY
Giving and receiving both positive and con-
structive feedback in the right way can go a 
long way towards keeping people engaged 
and motivated. Effective feedback is one of 
the most important communication power 
skills that is relevant to every member of an 
organization and it is also one of the most 
challenging. The good news is that feedback 
does not need to be painful! In this course, 
you will learn how to structure your feed-
back to be constructive, learn essentials of 
receiving feedback, experience how to navi-
gate difficult conversations, and set goals 
for accountability in the future. These tips 
will help lead you into a cycle of continuous 
development, and a growth mindset that 
can help propel your career and your rela-
tionships forward. WDT-190.

INSTRUCTOR: Alexandra Hoffmann, BSBA

Course Code #: 28149
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 9 a.m.–12 p.m., Sat, April 17-24
Cost: $199

“Thank you once again for a great class, I learned 
a lot of new techniques that will help with my 
writing skills moving forward.”  ~ David H.

“Just wanted to say again that I really enjoyed the 
classes. You managed to cover everything and 
made the topics very exciting.”  ~ Lorenne Z.

Check with your employer for tuition reimbursement 
and professional development allowances.

CCM reserves the right to change 
the dates/times, and method of 
delivery of a class, depending 

on enrollment and the operating 
status of the college.

Online classes may be moved on-campus and on-
campus classes may become online or a hybrid. 
CCM WFD reserves the right to deliver all classes 
in the format that best meets the interest of 
student safety and effective learning. Refer to our 
website, www.ccm.edu/workforce, for the latest 
class and course information.

https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce
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*TEXTBOOK REQUIRED:   If your course requires a textbook, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
Students must obtain the textbook on their own and have it for the first day of class. 

SMALL BUSINESS SUCCESS/ENTREPRENEURSHIP
The ownership and operation of a small business demands a wide range of skills for everyone in the company. Wearing multiple hats, knowing 
how to deliver excellent customer support, publicize your products and services, perform or supervise the all-important function of accounting 
and keep up with technology, are just some of the daily challenges for a small business. Fortunately, CCM offers a diverse range of courses to 
address a multitude of your greatest needs.

FINANCE
Financial accounting is important for all 
companies, regardless of size. Through our 
business courses at the Center for Workforce 
Development at CCM, businesses can learn 
to record transactions thoroughly and sys-
tematically. This is important for establish-
ing a record of a company’s financial health, 
which becomes critical when applying for 
loans or establishing a working relationship 
with other businesses.

Course Course Title CEUs

BDT-124
Accounting 
Fundamentals

1.5

BDT-146 QuickBooks 2019 2.2

BDT-145
Strategic Use of 
Social Media in 
Your Business

0.4

ACCOUNTING FUNDAMENTALS
Handle your finances with proficiency after 
taking this course. Discover the basics of 
double entry bookkeeping, as well as how 
to analyze and record financial transactions. 
Get hands-on experience handling accounts 
receivable, accounts payable, payroll pro-
cedures, sales taxes and various common 
banking activities. This course is a prerequi-
site for QuickBooks. BDT-124.

INSTRUCTOR: Leonor Crespo-DiStefano, BS

Course Code #: 28231
11 Sessions: 15 hours, CEU 1.5
Time: Mon and Wed, March 10-April 21
  6:30-7:30 p.m., Orientation, March 10
   6:30-8 p.m., Class, March 15-April 21  

(no class April 5, 7)
Cost: $299

QUICKBOOKS 2019
PREREQUISITE: Accounting Fundamentals, 
or a minimum of one-year work related 
bookkeeping or accounting experience. 
Students who register for this class, and do 
not have the prerequisite knowledge, will 
be limited in their ability to participate in 
this course.  Students need to have a per-
sonal computer with Windows 10. Students 
will receive information and CCM creden-
tials to download the student version of 
QuickBooks directly from Intuit.
QuickBooks is a popular and commonly 
used accounting software package for small-

to-medium sized businesses. In this class, 
learn to create purchase orders, track sales 
and expenses, produce and manage invoices 
and monitor financial records. The course 
will help you prepare for the QuickBooks cer-
tification exam. This course uses QuickBooks 
2019, desktop and cloud versions. BDT-146.

INSTRUCTOR: Leonor Crespo-DiStefano, BS

Course Code #: 28232
12 Sessions: 22 hours, CEU 2.2
Time: Mon and Wed, May 5-June16
  6:30-7:30 p.m., Orientation, May 5
   6:30-8:30 p.m., Class, May 10-June 16  

(no class May 31) 
Cost: $419

STRATEGIC USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA 
IN YOUR BUSINESS
Are you perplexed by the multitude of social 
media channels and don’t know where to 
start? Have you wondered why efforts at 
promoting your business using social media 
have not produced results? Social media 
marketing is a strategy and a tool. Used 
effectively, it can expand your market reach 
and deliver your message to ever wider audi-
ences. Identifying the right platforms and 
the right time and way to deliver your mes-
sage form the basis of an effective, strategic 
use of social media.  BDT-145.

INSTRUCTOR:  Frank Morales, BA

Course Code #: 28233
2 Sessions, 4 hours, CEU 0.4
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues, May 18-25
Cost:  $159

PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATIONS 
AND WORKPLACE EDUCATION
Skills and tools that will help you and your 
business to excel. For a full description of 
courses, see page 16.

MICROSOFT OFFICE SUITE
The skills needed for every job to keep your 
business humming are contained in the 
Microsoft Office Suite. CCM offers a wide 
range of additional applications in the 
Microsoft Office Suite. For a full description 
of courses, see page26.

WORDPRESS FOR BUSINESSES, 
ENTREPRENEURS AND BLOGGERS
Would you like to learn how to create 
a well-designed and functional website 

without having to know how to program? 
WordPress is a great platform on which to 
learn. For a full description of the course, 
see page 28.

GOOGLE WORKSPACE:  
LEARN GOOGLE’S FREE ONLINE 
PRODUCTIVITY APPS AND WORK 
FROM ANYWHERE
Learn about Google’s powerful, free cloud-
based suite of apps that allow you to work, 
collaborate, communicate and manage 
your life from wherever you are. For a full 
description of the course, see page 17.

All classes are remote LIVE instruction 
unless otherwise indicated. Students need 
access to a computer and to the Internet. A 
desktop or laptop computer with audio and 
video capability is preferred, but tablets 
and smartphones are an option. CCM will 
provide access to any specialized software 
needed for a course.

IMPORTANT: 
Registration closes  
3 days before class start 
date.  See page 52.

If class start 
day is a…

The last day to register is…

Monday Thursday before class start date

Tuesday Sunday before class start date

Wednesday Sunday before class start date

Thursday Monday before class start date

Friday Tuesday before class start date

Saturday Wednesday before class start date

Registration instructions at 
www .ccm .edu/workforce/wfd-reg/
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Instructors will contact students with instructions for connecting to class online, using default email address on file. Make sure your email 
address on file is current! Email Records and Registration at registrar@ccm.edu to check your current contact information. Submit new 
contact information using form https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf

NONPROFIT LEADERSHIP TRAINING
CCM understands the unique needs of professionals working in nonprofit organizations, particularly the challenges in developing awareness of your 
organization, fundraising on large and small scales, cultivating and soliciting a donor base, creating special events that have impact and communi-
cate your organization’s mission and message, writing effective grant applications that yield results, along with being financially, legally and ethically 
compliant. This CCM series will help you improve and develop a stronger donor base and potentially increase contributions to further your mission.

If you are already a nonprofit leader or manager and want to stand out professionally, or you need to improve your skills to help your organiza-
tion move to the next level, the CCM Nonprofit Leadership Training Program is for you and members of your staff. Consider it an investment 
into your organization’s future when an entire team attends and learns together. 

You can earn two CCM specialty certificates: Nonprofit Fundraising Professional and Grant Writing. You can also further your career by becom-
ing credentialed through the preeminent credentialing organization for fundraising. Following the training received in this program, students 
may also wish to study and sit for the Certified Fund Raising Executive (CFRE) credential. Initially awarded in 1981, it is the first globally recog-
nized credential for fundraising professionals. http://www.cfre.org/ 

For further information about these classes, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/nonprofits/

NONPROFIT FUNDRAISING ESSENTIALS CERTIFICATE
Is your nonprofit organization in need of cash? Could it be more effective and make a 
greater impact if it had more money? Staff members with a Nonprofit Fundraising Essentials 
Certificate are an asset to your organization. Enrolling your staff in these classes to earn 
a Nonprofit Fundraising Essentials Certificate will help insure that your organization is 
equipped with a full set of fundraising tools for making the greatest impact.

This certificate program is composed of five interactive courses that include case studies and 
projects to meet nonprofit fundraising professionals’ needs and challenges. It complements 
the Grant Writing Certificate program to give nonprofit fundraising professionals a complete 
toolbox of skills, techniques and program components to increase capital and improve cash 
flow for nonprofits of any size.

The Certificate of Completion consists of the following five courses, however, individuals can 
take any one or a combination of courses. The certificate is only granted to those who com-
plete the entire series.

Course Course Title CEUs
NPC-222 Fundamentals for Fundraising Professionals 1.5

NPC-215 Making the Ask - Face to Face Communications 0.6

NPC-216 Create Donor-Centric Communications 1.2

NPC-223 Creating Special Events That Raise Funds And Friends 0.9

NPC-218 Putting It All Together - Creating an Annual Fund Plan 0.6

* Textbook required. Visit https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information

FUNDAMENTALS FOR FUNDRAISING PROFESSIONALS
This course is required for both certificate programs.
This course lays the groundwork for subsequent courses. Learn about the unique aspects of 
the management and work performed in the nonprofit sector, including an overview of the 
fundraising climate, giving trends, legal basics – by-laws and requirements – for legal compli-
ance, financial reports, audited financial statements, income statements and balance sheets, 
tax implications, tax code, managing a board and board governance. NPC-222.

LEAD INSTRUCTOR: Lauren R. Swern, BA 

CO-INSTRUCTORS: 
•  Nancy Eberhardt, Esq., Executive Director, Pro Bono Partnership
• Karen DiMaria, MBA
• Leonor DiStefano, BS, Tax Consultant

Course Code #: 28360
5 Sessions: 15 hours, CEU 1.5 
Time: 6:30-9:30 p.m., Mon, Feb 1-March 1
Cost: $249

MAKING THE ASK -  
FACE TO FACE COMMUNICATIONS
People say the number one reason they 
don’t give charitably is because they haven’t 
been asked. Learn how to identify donor 
prospects, explore strategies for developing 
an ongoing donor base and learn how to 
effectively ask for donations. Gain confi-
dence with skills to successfully incorporate 
different ways to ‘make the ask’ as part of 
your fundraising strategy. NPC-215.

INSTRUCTOR: Lauren R. Swern, BA 

Course Code #: 28361
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6
Time: 6:30-9:30 p.m., Mon, March 8-15
Cost $119

CREATE DONOR-CENTRIC 
COMMUNICATIONS
Written communications are the corner-
stone of a nonprofit’s development program 
- case statements, social media, direct mail 
appeals, annual reports and newsletters. 
Learn about the fundamentals of written 
communications including assessing orga-
nizational capacity, available resources and 
timing each piece to support donor steward-
ship and fundraising. NPC-216.

INSTRUCTOR: Dawn Knill, CFRE

Course Code #: 28362
4 Sessions: 12 hours, CEU 1.2
Time: 6:30-9:30 p.m., Thurs,  
March 25-April 15
Cost: $239

Nonprofit continued on next page.

Instructor will email a link to registered students 
1-2 days before a class is scheduled to begin .

Make sure your email address on file is current!

https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf
https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/nonprofits/
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
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To register online, find your course at www.ccm.edu/workforce and click on the “REGISTER” box for your course .20

*TEXTBOOK REQUIRED:   If your course requires a textbook, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
Students must obtain the textbook on their own and have it for the first day of class. 

CREATING SPECIAL EVENTS THAT 
RAISE FUNDS AND FRIENDS
Special events are a great way for nonprofits 
to recognize and strengthen relationships 
with current donors, recruit or introduce 
your organization to new donors, generate 
publicity for your organization and its mis-
sion and to raise unrestricted funds. This 
course covers all aspects of producing a 
fundraiser for your organization - managing 
planning and logistics, strategies for network-
ing, volunteer recruitment, public relations 
and raising funds with an emphasis on fit-

ting events into the larger framework of your 
nonprofit organization’s goals. NPC-223.

INSTRUCTOR: Dawn Knill, CFRE

Course Code #: 28363
3 Sessions: 9 hours, CEU 0.9 
Time: 6:30-9:30 p.m., Thurs, April 22-May 6
Cost: $179

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER - 
CREATING AN ANNUAL FUND PLAN
Become proactive with your fundraising ini-
tiatives with a development plan that focus-

es on your organization’s goals, method of 
achieving the goals and resources required. 
Learn how to involve board members, staff 
and volunteers in the planning process to 
ensure that the plan produces ownership 
and results. NPC-218.

INSTRUCTOR: Lauren R. Swern, BA

Course Code #: 28364
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6
Time: 6:30-9:30 p.m., Mon, May 10-17
Cost: $119

GRANT WRITING CERTIFICATE
This special CCM Grant Writing Certificate program will provide you with an overview of necessary techniques for writing foundation grant pro-
posals. This is a HANDS-ON program that includes a unique expert panel discussion from a variety of local nonprofits and foundations offering 
tips on presenting and submitting a successful grant application.

Come to the program with your funding need and leave the program with the necessary tools to be successful. Professional grant writers and 
grant funders are invited into the class to evaluate your work, providing feedback on why they would or would not accept your work.

The Certificate of Completion consists of the following courses, however, individuals may take any one or a combination of courses. The certifi-
cate is only granted to those who complete the entire series.

Course Course Title CEUs
NPC-222 Fundamentals for Fundraising Professionals - see page 19 1.5

NPC-211 Prospecting for Grants 0.6

NPC-210 Grant Researching and Proposal Writing Workshop 1.3

NPC-212 Interactive Proposals Writing 0.7

NPC-213 Ethics in Grant Writing 0.2

* Textbook required. Visit https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information

INSTRUCTOR: Lauren R. Swern, BA

PROSPECTING FOR GRANTS  
Where to begin when looking for grant 
money? Discover what a grant funding 
foundation does, how foundations choose 
the organizations to fund, how to find foun-
dation and corporate grants and where to 
find the statistics to document the request-
er’s funding need. NPC-211.

Course Code #: 28371
3 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues, March 23-April 6
Cost: $179

GRANT RESEARCHING AND 
PROPOSAL WRITING WORKSHOP
Ready to look for funding? In this course, 
learn how to develop grant proposals by 
locating funding sources, understanding 
funders and writing compelling grant pro-
posals. Learn about components of a pro-
posal, types of funding sources and submis-
sion and follow-up techniques that make a 
difference. A seasoned funder’s panel will 
offer tips on presenting and submitting a 
successful grant application, and answer 
questions. NPC-210.

Course Code #: 28372
4 Sessions: 13 hours, CEU 1.3 
Time: 6:30-9:45 p.m., Tues, April 13-May 4
Cost: $239

INTERACTIVE PROPOSALS WRITING
Spend one session writing a letter of intent 
and another session working on a grant 
proposal. An expert panel of Morris County 
funders and grant professionals will review 
and discuss proposals in real time. This 
workshop will discuss various approaches 
funders take when reviewing proposals, red 
flags funders notice in applications and the 
importance of communicating your impact, 
as well as activities. Students will need to 
save their work to their local computer or a 
flash drive. NPC-212.

Course Code #: 28373
2 Sessions: 7 hours, CEU 0.7
Time: 6-9:30 p.m., Wed, May 12-19
Cost: $119

ETHICS IN GRANT WRITING
Make sure you do everything right to maxi-
mize your chances of getting funded. Learn 
current standards of professional practice, 
the grant industry’s code of ethics, common 
causes of unethical behavior and possible 
consequences. Students will participate in 
small group discussions to resolve various 
questionable ethics scenarios. NPC-213.

Course Code #: 28374
1 Session: 2 hours, CEU 0.2
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Wed, May 26
Cost: $59

“My experience with CCM was excellent. I would 100% recommend this program to anyone looking to 
enhance their knowledge in grant writing and will keep my eye open for more professional development 
opportunities offered by CCM.“  ~ Kristen Tomasicchio

https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
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January 7, 9 and 11
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Instructors will contact students with instructions for connecting to class online, using default email address on file. Make sure your email 
address on file is current! Email Records and Registration at registrar@ccm.edu to check your current contact information. Submit new 
contact information using form https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf

DATA ANALYTICS AND VISUALIZATION
All business units, and companies large and small, are using data to improve operations and financial performance.  Data science allows com-
panies to make data-driven decisions.  Tableau is being integrated into the everyday work world, where data drives decisions in marketing, sales, 
finance, purchasing and more. Through a progression of courses at CCM, you can earn a Certificate in Data Analytics or Data Visualization.

For updated information about these courses, visit www.ccm.edu/workforce/data-analytics

DATA ANALYTICS CERTIFICATE PROGRAM
PREREQUISITE: A solid foundation in Microsoft Excel; some programming knowledge is 
helpful.
 
The CCM Certificate in Data Analytics, offered through the Center for Workforce 
Development, provides participants with data acumen in the areas of data manipulation, visu-
alization and interpretation. To obtain your certificate, you must take the following courses. 
Classes may be taken in any order, but the recommended sequence is:

Course Course Title CEUs
CPC-631 Introduction to R Programming 0.6

CPC-603 Advanced R Programming for Data Science 1.0

CPC-635 Business Analytics with Excel 0.8

CPC-624 Visual Basic Applications in Excel 0.6

CPC-618 Tableau I 0.8  

CPC-619 Tableau II 0.8  

DATA VISUALIZATION CERTIFICATE PROGRAM
The CCM Certificate in Data Visualization, offered through the Center for Workforce 
Development, provides participants with an understanding of a visualization tool which 
presents large amounts of complex data in an easy to understand format. Visual context such 
as charts and graphs make it easy to identify correlations, patterns, trends or areas needing 
improvement.

By taking all four courses, individuals will be prepared to take the Tableau Desktop Specialist 
certification exam. To obtain your Data Visualization Certificate, you must take the following 
courses:

Course Course Title CEUs
CPC-618 Tableau I 0.8

CPC-619 Tableau II 0.8  

CPC-632 Tableau III 0.8

CPC-633 Tableau IV 0.8

INTRODUCTION TO  
R PROGRAMMING
PREREQUISITE: Proficient knowledge of MS 
Excel.  R’s widespread popularity in today’s 
data driven business world makes R a must-
know data analysis tool in almost every field 
of business: finance, bio science, supply 
chain, sports, retail, marketing, social media, 
manufacturing and even journalism. R is a 
software program used to analyze large data 
sets. Students will complete projects analyz-
ing large data sets related to environmental 
and business issues. The course will cover 
exploratory data analysis techniques, visu-
alization methods, modeling and ideas in 
reproducible research using packages from 
base R. Students will learn the basic syntax 
for R and how functions and packages work. 
Students will need to save their work to their 
local computer or a flash drive. CPC-631.

INSTRUCTOR: Kelly Fitzpatrick, MA, CFA, 
Tableau Desktop Specialist

Course Code #: 28871
3 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues, April 13-27
Cost: $299

ADVANCED R PROGRAMMING  
FOR DATA SCIENCE 
PREREQUISITE: Proficient knowledge of MS 
Excel and the Introduction to R Programming 
course or some programming knowledge.  The 
course will expand on the topics covered in 
the Introduction to R Programming course. 
Advanced topics include the use of the 
Tidyverse and learning the ggplot2, dplyr 
and tidyr packages. Also, advanced data sci-
ence methods such as k-means, clustering 
and dendrograms will be covered. Students 
will need to save their work to their local 
computer or a flash drive. CPC-603.

INSTRUCTOR: Kelly Fitzpatrick, MA, CFA, 
Tableau Desktop Specialist

Course Code #: 28872
5 Sessions: 10 hours, CEU 1.0
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues, May 4-June 1
Cost: $499

Data Analytics continued on next page.

“I wanted to let you know that I passed the Tableau Certification 
test. I wouldn’t have come anywhere close to passing it without 
taking your excellent class.“  ~ Frank Cotignola

https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce/data-analytics
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To register online, find your course at www.ccm.edu/workforce and click on the “REGISTER” box for your course .22

*TEXTBOOK REQUIRED:   If your course requires a textbook, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
Students must obtain the textbook on their own and have it for the first day of class. 

BUSINESS ANALYTICS WITH EXCEL
PREREQUISITE: Proficient/intermediate 
knowledge of MS Excel. 
Learn how data science is applied in busi-
ness. Explore concepts in correlation, 
regression analysis, hypothesis testing and 
multivariate analysis. Learn how correlation 
helps to understand portfolio diversifica-
tion and design. ‘What If’ analysis will be 
covered utilizing the Solver and Go Seek 
features of Excel. Students will need to save 
their work to their local computer or a flash 
drive. CPC-635. 

INSTRUCTOR: Rreze Zejnullahi-Berisha, 
MA

Course Code #: 28873
4 Sessions: 8 hours, CEU 0.8 
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues and Thurs, March 
9-18
Cost: $299  

VISUAL BASIC APPLICATIONS  
IN EXCEL
PREREQUISITE: Proficient knowledge of MS 
Excel. 
Make your Excel spreadsheets much more 
powerful. Learn to record macros and about 
the basics of VB programming. The course 
will teach you to read, write and debug VB 
code, how to pass lists and floating variables 
though VB, use conditional statements and 
create input and message boxes. At the end 
of this course, you will be familiar with the 
VBA programming language as it applies to 
Microsoft Excel and will apply this knowl-
edge to make interactive and fully function-
al spreadsheets. Students will need to save 
their work to their local computer or a flash 
drive. CPC-624.

INSTRUCTOR: Kelly Fitzpatrick, MA, CFA, 
Tableau Desktop Specialist

Course Code #: 28874
3 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues and Thurs, 
June 3-10
Cost: $299

TABLEAU 
Tableau has advanced capability to analyze 
large datasets easily. Tableau allows users 
to analyze data using multiple dimensions 
and creates tables and visualizations ready 
for the boardroom. Start your journey to 
the CCM Data Visualization Certificate with 
Tableau I and take all four classes. Following 
the CCM courses, if you are interested in 
demonstrating your mastery of Tableau, 
there are multiple levels of certification 
available through Tableau. Visit https://
tinyurl.com/Tableau-Certifications

Electronic textbook included with all classes. 
The course includes a 1-year subscription 
to Tableau Desktop, an e-textbook from 
Logical Operations, homework, projects, 
and practice questions. This course cov-
ers all topics for the Tableau Desktop 
Specialization Exam, an industry credential. 
Students will need to save their work to 
their local computer or a flash drive.

INSTRUCTOR: Kelly Fitzpatrick, MA, CFA, 
Tableau Desktop Specialist

TABLEAU I
The first session in CCM’s four-part series 
introduces Tableau. Learn basic Tableau 
fundamentals as well as connecting and pre-
paring data, exploring data and managing, 
sorting and grouping data. CPC-618.

Course Code #: 28875
4 Sessions: 8 hours, CEU 0.8
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues and Thurs,  
Jan 19-28 
Cost: $499

TABLEAU II
This course picks up where Tableau I leaves 
off.  It includes saving and sharing, filtering 
data, custom visualizations and creating 
maps, dashboards and stories. CPC-619. 

Course Code #: 28876
4 Sessions: 8 hours, CEU 0.8
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues and Thurs,  
Feb 2-11  
Cost: $499

TABLEAU III
Students will move beyond fundamentals to 
perform advanced data visualization. Blend 
data to visualize relationships, join data, 
access data in PDFs and refine your visual-
izations with sets and parameters. CPC-632.

Course Code #: 28877
4 Sessions: 8 hours, CEU 0.8
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues and Thurs,  
Feb 23-March 4
Cost: $499

TABLEAU IV
Complete the CCM Tableau series and earn 
your Data Visualization Certificate as you 
conclude with manipulating data with cal-
culations, visualizing data with advanced 
calculations, performing statistical analysis 
and forecasting and learning to enrich visu-
alizations, dashboards and maps. CPC-633.

Course Code #: 28878
4 Sessions: 8 hours, CEU 0.8
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues and Thurs,  
March 23- April 1
Cost: $499

“I just want to let you know I passed the exam on Thursday! Thank You for everything. I anticipate 
attending some additional courses.” ~ James Shadwell 

An Indeed search for jobs 
requiring Tableau skills, 
within a 50-mile radius of the 
college, returns 1406 postings 
of which 65% require entry- to 
mid-level skills. Within a 100- 
mile radius of the college, 
the same search returns 
1910 postings with a similar 
percentage at the entry- and 
mid-skill levels.

CCM reserves the right to change 
the dates/times, and method of 
delivery of a class, depending 

on enrollment and the operating 
status of the college.

Online classes may be moved on-campus and on-
campus classes may become online or a hybrid. 
CCM WFD reserves the right to deliver all classes 
in the format that best meets the interest of 
student safety and effective learning. Refer to our 
website, www.ccm.edu/workforce, for the latest 
class and course information.

Check our website 
frequently to see 

updated class 
information .

www .ccm .edu/workforce

https://tinyurl.com/Tableau-Certifications
https://tinyurl.com/Tableau-Certifications
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce
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Instructors will contact students with instructions for connecting to class online, using default email address on file. Make sure your email 
address on file is current! Email Records and Registration at registrar@ccm.edu to check your current contact information. Submit new 
contact information using form https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf

CODING
An increasing number of businesses rely on computer code and individuals who are versed 
in a range of programming languages. Coding is not a skill limited to the technology sector. 
Individuals with coding skills may find careers in hospitals or manufacturing, as well as high-
tech companies. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), programmers earn a median 
salary of $86,550 per year.

Course Course Title CEUs

CPC-621 Introduction to Coding and Computer Programming 0.8

CPC-637 Python Introduction 1.2

CPC-613 C++ Object Oriented Programming 3.0

CPC-631 Introduction to R Programming 0.6

CPC-624 Visual Basic Applications in Excel 0.6

For updated information about these courses, visit www.ccm.edu/workforce/code

INTRODUCTION TO CODING AND 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
If you are new to programming or want to 
learn more about this in-demand field, you 
will benefit from this introductory course 
that provides an overview of programming 
methodology for those without prior cod-
ing experience. Topics covered will include 
computer science fundamentals (data types, 
data structures, input/output, functions, 
sorting/searching, program structure, etc.) 
and basic algorithms. This course is offered 
in a flexible format that includes three 
2-hour synchronous online sessions live 
with the instructor and 2 hours of asynchro-
nous lectures to view on your own schedule. 
Students will need to save their work to 
their local computer or a flash drive. CPC-
621.

INSTRUCTOR: Samuel Jacobs, MEng

Course Code #: 28321
3 Sessions: 8 hours, CEU 0.8
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues, Feb 23 to March 
9 (remote live sessions; remainder lectures 
viewed on your own schedule)
Cost: $229

PYTHON PROGRAMMING

PYTHON INTRODUCTION
PREREQUISITE: Introduction to Computer 
Programming or prior coding experience.
Python is a general-purpose programming 
language, ideal for any application. This is 
a great language to start with if you are a 
beginner, and it is easy for experienced pro-
grammers to master. In this course, students 
are introduced to the core language, learn 
about built-in data types and functions and 
work with imported modules. Students will 
directly apply these topics to a series of in-
class projects. Bring your own laptop to class 
or a flash drive to save your work. Limit 10 
students.  CPC-637.

INSTRUCTOR: Samuel Jacobs, MEng  

Course Code #: 28322
4 Sessions: 12 hours, CEU 1.2
Location:  On campus at Cohen Hall, CH 
156 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues, March 23 to April 13
Cost: $499

C++ OBJECT ORIENTED 
PROGRAMMING
PREREQUISITE: Working knowledge 
of personal computers and the Intro to 
Programming Using Visual Studio C# and 
C++ class or equivalent programming skills.  
C++ is a sophisticated, efficient and general-
purpose programming language based on 
C. Many of today’s operating systems, sys-
tem drivers, browsers and games use C++ as 
their core language. This makes C++ one of 
the most popular languages today. Once you 
have the basics learned in C#, you will be 
ready to expand into the world of object-ori-
ented programming. The course will build 
on basic programming concepts learned in 
C# and move into an introduction to classes 
seeing the full power of an object-oriented 
programming language. You will be intro-
duced to the usage of arrays, classes, private 
members, constructors, and destructors. A 
project will be completed that will reinforce 
your understanding of these basic program-
ming tools. CPC 613.
*Textbook required. Visit https://ccm.edu/
workforce/textbook-information

INSTRUCTOR: Roberta Principe, MS 

Course Code #: 28324
15 Sessions: 30 hours, CEU 3.0 
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Mon and Wed, April 
26-June 16 (no class May 31)
Cost: $599

INTRODUCTION TO  
R PROGRAMMING
For a full description , see page 21. 

VISUAL BASIC APPLICATIONS  
IN EXCEL 
For a full description, see page 27. 

Check with your employer for 
tuition reimbursement 

and professional development 
allowances.

Instructor will email a link to  
registered students 1-2 days  

before a class is scheduled to begin .

Make sure your email address  
on file is current!

IMPORTANT: 
Registration closes  
3 days before class start 
date.  See page 52.

If class start 
day is a…

The last day to register is…

Monday Thursday before class start date

Tuesday Sunday before class start date

Wednesday Sunday before class start date

Thursday Monday before class start date

Friday Tuesday before class start date

Saturday Wednesday before class start date

Registration instructions at 
www .ccm .edu/workforce/wfd-reg/

https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce/code
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
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To register online, find your course at www.ccm.edu/workforce and click on the “REGISTER” box for your course .24

*TEXTBOOK REQUIRED:   If your course requires a textbook, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
Students must obtain the textbook on their own and have it for the first day of class. 

COMPTIA® CERTIFICATIONS
CCM is the place to prepare for the nation-
ally recognized CompTIA® exams.

Course Course Title CEUs
CPC-601 CompTIA® A+ Core 1 3

CPC-602 CompTIA® A+ Core 2 3

CPC-606 CompTIA® Network+ 4

CPC-611 CompTIA® Security+ 4

For updated information about these cours-
es, visit www.ccm.edu/workforce/it

COMPTIA® A+ 
COMPUTER SERVICE 

TECHNICIAN
The value of certification to an IT profes-
sional is without question. Cement your 
knowledge of computer operating systems, 
networking, using mobile devices and 
understanding the importance of secu-
rity with CompTIA® A+ certifications, the 
benchmark of most entry-level positions in 
Information Technology. Achieve profes-
sional accreditation AND make yourself 
more marketable to employers. 

Completing two classes— Core 1 and Core 
2 – will prepare you to achieve CompTIA® 
A+ certification and put you on the path 
to a rewarding career as an IT professional. 
Upon completion of both courses, you 
will have basic knowledge of configuring, 
installing, diagnosing, repairing, upgrading 
and maintaining computers and associated 
technologies.

INSTRUCTOR: Igor Nachevnik, CompTIA® 
A+, Network+, CySA+, MCP

COMPTIA® A+ CORE 1
PREREQUISITE: Working knowledge of per-
sonal computers.  This course is for anyone 
intrigued by the inner hardware of how 
computers work or aiming to begin a career 
as an IT professional. In this course, learn 
how to select parts and build a computer 
and configure, troubleshoot, maintain and 
upgrade systems hardware. Learn to disas-
semble a computer down to its component 
parts and reassemble it again. Learn how 
a processor works, how memory is used 
and how mobile devices work (Apple or 
Android). Instructor will distribute a list 
of required tools at the first class meeting. 
The CompTIA® exam registration fee is not 
included in the cost of the course. CPC-601.
*Textbook required. Visit https://ccm.edu/
workforce/textbook-information

Course Code #: 28861
5 Sessions: 30 hours, CEU 3.0
Location: On campus at Sheffield Hall, SH 151
Time: 8:30 a.m.-3 p.m., Sat, April 10-May 8
Cost: $499 

COMPTIA® A+ CORE 2
PREREQUISITE: Working knowledge of personal 
computers. You learned about hardware in the 
Core 1 class, next learn about software in this 
Core 2 class. Gain insight into multiple oper-
ating systems, including Linux, Windows and 
Mac. Learn how to secure data and the best 
way to troubleshoot and fix software prob-
lems. Master the information needed to pass 
the software portion of the certification exam. 
The CompTIA® exam registration fee is not 
included in the cost of the course. CPC-602.
*Textbook required. Visit https://ccm.edu/
workforce/textbook-information

Course Code #: 28862
5 Sessions: 30 hours, CEU 3.0
Location: On campus at Sheffield Hall, SH 151
Time: 8:30 a.m.-3 p.m., Sat, May 22-June 26 
(no class May 29)
Cost: $499 

Upon completion of both courses, you 
may be awarded the CompTIA® A+ 
Computer Service Technician Certificate 
of Completion. See “Certificates and 
Transcripts” in General Information.

COMPTIA® NETWORK+ 
CERTIFICATION

This course enables IT professionals with job 
roles such as network administrator, network 
technician, network installer, help desk tech-
nician and IT cable installer to prepare for 
and pass the Network+ certification exam.

COMPTIA® NETWORK+
PREREQUISITE: Regardless of whether you have 
passed A+ certification, it is necessary to have the 
following skills and knowledge to take this course:
•  Configure and support PC, laptop, mobile

(smartphone/tablet) and print devices
•  Know basic network terminology and

functions (such as Ethernet, TCP/IP,
switches, routers)

•  Configure and manage users, groups and
shared resources in a simple SOHO net-
work

•  Understand the use of basic access control
measures, such as authentication, security
policy, encryption and firewalls

Achieving the CompTIA® Network+ certifica-
tion validates that the holder has the knowl-
edge and skills required to troubleshoot, con-
figure and manage common network wireless 
and wired devices; establish basic network 

design and connectivity; understand and main-
tain network documentation; identify network 
limitations and weaknesses; and implement 
network security, standards and protocols. The 
CompTIA® exam registration fee is not includ-
ed in the cost of the course. CPC-606.

*Textbook required. Visit https://ccm.edu/
workforce/textbook-information

Course Code #: 28863
20 Sessions: 40 hours, CEU 4.0
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues and Thurs, Mar
23-May 27 
Cost: $799

The following course will be offered 
Fall 2021

COMPTIA® SECURITY+ 
CERTIFICATION

This certification covers the Junior IT 
Auditor/Penetration Tester job role in addi-
tion to the previous job roles for Systems 
Administrator, Network Administrator and 
Security Administrator. This course will 
enable IT professionals with job roles such 
as Network Engineer, Systems Administrator, 
Information Security Analyst or Information 
Technology Manager to prepare and pass the 
Security+ certification.

COMPTIA® SECURITY+
PREREQUISITE: It is necessary to have the fol-
lowing skills and knowledge to take this course:
•  Understand basics of encryption, data protec-

tion and incident response
•  Have a basic understanding of how net-

work security, compliance and operational
security and application security work

•  Configure and manage users, groups and
shared resources on a network

•  Understand the use of access control mea-
sures, authentication, security policy and
firewalls

The CompTIA® Security+ course will teach 
the knowledge and skills required to install 
and configure systems to secure applica-
tions, networks and devices; perform threat 
analysis and respond with appropriate miti-
gation techniques; participate in risk mitiga-
tion activities; and operate with an aware-
ness of applicable policies, laws and regula-
tions. Security+ emphasizes hands-on practi-
cal skills, ensuring the security professional 
is better prepared to solve a wider variety of 
network issues. This course focuses on the 
latest trends and techniques in risk manage-
ment, risk mitigation, threat management 
and intrusion detection. The CompTIA® 
exam registration fee is not included in the 
cost of the course. CPC-611.

http://www.ccm.edu/workforce/it
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
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Instructors will contact students with instructions for connecting to class online, using default email address on file. Make sure your email 
address on file is current! Email Records and Registration at registrar@ccm.edu to check your current contact information. Submit new 
contact information using form https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf

NETWORKING AND COMMUNICATIONS

Course Course Title CEUs

CNA-151 CISCO® CCNA Certification Prep Volume 1/Part 1 1.5

CNA-152 CISCO® CCNA Certification Prep Volume 2/Part 2 1.5

CISCO® CCNA CERTIFICATION PREP
According to CISCO®, 78% of technology executives and managers consider technical certi-
fications to be a critical success factor, and 99% of organizations use certifications in making 
hiring decisions. You can earn a CCNA to establish your credentials in the ever-changing net-
working industry. Bring your skills up to date with the latest in networking, security, automa-
tion and programmability. Students should purchase the CCNA 200-301 official certification 
guide bundle package. This two part course will provide a comprehensive review of the indi-
vidual volumes and prepare you to sit for the new CCNA exam.

INSTRUCTOR: CCM Staff

For additional information regarding these 
courses, visit www.ccm.edu/workforce/tech-
nology.

CISCO® CCNA CERTIFICATION 
PREP VOLUME 1/PART 1
CNA-151.  
Dates and Time: TBD

CISCO® CCNA CERTIFICATION 
PREP VOLUME 2/PART 2
CNA-152. 
Dates and Time: TBD

EMERGING TECHNOLOGY
The world of technology changes rapidly. 
Existing older technologies become more 
sophisticated, and a whole realm of new 
and emerging technologies are changing 
behaviors and everyday life at warp speed. 
AI, or artificial intelligence, is not limited to 
self-driving cars. AI is behind things we now 
take for granted – computer search engines, 
personal assistants like Siri®and Alexa®, ride-
sharing apps, health care and industry and 
business applications that touch everyone’s 
lives. Blockchain is a secure, continuously 
updated record available for view by every-
one to check on the security and veracity of 
ownership of items of value. Most people 
think of cryptocurrency, one of the most 
common applications, but it also aids in 
the instant transfer of payments and reduces 
settlement times in transactions.

Let CCM’s experts teach you about these 
new trends so you can remain on the cut-
ting edge of technology.  

Course Course Title CEUs

CPC-620
Artificial Intelligence 
(AI)

1.2

CPC-610
Fundamentals of 
Blockchain

1.2

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)
PREREQUISITE:  Ability to write code in 
Python.  REQUIREMENT:  Students will 
be required to establish a personal FloydHub 
account at the first class and should bring a 
credit card.  This course is a technical class 
where students will code artificial intel-
ligence models in Python. You will learn 
about AI concepts in machine learning and 

deep learning neural networks. You will 
apply this knowledge, along with skills in 
Python, to efficiently work on AI projects 
in your chosen area that may include com-
puter vision, reinforcement learning, natural 
language processing and more. CPC-620.

INSTRUCTOR: CCM Staff

Dates and Time: TBD

FUNDAMENTALS OF BLOCKCHAIN
This course is an introduction to the 
various Blockchain technologies (Bitcoin, 
Hyperledger, RecordsKeeper, projects/
users) and ecosystems (exchanges, miners, 
developers, applications), private vs. public 
Blockchain and sample Blockchain transac-
tions. CPC-610.

INSTRUCTOR:  CCM Staff

Dates and Time: TBD

For updated information regarding these courses, visit www.ccm.edu/workforce/technology

“I passed my CompTIA A+ exam and was certified.  
Your courses at CCM were a huge help and I appreciate it.”  ~ Nick G.

All classes are remote LIVE instruction unless otherwise 
indicated. Students need access to a computer and to 
the Internet. A desktop or laptop computer with audio and 
video capability is preferred, but tablets and smartphones 
are an option. CCM will provide access to any specialized 
software needed for a course.

https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce/technology
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce/technology
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce/technology
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To register online, find your course at www.ccm.edu/workforce and click on the “REGISTER” box for your course .26

*TEXTBOOK REQUIRED:   If your course requires a textbook, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
Students must obtain the textbook on their own and have it for the first day of class. 

MICROSOFT OFFICE SUITE
Whether you are looking for a new job, pursuing advancement opportunities, or want to gain skills to become more productive in your current 
job, knowledge of the Microsoft Office suite of applications and validation of proficiency is crucial in today’s business environment. Your ability 
to thoroughly utilize Microsoft applications will open doors and improve your ability to compete in the workforce. 

For updated information about these courses, visit www.ccm.edu/workforce/microsoft

EXPLORE OPTIONS TO IMPROVE 
SKILLS OR GET CERTIFIED

CERTIFICATION BENEFITS
•  Reflect proven technical skills with an

industry valued credential, Microsoft
Office Specialist (MOS)

•  Get a professional edge by providing glob-
ally recognized, industry endorsed evi-
dence of skills mastery

•  Guarantee potential employers of your
skill set competence

•  Increase your visibility and hiring potential
•  Realize higher wages. MOS certification

can earn an entry-level business employee
as much as $16,000 more in annual salary
than uncertified peers. http://www.micro-
soft.com/en-us/news/download/presskits/
education/docs/IDC_101513.pdf

•  Build confidence and competency in using
Microsoft applications

INTRODUCTION TO  
MICROSOFT OFFICE AND 365 
PREREQUISITE: Basic Windows knowledge and 
computer skills. Could you use a basic tuto-
rial on Microsoft tools that are on PCs? This 
beginner-level course is an introduction to 
the most popular Microsoft Office applica-
tions: Outlook, Word, Excel and PowerPoint, 
as well as MS 365, the cloud-based version 
of the MS Office package. Students with no 
prior MS Office experience should start with 
this course and progress to the Essentials 
courses, with a goal of becoming a certified 
MS Office Specialist. MOS-117.

INSTRUCTOR: Patricia Callahan
Course Code #: 28731 
3 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-8 p.m., Wed, Jan 20-Feb 3
Cost: $129

WORD ESSENTIALS
Microsoft Word is so much more than just 
typing into documents. Learn to create and 
manage professional quality Word docu-
ments with ease, while streamlining your 
work process and improving efficiency. 
Learn about documents, templates, lists, 
tables, borders, formatting, spell check, 
readability, mail merge, tables of contents, 

indexes and much more. Topics covered 
align with the core Word Microsoft 2016 
Office Specialist (MOS) certification exam.  

Textbooks are included in this course. 
Receive a 50% discounted exam voucher 
for the MOS Word Specialist Core Exam at 
CCM’s state-of-the art Testing Center. The 
exam voucher, a $150 value, will be avail-
able to you for $75 and includes your test 
access code with GMetrix self-study modules, 
GMetrix timed exam practice sessions, 1 
practice exam, the Certification Exam and 1 
exam retake. CCM’s Testing Center is located 
in the Learning Resource Center. MOS-310.

INSTRUCTOR:  Patricia Callahan 
Course Code #: 28732
8 Sessions: 28 hours, CEU 2.8   
Time: 9 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Sat, Feb 27-April 24 
(no class April 3)
Cost: $429

EXCEL ESSENTIALS  
Excel is Microsoft’s product that creates 
spreadsheets, and then allows you to work 
with the data in the spreadsheets in a variety 
of simple to sophisticated ways. Learn to cre-
ate, modify and format worksheets, modify 
cells, columns and rows and print and man-
age workbooks. Learn formulas, insert func-
tions, use conditional formatting and tem-
plates, as well as create and modify charts, 
construct pivot tables and master many 
other of the amazing Excel tools. This course 
will teach you the essential Excel skills to 
make yourself invaluable to any organiza-
tion. Start with the Essentials class and keep 
going until you are certified. Enhance your 
skills with our Special Topics in Excel to 
boost your resume even further. This course 
will prepare individuals to be successful in 
obtaining their Excel Microsoft 2016 Office 
Specialist (MOS) certification. MOS-311.

Textbooks are included in this course. 
Receive a 50% discounted exam voucher 
for the MOS Word Specialist Core Exam at 
CCM’s state-of-the art Testing Center. The 
exam voucher, a $150 value, will be avail-
able to you for $75 and includes your test 
access code with GMetrix self-study modules, 
GMetrix timed exam practice sessions, 1 

practice exam, the Certification Exam and 1 
exam retake. CCM’s Testing Center is located 
in the Learning Resource Center. MOS-310.

INSTRUCTOR: Rreze Zejnullahi-Berisha, MA
Course Code #: 28733
7 Sessions: 28 hours, CEU 2.8   
Time: 9 a.m.-1 p.m., Sat, Jan 16-Feb 27
Cost: $429

Course Code #: 28734
8 Sessions: 28 hours, CEU 2.8   
Time: 9 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Wed and Fri, 
April 14-May 7
Cost: $429

EXCEL EXPERT LEVEL CERTIFIED
PREREQUISITE: MOS Excel 77-727 cer-
tification or advanced knowledge of Excel. 
Expert-level Excel users have an advanced 
understanding of the full Excel environment. 
Expert level professionals in the fields of 
finance, accounting, data analysis, commer-
cial banking, other financial institutions and 
professionals in data driven fields will want 
to obtain this certification as a demonstra-
tion of your expertise. This course will refresh 
your knowledge of advanced Excel functions 
and prepare you for the Expert Level Excel 
Certification Exam 77-728. Expert level users 
can create, manage and distribute profession-
al spreadsheets, customize the Excel environ-
ment to meet project needs and enhance 
productivity and create custom business 
templates and multiple-axis financial charts, 
amortization tables and inventory schedules.

Textbooks are included in this course. 
Receive a 50% discounted exam voucher for 
the MOS Excel Expert Exam at CCM’s state-
of-the art Testing Center.  The exam voucher, 
a $150 value, will be available to you for 
$75 and includes your test access code with 
GMetrix self-study modules, GMetrix timed 
exam practice sessions, 1 practice exam, the 
Certification Exam and 1 exam retake. CCM’s 
state-of-the art Testing Center is located in 
the Learning Resource Center. MOS-308.

INSTRUCTOR: Rreze Zejnullahi-Berisha, MA
Course Code #: 28735
5 Sessions: 20 hours, CEU 2.0
Time: 9 a.m.-1 p.m., Sat, April 17-May 15
Cost: $399

“The Staff of Workforce Development provided me with a steady path for success. I am grateful for the 
instructional team’s support, knowledge and encouragement during the Microsoft certification training. The 
instructor was always willing to provide extra help when needed. I have passed my Excel and Word Specialist 
Certifications. I thank you for the positive impact you have had on my life!”  ~B.C.

http://www.ccm.edu/workforce/microsoft
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Instructors will contact students with instructions for connecting to class online, using default email address on file. Make sure your email 
address on file is current! Email Records and Registration at registrar@ccm.edu to check your current contact information. Submit new 
contact information using form https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf

Special Topics in Excel
A company’s ever-increasing need to access, 
understand and harness the power of data 
makes it essential to have employees on 
board who can manage and analyze the data. 
With the power of Excel, it is easier than ever 
to use data to drive business decisions.

PIVOT TABLES FOR DATA 
ANALYTICS - AN INTRODUCTION
PREREQUISITE: Experience working with 
Excel.
How can you work with large amounts of 
spreadsheet data to isolate and display all of 
the information you need? This course will 
introduce individuals to using pivot tables, 
a tool that allows you to summarize and 
analyze large quantities of data quickly and 
easily. Based on the calculation features that 
the pivot table provides, learn to make raw 
data easy to understand and analyze. Learn 
how to create pivot charts from the pivot 
table for a dynamic graphic representation.  
WDT-159.

INSTRUCTOR: Rreze Zejnullahi-Berisha, MA

Course Code #: 28100
2 Sessions: 4 hours, CEU 0.4
Time: 9-11 a.m., Wed and Fri, Feb 24-26
Cost: $159

Course Code #: 28101
2 Sessions: 4 hours, CEU 0.4
Time: 9-11 a.m., Sat, March 6-13
Cost: $159

PIVOT TABLES FOR DATA 
ANALYTICS - ADVANCED USERS
PREREQUISITE: Experience working with 
Excel and basic Pivot Tables.  
Advances in technology have made it pos-
sible to store ever-increasing amounts of 
data. The need to analyze that data and 
gain actionable insight is greater than ever. 
Harness the power of advanced pivot table 
features and create pivot charts that will 
help you to gain a competitive edge. Learn 
to summarize data to analyze and organize 
the data in a way that can be meaningfully 
presented to others. Data-driven business 
decisions will now be made with a stronger 
understanding of the underlying data. WDT-
176.

INSTRUCTOR: Rreze Zejnullahi-Berisha, MA

Course Code #: 28103
2 Sessions: 4 hours, CEU 0.4
Time: 9-11 a.m., Wed and Fri, March 3-5
Cost: $159

Course Code #: 28104
1 Session: 4 hours, CEU 0.4
Time: 9 a.m.-1 p.m., Sat, March 20
Cost: $159

EXCEL FUNCTIONS: ENHANCE 
YOUR WORKSHEETS UTILIZING 
ADVANCED FUNCTIONS 
PREREQUISITE: Understand and use intermedi-
ate Excel functions.  If you have competency 
with Excel and are ready to move on to the 
next level, explore Advanced Functions and 
how they can help you save time at work. 
Learn how to analyze data using advanced 
formula skills by focusing on functions from 
various categories within the function library. 
Acquire skills to create conditional formatting 
rules using formulas, perform complex calcu-
lations using Array formulas and use wildcard 
characters to help filter results. WDT-177.

INSTRUCTOR: Rreze Zejnullahi-Berisha

Course Code #: 28105
2 Sessions: 4 hours, CEU 0.4
Time: 9-11 a.m., Wed and Fri, March 31- 
April 2
Cost: $159

BUSINESS ANALYTICS WITH EXCEL
For a full description, see page 22. 

VISUAL BASIC APPLICATIONS 
IN EXCEL 
For a full description, see page 27. 

ADDITIONAL MICROSOFT 
APPLICATIONS FOR EVERY 

PROFESSIONAL

OUTLOOK INTRODUCTION
PREREQUISITE: Basic understanding of 
Microsoft Windows.  Outlook is Microsoft’s 
tool for managing your email, contacts, 
and calendars. In this course, you will learn 
to use Outlook to send, receive and man-
age email messages, manage your contact 
information, schedule appointments and 
meetings, create tasks and notes for yourself 
and customize the Outlook interface to 
suit your working style. Don’t deal with a 
disorganized inbox; learn to use Outlook’s 
powerful features to stay on top of messages 
and schedules. WDT-139.

INSTRUCTOR: Patricia Callahan

Course Code #: 28106
3 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Wed, March 10-24
Cost: $199

POWERPOINT – INTRODUCTION 
PREREQUISITE: Basic understanding of 
Microsoft Windows.  Presentations can some-
times be monotonous, but with Microsoft 
PowerPoint you can learn to make them 
compelling. Master the basic features and 
functions of Microsoft PowerPoint, a power-
ful presentation tool. Perform advanced text 
editing, add and create graphics, modify 
objects and animate presentations. WDT-135.

INSTRUCTOR: Patricia Callahan

Course Code #: 28107
2 Sessions: 4 hours, CEU 0.4 
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues and Thurs, Feb 
16-18
Cost: $159

Course Code #: 28108
1 Session: 4 hours, CEU 0.4 
Time: 9 a.m.-1 p.m., Sat, May 22
Cost: $159

POWERPOINT ADVANCED DESIGN 
SKILLS TO CREATE A CUTTING-
EDGE PRESENTATION 
PREREQUISITE: Working knowledge of 
PowerPoint.  This course is for those who 
already know how to create a PowerPoint 
presentation, but want to learn advanced 
functions that will make your presenta-
tion sensational. Capture your audience 
with easy to use, impressive and powerful 
PowerPoint features that most people do not 
know about. Keep your audience’s attention 
with engaging messages and graphics that 
communicate a clear message. Have your 
charts build themselves before your viewers’ 
eyes. Learn to use these helpful tools with-
out a huge commitment of time.  WDT-141.

INSTRUCTOR: Rreze Zejnullahi-Berisha

Course Code #: 28109
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 9 a.m.-12 p.m., Wed and Fri, May 
12-14
Cost: $199

Course Code #: 28110
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 9 a.m.-12 p.m., Sat, June 5-12
Cost: $199

MICROSOFT TEAMS – 
COLLABORATIVE COMMUNICATION 
IN THE WORKPLACE
For a full description, see page 16. 

CCM reserves the right to change the dates/times, and method of delivery of a 
class, depending on enrollment and the operating status of the college.

Online classes may be moved on-campus and on-campus classes may become online or a hybrid. CCM WFD 
reserves the right to deliver all classes in the format that best meets the interest of student safety and effective 
learning. Refer to our website, www.ccm.edu/workforce, for the latest class and course information.

https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce
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To register online, find your course at www.ccm.edu/workforce and click on the “REGISTER” box for your course .28

*TEXTBOOK REQUIRED:   If your course requires a textbook, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
Students must obtain the textbook on their own and have it for the first day of class. 

WEB DEVELOPMENT

Course Course Title CEUs

WDA-243 WordPress for Businesses, Entrepreneurs and Bloggers 1.5

WDA-244 Modifying And Creating Web Pages with HTML5 & CSS3 1.8

WDA-245 Webpage Interactivity with JavaScript and JQuery 1.8

For updated information about these courses, visit www.ccm.edu/workforce/web-development

WORDPRESS FOR BUSINESSES, 
ENTREPRENEURS AND BLOGGERS
PREREQUISITE: Working knowledge of com-
puters.  REQUIREMENT:  Students will be 
required to establish a WordPress account at 
the first class and should have a credit card 
available.  Would you like to learn how 
to create a well-designed and functional 
website without having to know how to 
program? WordPress is a great platform on 
which to learn. In this class, create a modern 
WordPress website that allows for flexibility 
and easy updates, with many user-friendly 
features. Great for small businesses or any-

one who is interested in starting a blog. 
WDA-243.

INSTRUCTOR: John Hester, BA

Course Code #: 28851
6 Sessions: 15 hours, CEU 1.5
Time: 6:30-9 p.m., Thurs, April 22-May 27
Cost: $299

MODIFYING AND CREATING WEB 
PAGES WITH HTML5 & CSS3
Prerequisites: Competent computer skills, work-
ing knowledge of the Windows operating system 
and familiarity of the Internet. Looking for a 

more complex level of website design that 
involves some programming? This introduc-
tory course in HTML5 (Hypertext Markup 
Language) and CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) 
provides the foundation for all webpages. 
You can access any webpage no matter who 
or what created it. Learn how to design, cre-
ate, structure and modify all types of web-
pages. The CSS3 skills enable you to format 
text, incorporate graphics and multimedia 
and create interactive forms using the most 
current Web styling techniques used today.  
WDA-244.

INSTRUCTOR: Ciro Petti, PMP, MCT, MSO

Course Code #: 28852
6 Sessions: 18 hours, CEU 1.8
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, May 4-20
Cost: $359

WEBPAGE INTERACTIVITY WITH 
JAVASCRIPT AND JQUERY
Prerequisites: Competent computer skills, working 
knowledge of the Windows operating system and 
familiarity with the Internet or MODIFYING 
AND CREATING WEB PAGES WITH HTML5 
& CSS3.  JavaScript is the interactive engine 
of a website. It enables you to easily create 
and add lightweight instructions to your 
web pages that respond to user needs and 
actions. See how this useful, powerful and 
easy-to-understand language is used to devel-
op intuitive animations and user interaction 
for your website. You will create many useful 
interactive pages with JavaScript and jQuery 
with little effort. WDA-245.

INSTRUCTOR: Ciro Petti, PMP, MCT, MSO

Course Code #: 28853
6 Sessions: 18 hours, CEU 1.8
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, June 15-July 1
Cost: $359

IMPORTANT: 
Registration closes  
3 days before class start 
date.  See page 52.

If class start 
day is a…

The last day to register is…

Monday Thursday before class start date

Tuesday Sunday before class start date

Wednesday Sunday before class start date

Thursday Monday before class start date

Friday Tuesday before class start date

Saturday Wednesday before class start date

Registration instructions at 
www .ccm .edu/workforce/wfd-reg/

Check our website 
frequently to see 

updated class 
information .

www .ccm .edu/workforce

Check with your employer for tuition reimbursement 
and professional development allowances.

Instructor will email a link to  
registered students 1-2 days  

before a class is scheduled to begin .

Make sure your email address  
on file is current!

http://www.ccm.edu/workforce/web-development
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce
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VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, Saturday, Monday

January 7, 9 and 11
REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED

See back cover for details.
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Instructors will contact students with instructions for connecting to class online, using default email address on file. Make sure your email 
address on file is current! Email Records and Registration at registrar@ccm.edu to check your current contact information. Submit new 
contact information using form https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf

The manufacturing industry is an important part of the economy of Morris County and northern New Jersey. The industry supports jobs and 
careers with good wages and benefit packages. County College of Morris is committed to supporting the needs of employers for a well-trained 
workforce through training classes and programs for their current workers while also providing the skills necessary for job seekers to enter the 
advanced manufacturing industry. The below selection of classes is just the start of an expanding program of advanced manufacturing training 
classes. Continue to check the Workforce Development website for up-to-date information on program offerings, dates, times and location.

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
CAREERADVANCE APPRENTICESHIPS AND PRE-APPRENTICE BOOT CAMP
Learn the knowledge and skills required to enter the field of Advanced Manufacturing in 
CCM‘s Pre-Apprentice Boot Camp.  

Course Course Title Hours CEUs Cost

MFG-101 Shop Basics 33 3.3 250

MFG-102 Advanced Manufacturing Core 101 10.1 2,500

MFG-103 Intro to CAD and CAM 24.5 2.45 500

MFG-104 NIMS Certification Prep 29.5 2.95 500

The Boot Camp has rolling admissions, meaning that you can start at any time.  The program 
offers 3 college credits, interaction with potential employers, and the use of CCM’s state-of-
the-art classroom and manufacturing lab space in the brand-new Advanced Manufacturing 
and Engineering Center. Scholarships, funding for the un/under employed and payment plan 
options are available.  Earn certifications in OSHA-10, up to five NIMS (National Institute for 
Metalworking Skills) certifications and SolidWorks.

Participants who complete Shop Basics and the Advanced Manufacturing Core will be eligible 
to apply for apprenticeships through the CareerAdvance USA grant (https://www.ccm.edu/
apprenticeships/). This grant is an apprenticeship program that gives people of any skill level 
the opportunity to earn valuable credentials and skills in the advanced manufacturing field. 
Participation in this program can lead to better job opportunities in a year or less. Those who 
complete apprenticeships have a high rate of immediate employment in the manufacturing 
sector, with an average salary range of $45,000 to $65,000.

For more information on CCM’s CareerAdvance Apprenticeships in Advanced Manufacturing 
and the Pre-Apprentice Boot Camp, email CareerUSA@ccm.edu 

SHOP BASICS
Prerequisite course for all students.
Shop Basics provides an introduction to 
Advanced Manufacturing concepts, and 
establishes a comprehensive under-standing 
of the manufacturing process, including 
how to remain safe on the job and in the 
shop. This is a required course before pro-
ceeding in the Boot Camp. MFG-101.

ADVANCED  
MANUFACTURING CORE
Building upon the information learned in 
Shop Basics, Advanced Manufacturing Core 
provides further knowledge in the areas of 
Blueprint Reading, Geometric Dimensioning 
& Tolerancing (GD&T), Bench Working 
Skills and Safety. After successful completion 
of this class, students will be eligible to earn 
OSHA-10 Safety Certification. MFG-102.

INTRO TO CAD AND CAM 
(OPTIONAL)
Introduction to Computer Aided Design 
(CAD) and Computer Aided Manufacturing 
(CAM) teaches students the fundamentals of 
2-D and 3-D CAD. Students will work with 
AutoCAD, SolidWorks and Mastercam to 
become proficient with CAD concepts. Upon 
completion of the course, students can earn 
SolidWorks Associate Certification. MFG-103.

NIMS CERTIFICATION PREP 
(OPTIONAL)
The National Institute for Metalworking 
Skills (NIMS) Certification Prep class pro-
vides students with practice exams and lab 
time to improve their skills. Students will 
be able to earn up to five NIMS certifica-
tions in this course: Drill Press 1; Grinding 
1; Job Planning, Benchwork and Layout; 
Measurement, Materials and Safety; Milling 
1. MFG-104.

BOOT CAMP

Apprenticeship

Employment

Paid 
Training at a 

minimum 
of $15 

an hour.

Interviews 
during 

Boot Camp

• College 
Credits

• Industry 
Credentials

https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf
https://www.ccm.edu/apprenticeships/
https://www.ccm.edu/apprenticeships/
mailto:CareerUSA@ccm.edu
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To register online, find your course at www.ccm.edu/workforce and click on the “REGISTER” box for your course .30

*TEXTBOOK REQUIRED:   If your course requires a textbook, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
Students must obtain the textbook on their own and have it for the first day of class. 

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN (CAD)
CCM offers a variety of courses in 2D, 3D and solid modeling Computer Aided Design (CAD). Industry professionals use CAD in many con-
texts. It is an essential skill set on which you can continue to build, with advanced courses covering various types of modeling.  

Course Course Title CEUs
CAD-111 AutoCAD Level 1: Basic 2D Drawing 2.4

CAD-120 AutoCAD Level 2: Beyond Basic 2.1

CAD-115 AutoCAD Level 3: Advanced 2.1

CAD-112 AutoCAD Civil 3D 3

All classes will provide students with hands-on experience working with real world drawing 
examples and exercises in a supervised CAD lab.  For updated information about these cours-
es, visit www.ccm.edu/workforce/engineering-manufacturing.

*Textbook required for all AutoCAD classes. Visit https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-
information

INSTRUCTOR: Anthony Gaffney, BA 

AUTOCAD LEVEL 1:  
BASIC 2D DRAWING
This course is a comprehensive introduction 
for new AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT software 
users. It incorporates the features, commands 
and techniques for creating, editing, annotat-
ing and printing 2D drawings with AutoCAD. 
The primary objective of this course is to give 
the new AutoCAD user a foundation to build 
upon. Limit 10 students. CAD-111.

Course Code #: 28341
8 Sessions: 24 hours, CEU 2.4
Location: On campus at the Advanced 
Manufacturing and Engineering Center, AME 134 
Time: 9 a.m.-12 p.m., Sat, Apr 10-June 5 (no 
class May 29)  Cost: $499

AUTOCAD LEVEL 2: BEYOND BASIC
Building on the concepts introduced in the 
Level 1 Basic 2D Drawing class, AutoCAD 
and AutoCAD LT users will advance their 

knowledge of features, commands and tech-
niques, to become more productive and effi-
cient when creating, editing, annotating and 
printing drawings. AutoCAD applications 
to be covered: Dynamic Blocks, Attributes, 
Fields, Tables, External References, Advanced 
Layer Management tools, Parametrics, and 
importing and converting PDFs.  Limit 10 
students. CAD-120.

Course Code #: 28342
6 Sessions: 21 hours, CEU 2.1 
Location: On campus at the Advanced 
Manufacturing and Engineering Center, AME 134 
Time: TBD   Cost: $419

AUTOCAD LEVEL 3:  ADVANCED
For the seasoned AutoCAD user looking 
to master the more advanced features and 
tools in AutoCAD, the course will focus on 
Parametrics, creating and editing Dynamic 

Blocks, Advanced Layer Management tools 
with External References and working with 
the Sheet Set Manager. Configuring CAD 
Standards and Program Customization, 
Menus, Macros, Lisp routines and Tool 
Palettes will be covered.  Also, included is 
an introduction to 3D modeling. Limit 10 
students.  CAD-115.

Course Code #: 28343
6 Sessions: 21 hours, CEU 2.1 
Location: On campus at the Advanced 
Manufacturing and Engineering Center, AME 134 
Time: TBD
Cost: $419

AUTOCAD CIVIL 3D
For professionals already experienced in 
AutoCAD, a healthy knowledge of AutoCAD 
Civil 3D is a real resume booster and ups your 
appeal to prospective employers. For current 
engineering students, this is a great addition as 
you seek internship opportunities. Topics 
Covered: AutoCAD Civil 3D user interface, cre-
ate points, point styles and label styles, work 
with point groups; create, edit, view and ana-
lyze surfaces, create data shortcuts, edit align-
ments, profiles and profile views, assemblies, 
corridors and intersections, cross-sections and 
grading solutions. Limit 10 students. CAD-112.

Course Code #: 28344
10 Sessions: 30 hours, CEU 3.0
Location: On campus at the Advanced 
Manufacturing and Engineering Center, AME 134 
Time: 1-4 p.m., Sat, March 13-May 22 (no 
class April 3)
Cost: $599

SOLID MODELING CAD
Solid Modeling is the computer modeling of 3D solid objects. The objective of solid modeling 
is to ensure that every surface is geometrically correct. Using CAD (Computer Aided Design) 
allows engineers and designers to build realistic computer models of parts and assemblies.  It 
provides designers the ability to provide cutaways of a design.  The SolidWorks CAD software 
that students will use in class, and at home, will allow you to simulate  an object from within 
and outside, as you design, create and animate a digital 3D model. 

Once you have completed the SolidWorks classes, follow with the Introduction to 3D Printing 
course.  See page 32 for details.  

Course Course Title CEUs
CAD-116 SolidWorks 1:  Introduction 1.25

CAD-117 SolidWorks 2:  Advanced 1.25

WDT-173 Introduction to 3D Printing 1.2

SOLIDWORKS 1: INTRODUCTION
SolidWorks is a parametric computer-aided 
design and engineering (CAD/CAE) solid mod-
eling package. Learn about 2D sketching, basic 
and intermediate 3D functions. Learn funda-
mental operations in SolidWorks necessary for 
any designer, drafter or engineer. Students will 
need to save their work to their local computer 
or a flash drive. Limit 10 students. CAD-116. 

INSTRUCTOR: Jeff Stearns, BS

Course Code #: 28347
5 Sessions: 12.5 hours, CEU 1.25
Location: On campus at the Advanced 
Manufacturing and Engineering Center, AME 134 
Time: 6-8:30 p.m., Tues, March 2-March 30
Cost: $299

http://www.ccm.edu/workforce/engineering-manufacturing
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
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Instructors will contact students with instructions for connecting to class online, using default email address on file. Make sure your email 
address on file is current! Email Records and Registration at registrar@ccm.edu to check your current contact information. Submit new 
contact information using form https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf

SOLIDWORKS 2: ADVANCED
PREREQUISITE:  SolidWorks 1 or prior 
SolidWorks experience.
Learn sketching techniques including 3D 
sketches and splines, advanced modeling 
techniques such as multi-body parts and 
assemblies, sheet metal parts, mold cavities 
from parts, animation, display states, ren-
derings and finite element analysis (FEA). 
SolidWorks has excellent surface modeling 
tools, and students will use them to create 

complex, free-form shapes. Students will need 
to save their work to their local computer or a 
flash drive. Limit 10 students. CAD-117.

INSTRUCTOR: Jeff Stearns, BS

Course Code #: 28348
5 Sessions: 12.5 hours, CEU 1.25
Location: On campus at the Advanced 
Manufacturing and Engineering Center, AME 134 
Time: 6-8:30 p.m., Tues, April 20-May 18 
Cost: $299

INTRODUCTION TO 3D PRINTING
Students will use the CAD program 
SolidWorks to create 3D models to be used 
in the 3D printing process.  Students will 
get hands-on experience with 3D printers by 
designing their own model and printing it 
out on a 3D printer.   For a full description, 
see page 32.

MANUFACTURING BASICS
Today’s world of Advanced Manufacturing is a blend of fundamental and new skills. Basic blueprint reading is a must-have for everyone from 
line to leadership. These skills enhancement courses provide novice and experienced workers with new knowledge and refresh the toolkit 
required of all staff in the manufacturing arena. Learn how to manage projects with Six Sigma or how Value Stream Mapping provides a visual 
tool to bring a product or service to completion.  An understanding of these dynamic process tools is a must-have for all types of companies. 
For those desiring certification, CCM offers ASQ Six Sigma certification prep courses at the Yellow Belt and Green Belt levels.

Companies that would like to have any of the following training programs customized for employees should contact The Center for Workforce 
Development at cbt@ccm.edu or 973-328-5188.

Course Course Title CEUs

WDT-145 Blueprint Reading and Measurements 0.6

WDT-180 Blueprint Reading with GD&T 1.0

WDT-147 Introduction to CAD 0.6

WDT-148 Introduction Manual Machining 0.6

WDT-149 Introduction to CNC 0.6

WDT-173 Introduction to 3D Printing 1.2

WDT-182 Introduction to MasterCAM 1.2

WDT-150 Six Sigma: An Introduction to Process Improvement 0.6 

WDT-151 Value Stream Mapping – Material & Information Flow 0.6

For updated information about these courses, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/manufacture/

BLUEPRINT READING  
AND MEASUREMENTS
Learn how to read shop and engineering blue-
prints and how to fabricate parts and perform 
assembly operations. Learn current drafting 
standards and blueprint reading techniques, 
review standard lines and symbols, sketching 
techniques, orthographic projection, auxiliary 
views, drawings, dimensions, tolerances, sec-
tional views, title block information, machin-
ing specifications and specialized forms of 
engineering drawings. Learn how to draw 
principal and isometric views and understand 
how blueprints and tolerances relate to the 
manufacturing process. WDT-145.

INSTRUCTOR: Anthony Horbert, AAS, 
CSWA, CSWPA-WD, CSWPA-SM

Course Code #: 28121
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 9 a.m.-12 p.m., Mon and Wed,  
March 29-31
Cost: $199

BLUEPRINT READING WITH GD&T 
(GEOMETRIC DIMENSIONING AND 
TOLERANCING) 
This combination course not only includes 
the fundamentals of Blueprint Reading and 
Measurements (see above course descrip-
tion), but also takes communicating on 
the shop floor one step further. Through 
incorporating the additional Geometric 
Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T) 
concepts you will learn CNC machining tol-
erances, the Datum Reference Frame (DRF), 
interpretation of symbols, the Feature 
Control Frame, communicating basic 
dimensions and material condition modi-
fiers. WDT-180.

INSTRUCTOR: Anthony Horbert, AAS, 
CSWA, CSWPA-WD, CSWPA-SM

Course Code #: 28122
4 Sessions: 10 hours, CEU 1.0 
Time: 9-11:30 a.m., Mon and Wed, June 21-30
Cost: $329

INTRODUCTION TO CAD
This course introduces students to the basics 
of AutoCAD 2D drawing and its applica-
tions in the field. Preview the features, com-
mands and techniques that make AutoCAD 
an invaluable tool with a wide range of 
applications. WDT-147.

INSTRUCTOR: Anthony Horbert, AAS, 
CSWA, CSWPA-WD, CSWPA-SM

Course Code #: 28123
1 Session: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Sat, May 1
Cost: $199

INTRODUCTION TO  
MANUAL MACHINING
This course covers precision measurements 
and elementary theory of cutting and 
machining methods with emphasis on the 
proper operation of the manual lathe and 
the vertical mill. WDT-148. 

INSTRUCTOR: Anthony Horbert, AAS, 
CSWA, CSWPA-WD, CSWPA-SM

Course Code #: 28124
1 Session: 6 hours, CEU 0.6
Location: On campus at the Advanced 
Manufacturing and Engineering Center,  
AME 136 
Time: 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Fri, May 14
Cost: $199 

Manufacturing continued on next page.

https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf
mailto:cbt@ccm.edu
https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/manufacture/
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To register online, find your course at www.ccm.edu/workforce and click on the “REGISTER” box for your course .32

*TEXTBOOK REQUIRED:   If your course requires a textbook, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
Students must obtain the textbook on their own and have it for the first day of class. 

INTRODUCTION TO CNC
This course provides a practical applica-
tion of computerized product development 
and related prototyping concepts, as well 
as exposure to basic G-code programming, 
machine setup, manual and post processed 
programs, tool offsets and tool changing. 
Participants will be able to implement all 
previously learned prototyping concepts to 
successfully setup and operate CNC milling 
and CNC turning centers. WDT-149.

INSTRUCTOR: Anthony Horbert, AAS, 
CSWA, CSWPA-WD, CSWPA-SM

Course Code #: 28125
1 Session: 6 hours, CEU 0.6
Location: On campus at the Advanced 
Manufacturing and Engineering Center,  
AME 136
Time: 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Fri, May 21
Cost: $199

INTRODUCTION TO 3D PRINTING
This course is an introduction to 3D print-
ing. Students will use the CAD program 
SolidWorks to create 3D models that can 
be used in the 3D printing process. Upon 
completion of this course, students will have 
a better understanding of the 3D printing 

technologies and materials along with how 
CAD programs work with the 3D printing 
process. Students will get hands-on experi-
ence with 3D printers by designing their 
own model and printing it out on a 3D 
printer.  WDT-173. 

INSTRUCTOR: Anthony Horbert, AAS, 
CSWA, CSWPA-WD, CSWPA-SM

Course Code #: 28126
2 Sessions: 12 hours, CEU 1.2
Location: On campus at the Advanced 
Manufacturing and Engineering Center,  
AME 142
Time: 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Sat, June 12-19
Cost: $379

INTRODUCTION TO MASTERCAM
This course will provide you with training 
used for programming Computer Numerical 
Controlled (CNC) machine tools. You will 
learn the programming methodology and 
proper application of cutting tools, and the 
course also will cover vertical milling and 
turning equipment. WDT-182.

INSTRUCTOR: Anthony Horbert, AAS, 
CSWA, CSWPA-WD, CSWPA-SM

Course Code #: 58131
2 Sessions: 12 hours, CEU 1.2 
Location: On campus at the Advanced 
Manufacturing and Engineering Center,  
AME 142
Time: 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Fri, July 9-16
Cost: $379

SIX SIGMA: AN INTRODUCTION TO 
PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
Six Sigma is a process and a set of tools 
used by organizations to improve prod-
ucts, processes and results by eliminating 
defects, reducing variation and decreas-
ing delays. Learn the fundamentals of Six 
Sigma, including use of the DMAIC pro-
cess (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, 
Control) and basic tools. Come to class with 
a problem or project in mind. WDT-150.

INSTRUCTOR: Jeff Lilley, MBA, BSChE

Course Code #: 28127
2 Sessions: 6.5 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 8:30 a.m.-11:45 a.m., Tues, March 2-9
Cost: $199

VALUE STREAM MAPPING – 
MANAGING THE MATERIAL AND 
INFORMATION FLOW
Introduction to a lean manufacturing tech-
nique used to analyze the flow of materials 
and information required to bring a product 
or service to a customer. Learn how this 
diagnostic tool is used to visualize the cur-
rent state of a value stream, identify oppor-
tunities for improvement and subsequently 
design a path to a future desired state. 
WDT-151.

INSTRUCTOR: Jeff Lilley, MBA, BSChE

Course Code #: 28128
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 9 a.m.-12 p.m., Tues, April 20-27
Cost: $199

All classes are remote LIVE instruction unless otherwise 
indicated. Students need access to a computer and to 
the Internet. A desktop or laptop computer with audio and 
video capability is preferred, but tablets and smartphones 
are an option. CCM will provide access to any specialized 
software needed for a course.

CCM reserves the right to change 
the dates/times, and method of 
delivery of a class, depending 

on enrollment and the operating 
status of the college.

Online classes may be moved on-campus and on-
campus classes may become online or a hybrid. 
CCM WFD reserves the right to deliver all classes 
in the format that best meets the interest of 
student safety and effective learning. Refer to our 
website, www.ccm.edu/workforce, for the latest 
class and course information.

http://www.ccm.edu/workforce
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VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, Saturday, Monday

January 7, 9 and 11
REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED

See back cover for details.
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Instructors will contact students with instructions for connecting to class online, using default email address on file. Make sure your email 
address on file is current! Email Records and Registration at registrar@ccm.edu to check your current contact information. Submit new 
contact information using form https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf

The Center for Workforce Development at County College of Morris offers a range of health occupations training programs to meet the growing 
demand for entry into healthcare professions, as well as programs for seasoned professionals. Please see below for more information about our 
programs and visit our website www.ccm.edu/workforce/health for updates and course schedules. 

ADDICTIONS COUNSELING PROGRAMS

CERTIFIED ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNSELOR - CADC
Substance abuse counselors aid in the diagnosis, treatment and recovery process for people who struggle with addiction. Courses cover topics 
including, but not limited to, assessment, addiction recovery, counseling skills, crisis intervention, group and family counseling, consultation, 
disability, employment, child and family services, ethics and culture. A supervised externship of 3000 
hours is part of the Addiction Professionals Certification Board’s certification requirement.

For more information about these courses, including course descriptions, visit www.ccm.edu/
workforce/health/CADC

GENERAL INFORMATION 
PREREQUISITE: High School diploma or GED.
County College of Morris is an approved education provider of classroom training 
required by the Addiction Professionals Certification Board of New Jersey, Inc. www.
certbd.com. There are multiple requirements to qualify for certification. The educa-
tion provided by CCM is just one requirement.

CCM offers five domains on a rotating basis. Each domain is a total of 54 hours. 
Students may be able to complete all five domains within 3-4 semesters by taking 
multiple domains. Students may also elect to complete one domain per semester. 
Students may enter the training at any point, regardless of experience, or the domain/
lessons being offered. Students receive a certificate of completion for each course.

Each individual domain course provides CEUs at 0.6, 1.2, or 1.8 (6 hours, 12 hours or 18 
hours respectively), depending on total number of hours per course. CEUs are awarded upon 
completion of each domain course. While the NJ Division of Consumer Affairs (DCA) and the 
NJ Addictions Certification Board prefer that you complete the lessons and domains in order, there 
is no regulatory requirement to do so.

To become a Certified Alcohol and Drug Counselor (CADC), you 
need to complete the following:

1.   270 hours of classroom training (5 domains, number of classes 
vary for each domain). Domains may be taken in any order 
and include Assessment, Counseling, Case Management, Client 
Education and Professional Responsibility

2.   30 hours of alcohol and drug abuse self-help group meetings

3.   3000 hours (1500 hours per year) of supervised experience 
(paid or voluntary)

4.   Successful completion of test requirement, case preparation 
and oral presentation

It is the student’s responsibility to become familiar with the follow-
ing information in order to understand the certification process and 
careers in addictions counseling. Please visit the following websites:

Addiction Professionals Certification Board: https://certbd.org/ Go 
to Approved Course; Manuals and Study Guides; CADC Education 
Materials

Legislation:  https://www.njconsumeraffairs.gov/regulations/Chapter-
34C-Alcohol-and-Drug-Counselors.pdf
Application for licensure:  https://www.njconsumeraffairs.gov/adc/
Pages/applications.aspx 
Frequently Asked Questions: https://nj.gov/humanservices/dmhas/
initiatives/workforce/FAQs_Becoming_LCADC_CADC.pdf
NJ Division of Consumer Affairs, Alcohol and Drug Counselor 
Committee: https://www.njconsumeraffairs.gov/adc/Pages/default.
aspx 

All classes will be delivered remote, with live instruction. The instruc-
tor will contact students with instructions for connecting online prior 
to the start of the class.

CADC courses continued on next page.

“This was my first class in over 20 years.  The professor was relaxed, organized, informative, thoughtful, and 
humorous.  I am grateful to be utilizing my time during COVID in a productive manner that will enable me 

to continue to give back to the State of New Jersey.”  ~ Jennifer O.

https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce/health/CADC
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce/health/CADC
https://certbd.org/
https://www.njconsumeraffairs.gov/regulations/Chapter-34C-Alcohol-and-Drug-Counselors.pdf
https://www.njconsumeraffairs.gov/regulations/Chapter-34C-Alcohol-and-Drug-Counselors.pdf
https://www.njconsumeraffairs.gov/adc/Pages/applications.aspx
https://www.njconsumeraffairs.gov/adc/Pages/applications.aspx
https://nj.gov/humanservices/dmhas/initiatives/workforce/FAQs_Becoming_LCADC_CADC.pdf
https://nj.gov/humanservices/dmhas/initiatives/workforce/FAQs_Becoming_LCADC_CADC.pdf
https://www.njconsumeraffairs.gov/adc/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.njconsumeraffairs.gov/adc/Pages/default.aspx
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To register online, find your course at www.ccm.edu/workforce and click on the “REGISTER” box for your course .34

*TEXTBOOK REQUIRED:   If your course requires a textbook, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
Students must obtain the textbook on their own and have it for the first day of class. 

DOMAIN I AND II
Go to www.ccm.edu/workforce to check 
for Summer and Fall 2021 dates.

DOMAIN III – CASE 
MANAGEMENT

Online Offering - the instructor will contact 
students with instructions for connecting 
online prior to the start of the class.

INSTRUCTOR: Thomas Viola, MSW, LSW, 
LCADC

C301 - COMMUNITY RESOURCES
ADC-253.
Course Code #: 28261
6 Sessions: 18 hours, CEU 1.8 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon and Wed, Jan 18-Feb 3
Cost: $297

C302 - CONSULTATION (CASE 
MANAGEMENT)
ADC-254.
Course Code #: 28262
6 Sessions: 18 hours, CEU 1.8 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon and Wed, Feb 8-24
Cost: $297

C303 - DOCUMENTATION
ADC-255.
Course Code #: 28263
4 Sessions: 12 hours, CEU 1.2 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon and Wed, March 1-10
Cost: $198

C304 - HIV & RESOURCES
ADC-570.
Course Code #: 28264
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon and Wed, March 15-17
Cost: $99

DOMAIN IV – CLIENT 
EDUCATION

Online Offering - the instructor will contact 
students with instructions for connecting 
online prior to the start of the class

Instructor: Ronald Faines, LCADC, ACS, 
CCS

C401 - ADDICTION RECOVERY
ADC-548.
Course Code #: 28271
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, Jan 19-21
Cost: $99

Course Code #:  28281
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, April 6-8
Cost: $99

C402 - PSYCHOLOGICAL CLIENT 
EDUCATION
ADC-549. 
Course Code #: 28272
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, Jan 26-28
Cost: $99

Course Code #: 28282
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, April 13-15
Cost: $99

C403 - BIOCHEMICAL/MEDICAL 
CLIENT EDUCATION
ADC-256.
Course Code #: 28273
6 Sessions: 18 hours, CEU 1.8 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, Feb 2-18
Cost: $297

Course Code #: 28283
6 Sessions: 18 hours, CEU 1.8 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, April 20-May 
6
Cost: $297

C404 - SOCIOCULTURAL CLIENT 
EDUCATION
ADC-551.
Course Code #: 28274
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, Feb 23-25
Cost: $99

Course Code #: 28284
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, May 11-13
Cost: $99

C405 - ADDICTION RECOVERY 
& FAMILY PSYCHOLOGICAL 
EDUCATION
ADC-552. 
Course Code #: 28275
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, March 2-4
Cost: $99

Course Code #: 28285
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, May 18-20
Cost: $99

C406 - BIOCHEMICAL AND 
SOCIOLOGICAL FAMILY EDUCATION
ADC-553. 
Course Code #: 28276
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, March 9-11
Cost: $99

Course Code #: 28286
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, May 25-27
Cost: $99

C407 - COMMUNITY & 
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
ADC-554. 
Course Code #: 28277
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, March 16-18
Cost: $99

Course Code #: 28287
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, June 1-3
Cost: $99

Domain V – PROFESSIONAL 
RESPONSIBILITY

Online Offering - the instructor will contact 
students with instructions for connecting 
online prior to the start of the class.

INSTRUCTOR: Thomas Viola, MSW, LSW, 
LCADC

C501 - ETHICAL STANDARDS
ADC-558.
Course Code #: 28291
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon and Wed, April 5-7
Cost: $99

C502 - LEGAL ASPECTS
ADC-559.
Course Code #: 28292
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon and Wed, April 12-14
Cost: $99

C503 - CULTURAL COMPETENCY
ADC-560.
Course Code #: 28293
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon and Wed, April 19-21
Cost: $99

C504 - PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
ADC-561.
Course Code #: 28294
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon and Wed, April 26-28
Cost: $99

C505 - PERSONAL GROWTH
ADC-562.
Course Code #: 28295
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon and Wed, May 3-5
Cost: $99

C506 - DIMENSIONS OF RECOVERY
ADC-563.
Course Code #: 28296
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon and Wed, May 10-12
Cost: $99

https://nextcatalog.ccm.edu/search/?P=ADC-254
https://nextcatalog.ccm.edu/search/?P=ADC-255
https://nextcatalog.ccm.edu/search/?P=ADC-563
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Instructors will contact students with instructions for connecting to class online, using default email address on file. Make sure your email 
address on file is current! Email Records and Registration at registrar@ccm.edu to check your current contact information. Submit new 
contact information using form https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf

HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS CLINICAL TRAINING PROGRAMS

HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL 
BASIC LIFE SUPPORT

This five-hour curriculum reflects the current American Heart 
Association guidelines for healthcare providers. This course is appro-
priate for nurses, paramedics, EMTs, police, fire personnel, lifeguards 
and other first responders.

Course Course Title CEUs
CPR-129 Healthcare Professional BLS (Basic Life Support) 0.5

Certification: American Heart Association CPR/BLS certificates will be 
emailed to students approximately 2-3 weeks after the course.

HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL BLS 
(BASIC LIFE SUPPORT)
The course includes adult and pediatric one-rescuer and two-rescuer 
CPR, adult and pediatric foreign body airway obstruction (FBAO), 
the use of bag mask ventilation devices for all victims and automated 
external defibrillators (AED). 

C507 - SUPERVISION
ADC-564.
Course Code #: 28297
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon and Wed, May 17-19
Cost: $99

C508 - CONSULTATION 
PROFESSIONAL
ADC-566.
Course Code #: 28298
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon and Wed, May 24-26
Cost: $99

C509 - COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
ADC-565.
Course Code #: 28299
2 Sessions: 6 hours, CEU 0.6 
Time: 6-9 p.m., Wed and Mon, June 2-7
Cost: $99

CERTIFIED PEER RECOVERY SPECIALIST
The Addiction Professionals Certification 
Board of New Jersey has confirmed this 
course as equivalent to completing the 46 
hours of training required for the Certified 
Peer Recovery Specialist (CPRS) conferred 
by the International Credentialing and 
Reciprocity Consortium (IC&RC) in the four 
domains of Education/Mentoring, Recovery 
and Wellness, Advocacy and Ethical 
Responsibilities. This course qualifies indi-
viduals to work in the newly emerging Peer 
Recovery Specialist workforce. The CPRS is 
reciprocal with peer credentials in 48 of the 
50 states, parts of South America, Europe 
and Asia. Some form of lived experience 
with addiction and recovery (in self-defined 
terms) is required for this course.

Recertification is required every two years 
and applicants must document 20 hours 
of work in any of the four domains of Peer 
Recovery. CPRS coursework does not count 
towards CADC certification requirements.

Course Course Title CEUs

AHP-342
Certified Peer 
Recovery Specialist

4.8

CERTIFIED PEER RECOVERY 
SPECIALIST COURSE
This course will develop competence and skill 
in peer recovery support and peer delivered 
services in a variety of contexts: addiction cri-
sis intervention, referral to treatment services 
and aftercare planning, prisoner re-entry, as 
well as non-clinical settings such as peer-run 
recovery centers. Students who successfully 
complete this course will fulfill the curricula 
requirements for NJ state certification as a 
Certified Peer Recovery Specialist. AHP-342.

INSTRUCTOR: Vance Mulholland, 
Certified CPRS Instructor, Preventionist 
Level I, CADC 

Course Code #: 28260
12 Sessions: 48 hours, CEU 4.8
Time: 9 a.m.-1 p.m., Sat, March 20-June 19 
(no class April 3, May 29)
Cost: $399

CREATIVE POSITIVE 
EXPRESSION: SUPPORTING 
ADDICTION RECOVERY 
VOLUNTEER TRAINING 
PROGRAM
Get trained as a volunteer facilitator for 
the Creative Positive Expression Program 
(CPEP). CPEP is a collaborative program 
for Drug Court’s adjudicated offenders. This 
multi-dimensional program of expression, 
including writing, poetry and art, allows 
Drug Court adjudicated offenders to devel-
op and tap into new avenues of expression. 
This program has positively affected the 
lives of hundreds of people working toward 
long-term recovery and building a future 
without active addiction.

For further information about the course 
and how to register, please contact 
MorrisSussexCty.cpep@gmail.com

INSTRUCTOR:  Eulena Horne, PharmD, 
and the Creative Positive Expression Team

BLS continued on next page.

“Tonight at work during dinner, a resident began choking; she started to cough, then turned blue, tears running 
down her cheeks. I began the Heimlich maneuver. As I began abdominal thrusts; she stopped breathing! She 
had no pulse. I immediately eased her to the floor, and began CPR. My co-worker called 911. We thought we 
lost her. With 911 on the phone, we both worked on her for several minutes. It seemed like hours, but she finally 
began to breathe as paramedics arrived. She was taken to the hospital, but breathing and doing well.

On my way home, my thoughts raced. I was happy that I had given a family more time with their loved one. 
Then, I thought of that gift of the CPR course that you had given me . You made an enormous gift not 
just to me, but to the resident and her family . I really am so glad I knew what to do and I can’t thank you 
enough . I think that had to be the best $99 anyone spent . From the bottom of my heart, thank you!”

~ A grateful student

https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf
mailto:MorrisSussexCty.cpep@gmail.com
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*TEXTBOOK REQUIRED:   If your course requires a textbook, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
Students must obtain the textbook on their own and have it for the first day of class. 

CERTIFIED NURSE AIDE
Some of the fastest growing jobs in the nation, state and Morris County 
are in entry-level clinical healthcare fields like nurse aides. CCM has devel-
oped a high quality, short-term clinical healthcare program to help people 
quickly enter the workforce, earn money and begin a healthcare career.

This is an excellent way to learn about the healthcare industry, try out 
patient care skills and determine if a career path into nursing or other 
medical fields is for you. Not only can you earn while you learn, but 
you may qualify for tuition reimbursement through your employer 
to help pay for advanced certifications and degrees. If you are in mid-
career and want to stay active, this is a great way to earn an income 
while helping others, and feel good about contributing positively to 
someone’s quality of life.

A Certified Nurse Aide’s (CNA) main role is to provide basic care to 
patients and assist them in daily activities that they may have trouble 
completing on their own. CNAs learn to care for people living in 
long-term care facilities, rehabilitation settings or hospitals. The NJ 
Department of Health regulates and approves the CCM training pro-
gram. Training will be conducted in CCM nursing labs and in actual 
care facilities. It includes 50 lecture and 40 clinical hours. This certifi-
cate can be completed in as little as 6 to 9 weeks. 

You must participate in a mandatory CNA Information Session 
before registering for this class. For updated information about this 
course, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/health/clinical/

Registration can take up to six weeks to complete the prerequisite 
documentation, so please start the process early. Prior to the first 
day of class, students, at their own expense, must satisfactorily com-
plete a criminal background investigation and a drug screening at 
facilities approved by CCM, as well as complete an extensive medical 
history review. Additional expenses include uniforms and textbooks.

Course Course Title CEUs

AHP-163 Certified Nurse Aide - Comprehensive 0

CERTIFIED NURSE AIDE - COMPREHENSIVE
This course combines lecture and labs in a hospital setting and clini-
cal experience in a long-term care setting, allowing students to master 
the essential skills to obtain an entry-level position in the healthcare 
field. This Comprehensive course includes Healthcare Professional 
BLS (Basic Life Support) certification and a three-day Skills Review 
and Exam program concluding with the state required skills evalua-
tion. Upon the successful completion of the course, students are eli-
gible to take the NJ State approved Certified Nurse Aide certification 
examination.  Class size is limited to 10 students. AHP-163.

*Textbook required. Visit: https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-
information

INSTRUCTOR: CCM Staff

Spring 2021 Weekend Schedule
Course Code #: 28441
22 Sessions: 114 hours 
Time: Sat and Sun, Feb 6-April 18 (no class April 4). The class will 
conclude on or about April 19 with the clinical skills examination.
Location: On campus at Cohen Hall, CH 118
Cost: $2,200 

Summer Daytime programs starting on or about May 14 and July 16
Schedule to be determined – Call 973-328-5187 if interested in this 
option or email wfd@ccm.edu
Cost: $2,200 

PERIPHERAL IV THERAPY SKILLS

Course Course Title CEUs
NRS-426 Peripheral IV Therapy Skills 0.4

This course is for RNs, LPNs, Radiology Technologists, EMTs and 
other allied health professionals whose responsibilities include intra-
venous peripheral catheter insertion and care and administration of 
intravenous solutions.

Acquire the knowledge and skills needed to successfully insert a short 

peripheral intravenous catheter. Although the focus of the class is on 
skill acquisition, additional content will include the assessment and 
care of the peripheral intravenous catheter site and a discussion of 
the indications and complications of infusion therapy. NRS-426.

This continuing nursing education activity was approved by 
New Jersey State Nurses Association,an accredited approver 
with distinction by the American Nurses Credentialing 
Center’s Commission on Accreditation – Nursing Continuing 
Professional Development (COA-NCPD).

CCM students: This course can be used to ful-
fill one credit of the requirements for Health 
and Wellness electives and the CPR require-
ments for Nursing and Allied Health students 
in preparation for the Professional track/
Clinical requirements. To obtain this credit, 
please contact your department BEFORE reg-
istering for the class. CPR-129.

Updated information about this class is at 
www.ccm.edu/workforce/health/clinical/

INSTRUCTOR: Alex Balish, AHA & ASHI 
Certified Instructor

Course Code #: 28211
1 Session: 5 hours, CEU 0.5
Location: On campus at Henderson Hall, HH 204
Time: 9 a.m.-2 p.m., Sat, Feb 6
Cost: $99

Course Code #: 28212
1 Session: 5 hours, CEU 0.5
Location: On campus at Henderson Hall, HH 204
Time: 9 a.m.-2 p.m., Sat, March 13
Cost: $99

Course Code #: 28213
1 Session: 5 hours, CEU 0.5
Location: On campus at Henderson Hall, HH 204
Time: 9 a.m.-2 p.m., Sat, April 17
Cost: $99

Course Code #: 28214
1 Session: 5 hours, CEU 0.5
Location: On campus at Henderson Hall, HH 204 
Time: 9 a.m.-2 p.m., Sat, May 22
Cost: $99

Course Code #: 28215
1 Session: 5 hours, CEU 0.5
Location: On campus at Henderson Hall, HH 204 
Time: 9 a.m.-2 p.m., Sat, June 19
Cost: $99

Course Code #: 58211
1 Session: 5 hours, CEU 0.5
Location: On campus at Henderson Hall, HH 204 
Time: 9 a.m.-2 p.m., Sat, July 24
Cost: $99

https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/health/clinical/
mailto:wfd@ccm.edu
https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/health/clinical/
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Instructors will contact students with instructions for connecting to class online, using default email address on file. Make sure your email 
address on file is current! Email Records and Registration at registrar@ccm.edu to check your current contact information. Submit new 
contact information using form https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf

INSTRUCTOR: Dr. Lesley Anne Andrew DNP, RN, CNE

Class is limited to 4 students.

Course Code #: 28491 
1 Session: 4 hours, CEU 0.4 
Location: On campus at Cohen Hall, CH 120
Time: 8 a.m.-12 p.m., Sat, Feb 20
Cost: $199

Course Code #: 28492
1 Session: 4 hours, CEU 0.4 
Location: On campus at Cohen Hall, CH 120
Time: 8 a.m.-12 p.m., Sat, April 24
Cost: $199

NURSES’ CONTINUING EDUCATION
RN REFRESHER PROGRAM – New Jersey Board of Nursing (NJ 
BON) approved RN Refresher Program is held every other spring.  
Join us in 2021.  Course will not be offered again until 2023. 
Interested candidates must attend the mandatory information ses-
sion.

ATTENDANCE AT THE MANDATORY INFORMATION 
SESSION IS REQUIRED

MANDATORY INFORMATION SESSION

RN Refresher application process and  
NJ BON requirements.

Interested candidates must register for and attend this session. 

Wednesday, February 3, 2021 
6:30-8:30 p.m. – Virtual Meeting

This is a mandatory session to identify whether the RN Refresher 
program is for you.  This mandatory session will review class 
schedule, admission requirements for health and physical exams, 
criminal background checks and go over expectations for licensing 
requirements. There is no fee to attend the Mandatory Information 
session. Registration is required in order to receive a ZOOM link.  
NRS-428.

RN REFRESHER MANDATORY INFO SESSION
Course Code#: 28502
1 Session:  2 hours
Time: 6:30-8:30 p.m., Wed, Feb 3, 2021

Following this information session, any prospective student inter-
ested in moving forward in the RN Refresher course must register and 
pay for the following Program Screening in order to be reviewed and 
accepted.

RN REFRESHER PROGRAM SCREENING
Please register and pay the $99 NON-REFUNDABLE processing fee, 
which covers expenses incurred by the college to admit you into the 
program.  You must register for your screening clearance no later 
than April 11.  NRS-424.
Course Code #: 28500
Applicant Information Sessions will be scheduled following registration.

RN REFRESHER PROGRAM  
(LECTURE and CLINICAL) 

CCM reserves the right to change the dates/times, and 
method of delivery of the course, depending on enroll-
ment, clinical site access, and the operating status of the 
college. VISIT https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/health/ 
nursing/ for up-to-date information.

SPRING 2021 COURSE DATES AND TIMES.

RN REFRESHER PROGRAM  
This is an intensive program for RN’s who want to return to the 
nursing workforce and need to update their skills and nursing 
theory, or for current RN’s in non-clinical roles wanting to revive 
their clinical skills. In this program, you will acquire the nursing 
knowledge and skills to assist with re-entry or initial entry to 
the acute care and long-term care setting. The program consists 
of 24 lecture hours, 8 nursing lab hours and 64 clinical hours 
arranged at an area hospital. The clinical experience is manda-
tory. Topics include: physical assessment, skills review, phar-
macology update, legal and ethical issues, fluid and electrolyte 
imbalances, infection control and assessment and nursing man-
agement of major clinical problems.  Objectives include and are 
not limited to: 1) Employing the nursing process utilizing criti-
cal thinking and clinical judgment in the acute and long-term 
care settings 2) Reviewing and increasing knowledge related 
to care of patients with common medical-surgical conditions, 
including use of technology and psychomotor skills. NRS-429.

INSTRUCTOR:  CCM Nursing Faculty

Course Code #: 28501 

Total of 18 Sessions, 100 hours, May 17-June 17, 2021
Lectures will be hybrid. Lab will be in the CCM Nursing 
Laboratory.
Clinical Sessions are upon assignment to local hospitals.
Cost (lecture and clinical): $1,800

Lecture Series: 8 Sessions, 24 hours
Hybrid; online with scheduled virtual meetings
Mon, Tues, Thurs, May 17, 18, 20, 24, 25, 27 
Tues, Wed, June 1, 2

Lab Session: 1 session, 8 hours
Thurs June 3, 8 a.m-4:30 p.m.
Cohen Hall 163-165 

Final exam: in-person: 1 session, 4 hours
Fri June 4, 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
Room TBD

Clinical Sessions: 8 Sessions, 64 hours
Location: TBD (assignments to a local hospital) 
Time: Approximately 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m., Mon-Thurs, June 7-17, 2021

Check with your employer for tuition reimbursement 
and professional development allowances.

https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf
https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/health/nursing/
https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/health/nursing/
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*TEXTBOOK REQUIRED:   If your course requires a textbook, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
Students must obtain the textbook on their own and have it for the first day of class. 

MEDICAL BILLING AND CODING

CERTIFICATE IN MEDICAL BILLING AND CODING SPECIALIST
CCM is pleased to partner with the American Academy of Professional Coders (AAPC) - the 
nation’s leading professional association and medical coding certification organization - to pre-
pare candidates for the Certified Professional Coder (CPC) certification. These coding courses 
introduce the classification system used by healthcare facilities, physicians and insurance com-
panies. Coding patient records for diagnoses and procedures has become an integral part of the 
healthcare reimbursement system.  Upon receiving a passing grade in each of the courses, stu-
dents will qualify to complete the AAPC certification exam and may eliminate or reduce the need 
for apprenticeship work experience before obtaining their national certification. Students can 
apply for entry-level administrative, coding and billing positions upon completion of these cours-
es and may request a CCM Certificate of Completion for any course or the entire program (once 
all courses are satisfactorily completed). See “Certificates and Transcripts” in General Information.

This certificate requires up to two semesters to complete and is offered twice each year. The 
four prerequisite courses are offered each semester. Once the prerequisite courses have been 
completed, a student may take the other courses in any order.

This program requires textbooks purchased directly from AAPC to assure the most current versions, 
which are incorporated in the certification examination. All students must obtain required course 
materials and online Blackboard access directly from AAPC immediately upon registering for the 
CCM courses. Failure to obtain the listed materials will limit your ability to participate in this course.

Student membership in AAPC is also recommended as part of the program, and required by 
the AAPC to take the CPC exam after completing the program. 

ALL STUDENTS MUST OBTAIN REQUIRED COURSE MATERIALS AND ONLINE 
BLACKBOARD ACCESS DIRECTLY FROM AAPC UPON REGISTERING FOR THE CCM 
COURSES.

To place your order, contact Justin.White@AAPC.com for special CCM student pricing.
AAPC Ordering Information
•  MCC Textbook/Workbook Bundle, $89.95+shipping
•  2020 Code Books (CPT, ICD-10 and HCPCS), $209.95+shipping
•  Online AAPC Blackboard Access Fee $150.00.  Code: Blackboard Fee

PREREQUISITE: The following four courses are prerequisites that are required before taking 
any further course. Please note that ‘Medical Terminology for Healthcare Professionals’ is needed 
before taking the other prerequisite courses.

Course Course Title CEUs
AHP-256 Medical Terminology for Healthcare Professionals 2.4

AHP-199 ICD-10-CM Introduction and Applications 1.6

AHP-301 Anatomy for Healthcare Professionals 2.4

AHP-352 CPT & HCPCS Coding Course 2

Students may opt to “test out” of Medical Terminology for Healthcare Professionals and Anatomy 
for Healthcare Professionals by achieving a passing grade on an assessment. Equivalent appli-
cable work experience may be considered in lieu of testing or at the discretion of the instructor.

This certificate may require two semesters to complete. Courses not offered one semester will 
be offered the following semester.

REMAINING CURRICULUM

Course Course Title CEUs
AHP-331 Evaluation and Management 1.6

AHP-341 ICD-10-CM/CPT 4 Coding - Practical Application 4.2

AHP-343 Medical Billing 3.2

AHP-243 Navigating the Medical Record 0.8

AHP-267 Physician’s Practice Management and Regulatory Issues 1.8

AHP-312 Workplace Simulation Training 1.6

AHP-358
AAPC CPC National Coding Certification Preparation 
Review Course (Optional)

0

For updated information about the program 
and the classes, visit https://www.ccm.edu/
workforce/health/mbc/

MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY FOR 
HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS
Medical Terminology for Healthcare 
Professionals is needed before taking the other 
prerequisite courses.  This course focuses on 
the basic principles of medical terminol-
ogy. An overview of body systems and their 
diseases are covered, as well as an introduc-
tion to abbreviations and laboratory terms. 
This course concentrates on the meaning 
of medical terms and is best supported by 
a course in Anatomy and Physiology. AHP-
256.  *Textbook required. Visit https://ccm.
edu/workforce/textbook-information

INSTRUCTOR: Michelle Sykes, MD

Course Code #: 28471
9 Sessions: 24 hours, CEU 2.4
Time: Mon and Thurs, Jan 14-Feb 11
   6-8 p.m., Mandatory 2-hour orientation, 

Jan 14
   6-9 p.m., Class, Jan 18-Feb 11
Cost: $399 

ICD-10-CM INTRODUCTION  
AND APPLICATIONS
This course reviews the background of the 
ICD system, as well as ICD-10-CM diagnosis 
coding. Learn about assignment, review and 
clarification of coding conventions. AHP-199.  
*Obtain required textbook in advance through 
AAPC. Online AAPC Blackboard access is 
required. See AAPC ordering information.

INSTRUCTOR: Claude Garbarino, Jr., CCS

Course Code #: 28472
4 Sessions: 16 hours, CEU 1.6
Time: 9 a.m.-1 p.m., Sat, Jan 23-Feb 13
Cost: $269

ANATOMY FOR HEALTHCARE 
PROFESSIONALS
This class introduces the medical coder 
to the gross anatomy of the 11 functional 
organ systems of the human body. The 
medical coder develops skills to apply anat-
omy fundamentals to a medical record. The 
medical coder will gain an understanding of 
the anatomy organs referenced in medical 
procedures and diagnosing coding. AHP-
301.  *Textbook required. Visit https://ccm.
edu/workforce/textbook-information

INSTRUCTOR: Michelle Sykes, MD

Course Code #: 28473
8 Sessions: 24 hours, CEU 2.4
Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon and Thurs, Feb 
15-March 11
Cost: $399

https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/health/mbc/
https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/health/mbc/
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
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Instructors will contact students with instructions for connecting to class online, using default email address on file. Make sure your email 
address on file is current! Email Records and Registration at registrar@ccm.edu to check your current contact information. Submit new 
contact information using form https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf

CPT & HCPCS CODING COURSE
This course includes overviews of the 
Healthcare Common Procedure Coding 
System (HCPCS) Level II and Category III 
codes. Practical application of the Current 
Procedural Terminology (CPT) coding sys-
tem is part of every class. The importance 
and relevance of physician documentation 
is discussed, as well as the interpretation of 
this documentation in the assignment of 
CPT procedure codes. AHP-352.  *Obtain 
required textbook in advance through 
AAPC. Online AAPC Blackboard access is 
required. See AAPC ordering information.

INSTRUCTOR: Claude Garbarino, Jr., CCS

Course Code #: 28474
4 Sessions: 20 hours, CEU 2.0
Time: 9 a.m.-2 p.m., Sat, Feb 27-March 20
Cost: $329

ADVANCED LEVEL COURSE 
DESCRIPTIONS AND SCHEDULE 
(PREREQUISITES REQUIRED)

ICD-10-CM/CPT 4 CODING - 
PRACTICAL APPLICATION
PREREQUISITE: Knowledge of medical 
terminology and anatomy, basic knowledge 
of ICD and CPT coding.  Gain practical 
application of ICD-10-CM diagnostic cod-
ing utilizing official coding guidelines and 
conventions. In-depth instruction on CPT 
procedural coding covers anesthesia, pathol-
ogy, laboratory, medicine and surgery. This 
course lays the foundation to prepare for the 
American Academy of Professional Coders 
(AAPC) Certified Professional Coder (CPC) 
national certification. AHP-341.  *Obtain 
required textbook in advance through 
AAPC. Online AAPC Blackboard access is 
required. See AAPC ordering information 
above.

INSTRUCTOR: JoAnn Baker, CCS, COC, 
CPC

Course Code #: 28475
14 Sessions: 42 hours, CEU 4.2
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, March 
23-May 6
Cost: $699

AAPC CPC NATIONAL CODING 
CERTIFICATION PREPARATION 
REVIEW COURSE
PREREQUISITE: Completion of ICD-10-
CM/CPT 4 Coding - Practical Application.  
This course is a review to prepare students 
to sit for the AAPC CPC exam. Instruction 
will include review requirements for exam, 
overview of examination details, techniques 
to improve speed, test taking tips, in-class 
practice exam and individual assessment of 
coding skills to determine exam readiness. A 
student must have extensive coding experi-

ence in the classroom or through employ-
ment. Certification will increase chances of 
employment opportunities within a com-
petitive space. AHP-358.

The AAPC CPC exam may be taken online 
or at a local testing center. CCM Students 
with a voucher will have 2 attempts to pass 
the exam. For more information on the 
exam and exam registration, please contact 
Justin White at 801-800-8797 or Justin.
White@AAPC.com for special CCM student 
pricing.

INSTRUCTOR: JoAnn Baker, CCS, COC, 
CPC

Course Code #: 28483  
5 Sessions: 15 hours
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, Feb 
16-March 2
Cost: $299

Course Code #: 28484 
5 Sessions: 15 hours
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, June 1-15
Cost: $299

WORKPLACE SIMULATION 
TRAINING
Learn 3-M Encoding Software, the leading 
program used by hospitals and get valu-
able, hands-on experience. Using nearly 100 
medical records, you will learn to properly 
code the medical bill on the actual software 
used today. Make the typical mistakes in a 
classroom setting and learn to avoid them 
in the workplace. AHP-312.

INSTRUCTOR: Claude Garbarino, Jr., CCS

Course Code #: 28479
4 Sessions: 16 hours, CEU 1.6
Time: 9 a.m.-1 p.m., Sat, June 5-26 
Cost: $269

EVALUATION AND MANAGEMENT
Evaluation and Management coding is the 
key to appropriately maximizing reimburse-
ment for physician visits. Learn the basics 
of the specific codes by location and type of 
visit. Code levels for history, physical exami-
nation and medical decision-making based 
on acuity of diagnosis will be reviewed 
and discussed. The goal of this course is to 
ensure that the Evaluation and Management 
(E&M) code levels are chosen in compliance 
with the documentation in the patient chart. 
AHP-331.
*Textbook required. Visit https://ccm.edu/
workforce/textbook-information

INSTRUCTOR: Claude Garbarino, Jr., CCS

Course Code #: 28480 
8 Sessions: 16 hours, CEU 1.6
Time: 6-8 p.m., Tues and Thurs, May 11-June 3
Cost: $269

Course Code #: 58480
4 Sessions: 16 hours, CEU 1.6
Time: 9 a.m.-1 p.m., Sat, Aug 7-28 
Cost: $269

MEDICAL BILLING
Learn about insurance billing procedures, 
claims processing, the reimbursement pro-
cess, appealing claims, collecting patient 
payments and legislation/changes in govern-
ment and commercial insurance. Career roles 
and responsibilities, the claims process and 
revenue-cycle management will be covered in 
this class. Additionally, the course will touch 
on other healthcare payers such as Medicare, 
Medicaid, Tricare, workers compensation 
and disability insurances. AHP-343.
*Textbook required. Visit https://ccm.edu/
workforce/textbook-information

INSTRUCTOR: Kathleen Shera, CPC, CPB

Course Code #: 28476
8 Sessions: 32 hours, CEU 3.2
Time: 9 a.m.-1 p.m., Sat, Jan 23- March 13 
Cost: $529

Course Code #: 58476
11 Sessions: 32 hours, CEU 3.2
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues and Thurs, July 13-Aug 17
Cost: $529

NAVIGATING  
THE MEDICAL RECORD
PREREQUISITE: ICD-10-CM Introduction 
and Applications and CPT-4 Coding.
This hands-on workshop is for new medical 
coders ready to review and code hospital 
medical records. Participants practice the 
knowledge learned in the ICD-10-CM and 
CPT-4 coding courses and code actual hos-
pital charts. Books from the ICD-10-CM 
Procedures and CPT-4 Coding courses are 
used in this class. AHP-243.

INSTRUCTOR: Claude Garbarino, Jr., CCS

Course Code #: 28478
2 Sessions: 8 hours, CEU 0.8
Time: 9 a.m.-1 p.m., Sat, April 10-17 
Cost: $199

Course Code #: 58478
2 Sessions: 8 hours, CEU 0.8
Time: 9 a.m.-1.p.m., Sat, July 10-17
Cost: $199

Medical Billing continued on next page.

Check our website 
frequently to see 

updated class 
information .

www .ccm .edu/workforce

https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce
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*TEXTBOOK REQUIRED:   If your course requires a textbook, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
Students must obtain the textbook on their own and have it for the first day of class. 

PHYSICIAN’S PRACTICE 
MANAGEMENT AND  
REGULATORY ISSUES
Prepare to focus on essential practice work-
flow and a variety of positions that are reli-
ant on efficient billing and coding skills.  
Learn how to set your personal, professional 
and financial expectations for career direc-
tion; front office, electronic medical records 

(EMR), billing, coding, claim resolution, 
accounts receivable/payable, management 
and more.  Know where to find resources in 
an ever-changing regulatory environment to 
stay current in your field.  AHP-267

INSTRUCTOR: Diane Fulton, CPAM

Course Code #: 28477
6 Sessions: 18 hours, CEU 1.8

Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon and Wed, March 15-31 
Cost: $299

Course Code #: 28487
6 Sessions: 18 hours, CEU 1.8
Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon and Wed, May 24-June 
14 (no class May 31)
Cost: $299

NORTH JERSEY IMAGING ACADEMY
County College of Morris and Passaic 
County Community College have formed 
a partnership in the North Jersey Imaging 
Academy for Computed Tomography, 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging and 
Mammography. These certificate programs 
offer didactic (lecture) courses that meet 
the ARRT requirement for “structured 
education.” In addition, the program 
offers clinical education in CT, MRI and 
Mammography.

Who should attend:  These programs are 
intended for Radiologic Technologists who 
have a current NJ license and ARRT certi-
fied Radiographic Technologists looking 
to improve their career opportunities with 
additional advanced certifications.

About the programs:  The CT, MRI and 
Mammography programs comply with 
the guidelines required by The American 
Registry for Radiologic Technologists 
located at 1255 Northland Drive, St. 
Paul, Minnesota 55120-1155 www.arrt.
org The program is approved for CEUs 
by the American Society of Radiologic 
Technologists (ASRT).

Each certification program consists of three 
main components:

•   Didactic Education in Cross Sectional 
Anatomy (CT and MRI only)

•   Didactic Education in the specialty area

•   Clinical Practice in the specialty area

Students enrolling in CT or MRI are required to take the Cross Sectional Anatomy class unless a similar course was previously taken. Please pro-
vide documentation of that course during your application process.

Didactic courses are offered as online evening courses, beginning at 6:00 pm.  In the future, courses may be offered with remote live instructor 
or at the Passaic County Public Safety Academy (PSA) located at 300 Oldham Road, Wayne, NJ 07470. For directions and parking information, 
visit http://www.pccc.edu/community/public-safety-academy/about-the-pccc-public-safety-academy/directions3. 

Clinical education will be offered during day, evening and weekend hours. Clinical education hours will be scheduled by program faculty. 
Students will participate in CT, MRI or Mammography as appropriate. Clinical placements may be made available at local area hospitals and 
freestanding clinical affiliates.  Mammography clinical is only available at Atlantic Health System, Morristown. Clinical experiences to achieve 
competencies are paid for by the student and scheduled for six month periods. Additional six month periods to complete competencies are also 
offered at the student’s expense. 

http://www.pccc.edu/community/public-safety-academy/about-the-pccc-public-safety-academy/directions3
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Instructors will contact students with instructions for connecting to class online, using default email address on file. Make sure your email 
address on file is current! Email Records and Registration at registrar@ccm.edu to check your current contact information. Submit new 
contact information using form https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf

REGISTRATION PROCESS:
All students entering the program must pro-
vide proof of the following:

•  Certification by the American Registry 
of Radiologic Technologists in a primary 
discipline (radiography, radiation therapy 
and nuclear medicine)

•  Copy of New Jersey Department of 
Environmental Protection license in 
Diagnostic Radiography

•  Current resume

•  Prior to entering the clinical courses, the 
student must have a criminal background 
check, 11 panel drug screening, physical 
health exam, current immunizations, flu 
vaccine, malpractice insurance and cur-
rent American Heart Association Basic Life 
Support Certification (BLS). The clinical 
requirements will be explained at the first 
lecture class and are not requirements for 
attendance at the lecture classes.

•  All of these requirements are met at the 
student’s expense

All interested candidates must submit the 
application, resume, ARRT and DEP NJ 
License to Professor Denise Vill’Neuve by 
January 12, 2021.  Once received, you will 
be contacted with the additional steps to be 
able to register for the course.

Prof. Denise Vill’Neuve 
County College of Morris 
214 Center Grove Road 
Randolph, NJ 07869 
dvillneuve@ccm.edu

If you need to update your current BLS/CPR 
certification, see page 35.

For updated information about these cours-
es, visit www.ccm.edu/workforce/health/njia

MAGNETIC RESONANCE 
IMAGING (MRI) 

CERTIFICATION PROGAM

MRI LECTURE – 66 HOURS
The Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
lecture course provides a comprehensive 
overview of MR imaging principles, as well 
as the instrumentation associated with MR 
imaging. It gives a basic understanding of 
the principles and system components of 
MR image acquisition. It will also give the 
specific clinical applications, coils that are 
available and their use, considerations in the 
scan sequences, specific choices in protocols 
and positioning criteria. The course will pro-
vide the student with MR pulse sequences, 
image formation and image contrast. It will 
also give the MR scan procedures for the 
central nervous and musculoskeletal system, 
as well as neck, chest, abdomen and pelvic 

systems. Weekly quizzes and midterm and 
final examinations will be given. AHP-351.

Course Code #: 28534
22 Sessions: 66 hours
Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon and Wed, Feb 8-April 21
Cost: $1,000

MRI CLINICAL PLACEMENT
This six-month proctored placement pro-
vides you with practical experience to 
complete the competencies required for 
certification in magnetic resonance imaging. 
You will receive clinical placement oversight 
as you complete all of the competencies. 
Students are expected to work consistently 
toward completing the clinical component 
of the certification. Students may enroll for 
an additional period of placement, as neces-
sary, at their own expense. AHP-337.

Course Code #: 28535
Clinical Affiliate to be scheduled by program 
faculty
Schedule to be determined with Instructor
Cost: $1,000

MAMMOGRAPHY

MAMMOGRAPHY LECTURE –  
48 HOURS
This lecture course will provide licensed/
ARRT certified radiographers preparation for 
the practice of mammography. AHP-356.

Course Code #: 28536
16 Sessions: 48 hours
Time: 6-9 p.m., Tues, Feb 2-May 25  
(no class March 16)
Cost: $720

MAMMOGRAPHY CLINICAL 
This six-month proctored placement pro-
vides you with practical experience to 
complete the competencies required for cer-
tification in mammography. You will receive 
clinical placement oversight as you complete 
all of the competencies. Students are expect-
ed to work consistently toward completing 
the clinical component of the certification. 
Students may enroll for an additional peri-
od of placement, as necessary, at their own 
expense. AHP-350.

Course Code #: 28537 
Clinical Affiliate to be scheduled by program 
faculty
Schedule to be determined with Instructor
Cost: $1,000

The following courses will be offered 
Fall 2021

CROSS SECTIONAL ANATOMY –  
33 HOURS –REQUIRED FOR  
CT AND MRI LECTURE
This is a 33-hour, 11-week lecture course 
in sectional anatomy. Sectional anatomy 
introduces the student to the fundamental 
anatomy of the head, neck, chest, abdomen, 
pelvis and extremities. In addition, imaging 
modalities are discussed and introduced to 
the student along with CT and MRI images. 
AHP-357.

COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY 
(CT) CERTIFICATION 

PROGRAM

CT LECTURE – 66 HOURS
The computed tomography program offers 
an educational opportunity to gain skills 
in the advanced imaging modality of 
computed tomography. The 66-hour lec-
ture course includes, but is not limited to: 
patient care and safety, CT physics, systems 
operations and instrumentation, data acqui-
sition, image display and post processing 
of all imaging procedures, quality control, 
contrast media and administration. Midterm 
and final exams will be given. AHP-353.

CT CLINICAL
This six-month proctored placement pro-
vides you with practical experience to 
complete the competencies required for 
certification in computed tomography. You 
will receive clinical placement sight as you 
complete all of the competencies. Students 
are expected to work consistently toward 
completing the clinical component of the 
certification. Students may enroll for an 
additional period of placement, as neces-
sary, at their own expense. AHP-335.

https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf
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To register online, find your course at www.ccm.edu/workforce and click on the “REGISTER” box for your course .

VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, Saturday, Monday

January 7, 9 and 11
REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED

See back cover for details.
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*TEXTBOOK REQUIRED:   If your course requires a textbook, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
Students must obtain the textbook on their own and have it for the first day of class. 

PREVOCATIONAL TRAINING  
FOR ADULTS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES 

CCM’s Opportunity Programs, designed for adult students with 
developmental disabilities, introduces skills needed to be success-
ful in a work environment. The programs offer a Certificate of 
Completion to students who complete all hours of instruction. 

The Culinary Opportunity Program for Adult Students with 
Developmental Disabilities is back!

The program has been redesigned to cover fundamental skills in 
culinary and baking arts, and is intended for students who have 
the physical and intellectual capacity, as well as the desire, to 
become a member of the workforce.  This 72-hour job preparation 
program incorporates culinary and baking, Serv-Safe certifica-
tion, resume preparation and the opportunity to meet potential 
employers.

The goal of this program is to teach basic culinary skills that may 
transfer to employment with local supermarkets, restaurants or fast 
food establishments.  This course is not an avocational course and 
is not meant to teach independence skills in preparing food for 
oneself.  It is a prevocational training program.  

This is a great program for young adults and transitional high 
school students with developmental disabilities that want to pre-
pare for employment.  Students may be eligible for funding from 
their service providers.  Talk with your transition coordinator, 
DDD or DVRS counselor for more information.  FDS-129

INSTRUCTOR:  Mark Cosgrove, CHE, MA

Course Code #: 28601
18 Sessions: 72 hours, CEU 7.2
Location: On campus at Student Community Center, SCC 240
Time:  9 a.m.-1 p.m., Wed, Jan 20-May 19
Cost: $2,999

Registration opens in mid-November. Class size is limited to 8 
students.  
www.ccm.edu/workforce/cop/

https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/cop/
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Instructors will contact students with instructions for connecting to class online, using default email address on file. Make sure your email 
address on file is current! Email Records and Registration at registrar@ccm.edu to check your current contact information. Submit new 
contact information using form https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf

VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, Saturday, Monday

January 7, 9 and 11
REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED

See back cover for details.

Have you ever thought about becoming a teacher? If you have a Bachelor’s Degree, but do not 
have teaching certification, then this program may be right for you.

County College of Morris, in collaboration with New Jersey City University (NJCU) and other 
county colleges of New Jersey, offers New Pathways 
to Teaching in NJ (NPTNJ): an Alternate Route to 
Teaching program. Please plan to attend the virtual 
open house on January 11 if you are interested in 
becoming a NJ Certified K-12 teacher through the 
Alternate Route program.

NPTNJ is a statewide alternate route teacher preparation program of 400 hours, designed to 
provide candidates with the skills and strategies necessary to become excellent, successful 
teachers. The program provides a process for individuals who already hold a bachelor’s degree 
(or higher) to become licensed teachers without having to complete a traditional teacher train-
ing program. Candidates take the NPTNJ preservice coursework (50 hours) at CCM. Following 
the required 50-hour program, the remaining 350 hours are spread across four semesters 
(approximately two years) of online learning under the oversight and administration of NJCU.

This program prepares candidates for a standard K-12 Teaching Certificate. Persons interested 
in PreK-3 and Certificates of Technical Education (CTE) must find alternate programs. 

The NPTNJ program is regulated and approved by the NJ Department of Education (NJDOE) 
and accredited by the Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP). A 
Standard Certificate will be issued after the candidate completes the 400 hours of coursework, 
successfully teaches for two years and completes an edTPA Portfolio with a passing grade.

If you are considering this program, please review NJCU’s website for a comprehensive 
description of what the entire program entails.

Before beginning the alternate route to teaching process, prospective candidates should review 
the following websites:

•   New Pathways: https://www.njcu.edu/academics/new-pathways-teaching-nj 

•   NJ Department of Education https://www.nj.gov/education/rpi/induction/ 

•   Teacher Candidate Basic Skills Requirement: 

›   Bachelor’s degree from an accredited college or university with a cumulative 2.75 GPA (if 
you graduated prior to September 2016) or a 3.0 GPA (if you graduated after September 
2016) or higher from a bachelor’s or master’s degree program.

›   Meet the content requirements. You must have the equivalent of a major in the subject 
you want to teach or 64 credits in liberal arts for an elementary certificate. Check the 
requirements here. 

CCM’S NPTNJ INTRODUCTION TO 
TEACHING – 50 HOUR PRESERVICE 
COMPONENT
This 50-hour course includes 30 hours of 
classroom training, 8 hours of observing 
other NJ certified teachers and 12 hours of 
direct student contact as a substitute, tutor 
or after-school program teacher. ALT-113.
*Textbook required; see below. Visit https://
ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information 

INSTRUCTOR: Robert I. Grundfest, M.Ed.

Course Code # 28521
10 Sessions: 30 classroom hours, CEU 3.0
Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon, Jan 25-March 29 
Cost: $299

Course Code # 28522
10 Sessions: 30 classroom hours, CEU 3.0
Time: 6-9 p.m., Mon, April 12-June 21 (no 
class May 31)
Cost: $299

NJCU NEW PATHWAYS TO 
TEACHING IN NEW JERSEY 
Semesters 1, 2, 3 and 4 offered fully online 
by NJCU.  Candidates must have a verified 
offer of employment in order to begin the 
Semester phase of the program.

•   Semester 1 (105 hours) May be taken for 
7 graduate credits. 

•   Semester 2 (90 hours) May be taken for 6 
graduate credits. 

•   Semester 3 (90 hours) May be taken for 6 
graduate credits. 

•   Semester 4 (84 hours) May be taken for 5 
graduate credits. 

•   State Performance Assessment via edTPA 
Portfolio.

To begin the New Pathways to Teaching 
process:
1.   Application into Semester One requires 

the following:
•   Verification of completion of 50-hour 

Preservice Introduction to Teaching 
class

•   Letter of employment from school 
district

•   Bachelor’s degree or higher from an 
accredited four-year college or uni-
versity

•   GPA of 3.0 or higher
•   Passing PRAXIS II score 
•   Copy of your Certificate of Eligibility 

(CE)

2.   Concurrently during the preservice phase, 
candidates should:
•   Complete the NJDOE requirements 

to obtain a Certificate of Eligibility to 
teach. See the NJDOE website for the 
required documents.

3.   A Provisional Certificate will be issued by 
the NJDOE through the school district 
in which the candidate works after the 
candidate completes the 50 hours of 
preservice, accepted an offer of employ-
ment, confirmed enrollment in the New 
Pathway’s 400-hour program and is 
enrolled in a district mentoring program.

For further information, call 201-200-2128 
or email newpathways@njcu.edu

https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf
https://www.njcu.edu/academics/professional-education-and-lifelong-learning/new-pathways-teaching-nj
https://www.nj.gov/education/rpi/induction/
https://www.state.nj.us/cgi-bin/education/license/endorsement.pl?string=999&maxhits=1000&field=2
https://www.state.nj.us/cgi-bin/education/license/endorsement.pl?string=999&maxhits=1000&field=2
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
mailto:newpathways@njcu.edu
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*TEXTBOOK REQUIRED:   If your course requires a textbook, visit https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
Students must obtain the textbook on their own and have it for the first day of class. 

CCM’s English Language Learning (ELL) 
program provides English language instruc-
tion for limited English proficient adults 
to increase their ability to communicate 
in English. The content is compatible with 
principles of language acquisition for adult 
learners of English and includes skills use-
ful in the workplace, life and academics. 
The goal of ELL is to improve a student’s 
knowledge and comfort level with English 
communication.  ELL classes will be held 
remote, live via Zoom or Webex.  

Early Beginner, Beginner and Intermediate 
levels are made up of two - three units (Part 
1, Part 2, Part 3).  The classes are structured 
to allow the learner to logically progress 
and build upon new knowledge. Students 
remain in a class level for several sessions 
to assure mastery of all of the concepts and 
content that will successfully transition the 
student to the next level. There is one book 
specific to each class level and students will 
work through the book. Advanced level 
students will improve English language mas-
tery, using skills that are critical to the work-
place or future academic studies. The ELL 
program at CCM has something for every-

one whose first language is not English. A 
student’s ability, confidence and success will 
grow with each level of learning. 

Skills are integrated into reading, writing, 
speaking and listening formats. Progress 
through levels is measured by an approved 
standardized test or documentation of 
attainment of competencies. The CCM ELL 
program course curriculum conforms to the 
federally defined Workforce Development 
ESL levels, and certificates are available in 
ESL Early Beginner, Beginner, Intermediate 
and Advanced levels.

The CCM ELL program also includes 
an online learning component called 
MyEnglishLab. MyEnglishLab provides 
practice exercises and language learning 
tasks that students complete either in the 
classroom or at home. All practice activities 
taken from the MyEnglishLab are coordi-
nated with each book. 

*Textbook required; see below. Visit https://
ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
For updated information about these cours-
es, visit www.ccm.edu/workforce/ELL

Course Course Title CEUs
ENS-213 ESL Early Beginner 4

ENS-226 ESL Beginner 4

ENS-215 ESL Intermediate 4

ENS-214 ESL Advanced 4

ENS-307
Conversational ESL 
Level 1

4

ENS-308
Conversational ESL 
Level 2

4

Certification: Upon completion of a course, 
a certificate of completion may be awarded. 
See “Certificates and Transcripts” in General 
Information. 

CCM courses remain primarily off-campus 
as remote, live classes. There is no placement 
testing for new students. All new students will 
need to self-assess language ability based on 
the chart below and select the level at which 
they will be most successful. All students start 
at Part 1 for every level. Students from prior 
semesters move up by part until a book is 
completed, and then to the next level of study.

If you are at this level: Then register for: Purchase this book:

Very limited English proficiency in verbal, reading and writing skills.  Not com-
fortable or unable to communicate in basic English language.

Early Beginner
Pearson Focus on Grammar with 

My English Lab, Book 1

Basic English communication skills; need to improve reading, writing, speaking. Beginner
Pearson Focus on Grammar with 

My English Lab, Book 2

Comfortable with English reading, writing, speaking; need to improve skill level. Intermediate
Pearson Focus on Grammar with 

My English Lab, Book 3

Mastered basic English language concepts and want 
to improve your overall proficiency.

Advanced
Pearson Focus on Grammar with 

My English Lab, Book 4

BRAND NEW FOR SPRING 2020

Conversational ESL – Level 1 Beginner-Intermediate

Conversational ESL – Level 2 Intermediate-Advanced Conversation

ATTEND THE VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSE ON SATURDAY, JANUARY 9, TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE ELL PROGRAM. 
SEE BACK COVER FOR DETAILS AND HOW TO REGISTER.

ESL EARLY BEGINNER
This course is for non-native speakers with very limited English lan-
guage skills. This class will explore all aspects of the English language, 
focusing mainly on grammar through group and class discussion, 
online exercises and vocabulary. Emphasis is on practical everyday 
English and communication skills. Students will gain the baseline 
proficiency needed to advance to a Beginner level. ENS-213.

ESL BEGINNER
This course is for non-native speakers who are more proficient with 
English language skills than the Early Beginner. It is the next level for 
individuals who have completed the CCM Early Beginner series. In this 
course, students will continue to improve their English skills as they 
explore all aspects of the English language, focusing mainly on gram-
mar and vocabulary through group and class discussion and online 

https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
https://ccm.edu/workforce/textbook-information
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce/ELL
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exercises. Emphasis is on practical everyday 
English and communication skills. ENS-226.

ESL INTERMEDIATE
This course is for non-native speakers of 
English who want to improve their language 
skills. The main focus of the course is to learn 
and improve intermediate level grammar 
through in-class exercises and pair and group 
work to practice the grammar orally.  There are 
reading and writing assignments that empha-
size new vocabulary and a section is devoted 
to learning and practicing pronunciation. The 
ultimate goal of the course is to improve flu-

ency and accuracy in English. ENS-215.

ESL ADVANCED
This course focuses on the English skills 
necessary to listen, speak, read and write 
effectively in the workplace or for academ-
ics, to apply standard grammar structures 
and develop and improve pronunciation 
skills. ENS-214.

CONVERSATIONAL ESL - LEVEL 1 - 
BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE
For students with the ability to hold a basic 
conversation using English language skills at a 

minimum to fair level of understanding.  This 
class will increase confidence and allow stu-
dents to be more comfortable holding a con-
versation in English and increase vocabulary.  
THIS CLASS IS NOT APPROPRIATE FOR 
EARLY BEGINNER STUDENTS. ENS-307.

CONVERSATIONAL ESL - LEVEL 2 - 
INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED
For students who are comfortable in verbal 
English language communication, but look-
ing to improve fluency and engage in more 
complex discussion. ENS-308.

EARLY Spring 2021:  All Classes $299, 40 hours, 20 sessions.
All courses offered remote, live instruction via online format.  The instructor will email directions before the 1st class.

ESL MORNING CLASSES

LEVEL Early Beginner - Book 1 
ENS-213

Beginner - Book 2 
ENS-226

Intermediate -  
Book 3,  ENS-215

Advanced -  
Book 4,  ENS-214

CONVERSATIONAL ESL 
ENS-307        ENS-308

Instructor HILDA BAHNER HILDA BAHNER ANNA TAYLOR
MARY HELEN 

MACH
NORMA PRAVEC

SHARON 
FERREIRA

MARY HELEN 
MACH

NORMA PRAVEC

Class Description Part 1 Part 1 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Advanced Level 1 Level 2

Day & Dates M/W 
2/8-4/14

T/TH 
2/9-4/15

M/W 
2/8-4/14

T/TH 
2/9-4/15

M/W 
2/8-4/14

M/W 
2/8-4/14

M/W 
2/8-4/14

T/TH 
2/9-4/15

Time 9:30-11:30 AM 9:30-11:30 AM 9:30-11:30 AM 9:30-11:30 AM 9:30-11:30 AM 9:30-11:30 AM 9:30-11:30 AM 9:30-11:30 AM

Registration 
Code # 28800 28801 28802 28803 28804 28805 28806 28807

LATE Spring 2021:  All Classes $299, 40 hours, 20 sessions.
All courses offered remote, live instruction via online format.  The instructor will email directions before the 1st class.

ESL MORNING CLASSES – NO CLASS MONDAY, MAY 31

LEVEL Early Beginner - Book 1 
ENS-213

Beginner - Book 2 
ENS-226

Intermediate - Book 3 
ENS-215

Advanced - 
Book 4, ENS-214 

CONVERSATIONAL ESL 
ENS-307           ENS-308

Instructor BRIAN 
SFERRA

HILDA 
BAHNER

HILDA 
BAHNER

MARY 
HELEN 
MACH

ANNA 
TAYLOR

ANNA 
TAYLOR

NORMA 
PRAVEC

SHARON 
FERREIRA

MARY 
HELEN 
MACH

NORMA 
PRAVEC

Class Description Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1  Part 2 Advanced Level 1 Level 2

Day & Dates M/W 
4/19-6/28

M/W 
4/19-6/28

T/TH 
4/20-6/24

T/TH 
4/20-6/24

M/W 
4/19-6/28

T/TH 
4/20-6/24

M/W 
4/19-6/28

M/W 
4/19-6/28

M/W 
4/19-6/28

T/TH 
4/20-6/24

Time 9:30-11:30 
AM

9:30-11:30 
AM

9:30-11:30 
AM

9:30-11:30 
AM

9:30-11:30 
AM

9:30-11:30 
AM

9:30-11:30 
AM

9:30-11:30 AM
9:30-11:30 

AM
9:30-11:30 

AM

Registration 
Code # 28830 28831 28832 28833 28834 28835 28836 28837 28838 28839

ESL EVENING CLASSES

LEVEL Early Beginner - Book 1 –  
ENS-213

Beginner - Book 2 
ENS-226

Intermediate - Book 3 
ENS-215

Advanced -  
Book 4, ENS-214

CONVERSATIONAL ESL 
ENS-307        ENS-308

Instructor RAMON 
GORDON

HILDA 
BAHNER

RAMON 
GORDON

NICOLE 
MARTINO

KATHLEEN 
BOWMAN

DONNA 
PUIZINA

ANNA 
TAYLOR

STACY PUBLIK
BRIAN 
SFERRA

BRIAN 
SFERRA

Class Description Part 1 Part 2 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Advanced Level 1 Level 2

Day & Dates M/W 
2/8-4/14

M/W 
2/8-4/14

T/TH 
2/9-4/15

M/W 
2/8-4/14

T/TH 
2/9-4/15

T/TH 
2/9-4/15

M/W 
2/8-4/14

T/TH 
2/9-4/15

M/W 
2/8-4/14

T/TH 
2/9-4/15

Time 6-8 PM 6-8 PM 6-8 PM 6-8 PM 6-8 PM 6-8 PM 6-8 PM 6-8 PM 6-8 PM 6-8 PM

Registration 
Code # 28810 28811 28812 28813 28814 28815 28816 28817 28818 28819

ESL EVENING CLASSES – NO CLASS MONDAY, MAY 31

LEVEL Early Beginner - Book 1 
ENS-213

Beginner - Book 2 
ENS-226

Intermediate - Book 3 
ENS 215

Advanced - 
Book 4, ENS-214 

CONVERSATIONAL ESL 
ENS-307         ENS-308

Instructor RAMON 
GORDON

RAMON 
GORDON

HILDA 
BAHNER

KATHLEEN 
BOWMAN

NICOLE 
MARTINO

ANNA 
TAYLOR

DONNA 
PUIZINA

STACY PUBLIK
BRIAN 
SFERRA

BRIAN 
SFERRA

Class Description Part 1  Part 2  Part 3  Part 1  Part 2 Part 1  Part 2 Advanced Level 1 Level 2

Day & Dates T/TH 
4/20-6/24

M/W 
4/19-6/28

M/W 
4/19-6/28

T/TH 
4/20-6/24

M/W 
4/19-6/28

M/W 
4/19-6/28

T/TH 
4/20-6/24

T/TH 
4/20-6/24

M/W 
4/19-6/28

T/TH 
4/20-6/24

Time 6-8 PM 6-8 PM 6-8 PM 6-8 PM 6-8 PM 6-8 PM 6-8 PM 6-8 PM 6-8 PM 6-8 PM

Registration 
Code # 28840 28841 28842 28843 28844 28845 28846 28847 28848 28849
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ONLINE LEARNING 
www .ed2go .com/ccm

VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, Saturday, Monday

January 7, 9 and 11
REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED

See back cover for details.

CAREER TRAINING CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS
Are you looking to start a new career or gain skills to advance in your existing career? You can 
begin these career training programs anytime and work at a pace that suits your individual 
style. You will have access to all the lessons and assignments from day one, and many of these 
programs can be completed in less than six months. You will get all the materials and instruc-
tor assistance you need to have a truly comprehensive learning experience. If you need assis-
tance with program selection, program mechanics and enrollment, please call 855-598-3856.

BUSINESS, PROFESSIONAL & LEGAL
•   Administrative Professional
•   Paralegal

HEALTH CAREERS AND FITNESS
•   Medical Transcription
•   Pharmacy Technician 
•   Veterinary Assistant

HOSPITALITY
•   Certified Wedding Planner
•   Event Management and Design
•   Travel Agent Training

MEDIA AND DESIGN
•   Digital Arts Certificate
•   Video Game Design and Development 
•   Graphic Design

SKILLED TRADES AND INDUSTRIAL
•   HVACR Certified Technician
•   Home Inspection Certificate

TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
•   Child Development Associate Training

For a full list of available courses go to https://careertraining.ed2go.com/ccm/

GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL EXAM PREPARATION COURSES
Ed2Go offers preparation courses for GRE, LSAT, GMAT and PRAXIS Core.  

Visit the website for details.
•   GRE Preparation 
•   GMAT Preparation

•   LSAT Preparation - Part 1 & Part 2
•   Praxis Core Preparation

NURSING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COURSES
NURSING CERTIFICATES*
•   Certificate in Perinatal Issues*
•   Certificate in Infectious Diseases and 

Infection Control*
•   Certificate in Gerontology*
•   Certificate in End of Life Care*

•   Certificate in Pain Assessment and 
Management*

•   Certificate in Legal and Ethical Issues In 
Healthcare*

•   Spanish for Medical Personnel

* Provider is accredited as a provider of continuing nursing education by the American Nurses
   Credentialing Center’s Commission on Accreditation.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COURSES
BUSINESS
•   Effective Business Writing

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
•   Adobe
•   Photoshop
•   InDesign

HEALTHCARE
•   Medical Terminology

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
•   Grammar Refresher

SALES AND MARKETING SKILLS
•   Professional Sales Skills
•   Effective Selling

WRITING AND PUBLISHING
•   Effective Writing
•   Technical Writing

For a full listing of course options, go 
online to www.ed2go.com/ccm/. If you 
need more information about the courses, 
please email ed2go.support@cengage.com

Please note that Ed2Go courses do not 
award Continuing Education Units (CEU).

How to get started:

1.  Go to www.ed2go.com/ccm/

2.  Click on ‘enroll through a local 
college or university.’  Choose a 
course and complete the enroll-
ment process.

3.  Choose date

4.  Sign in

5.  Payment option

6.  Purchase

Your first point of contact for course and 
registration questions should be an email 
to ed2go.support@cengage.com. If you do 
not get a response, you may then contact 
CCM at wfd@ccm.edu.

CCM, in partnership with Ed2Go, brings affordable, relevant online learning with easily accessible, internet based learning modules offered in a 
variety of formats to meet your lifestyle and learning needs. These six-week, online courses will help you learn a new skill or enhance an existing 
skill. You will spend roughly two to four hours each week completing two engaging lessons in an enjoyable, interactive learning environment. Expert 
instructors develop and lead every course. You will be able to interact with them and with fellow students in lively online discussion areas. New ses-
sions start every month so you can sign up anytime.  Please note that these are not CCM courses so they do not award CCM CEUs or transcripts.

http://www.ed2go.com/ccm
http://www.ed2go.com/ccm/
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Instructor Bios

Center for Workforce Development Instructor Bios
Lesley Anne Andrew,  
DNP, RN, CNE
Following the completion of a Bachelor 
of Science in Biology from Queen’s 
University in Kingston, Ontario Canada, 
Dr. Andrew attended Rutgers University 
in Newark, receiving a Bachelor of 
Science in Nursing. With a background 
in acute care, specializing in Cardiac 
Critical Care, Dr. Andrew attained her 
Master of Science in Nursing at Fairleigh 
Dickinson University and her Doctor of 
Nursing Practice from Rutgers University. 
She is currently an Assistant Professor 
and the Chairperson of Nursing at CCM. 

Hilda Bahner, BA
Hilda is a multilingual language instruc-
tor who has developed customized 
education and training programs for 
cross-cultural groups of all ages to help 
them adapt to new countries, languages, 
schools and work environments. She 
has worked as a language instructor, 
counselor and translator and has lived 
and worked all over the world. Hilda has 
been at CCM for nearly ten years and 
helped countless individuals to improve 
their English pronunciation, reading, 
writing and speaking skills. 

JoAnn Baker, CCS, COC, CPC
JoAnn has more than 20 years of experi-
ence in coding, auditing and training for 
acute-care hospital inpatient and out-
patient departments, physicians’ offices 
and government services. She holds 
several national coding certifications 
with the American Health Information 
Management Association and the 
American Academy of Professional 
Coders. Currently, she is employed full 
time at 3M HIS Silver Spring, Maryland, 
as clinical documentation analyst for 
the computer assisted coding products. 
Ms. Baker is a past member of the AAPC 
National Advisory Board, founder and 
past president of the AAPC local chapter 
Essex County, New Jersey. She earned 
an AA in applied Social Science from 
County College of Morris. 

Alex Balish, AHA & ASHI 
Certified Instructor
Alex is deeply passionate about provid-
ing others with life-saving information. 
With over twenty years of experience in 
the field of First Aid, CPR and AED cer-
tification and the training of thousands 
of students, Alex possesses a strong 
understanding of his students’ needs and 
how they most effectively learn these 
life-saving techniques.

Isabel “Kathleen”  
Bowman, MA
Kathleen has 20 years of experience 
teaching English to speakers of other 
languages both in the United States and 
abroad. She holds a master’s degree 
in Language Education from Rutgers 
University, a TESOL/TKT certification 

from the University of Cambridge, and 
multiple NJ teaching certifications. 
She works as an elementary school 
bilingual and ESL teacher in addition 
to being an ESL instructor at CCM. 
She also currently sits on the Executive 
Board of the NJTESOL/NJBE as the 
Bilingual Elementary Education SIG 
Representative.

Trish Callahan, MBA
Trish has about 30 years of Information 
Technology experience, including years 
as a business analyst, project manager 
and information technology trainer. 
She has taught email, word processing, 
SharePoint, Service Now and many other 
applications. Trish serves as a part-time 
instructor at Count County of Morris 
where she is teaching courses includ-
ing SharePoint, Excel, Outlook, MS 
Word and PowerPoint. Trish received 
two undergraduate degrees from the 
University of Utah and an MBA from 
Centenary College.

Ralph Castriotta, MS
Ralph has taught ESL, GED, Recreation, 
Health and Leisure Management at 
the college level for about 20 years. He 
holds a master’s degree in Recreation 
Education from C.U.N.Y and a Bachelor 
of Science in Physical Science from C.W. 
Post.

Mark Cosgrove, CHE, MA
Professor Mark Cosgrove is the 
Chairperson of Hospitality Management 
& Culinary Arts at County College of 
Morris. He spent many years as a chef 
in diverse environments around the 
globe. Cosgrove developed an interest in 
cuisine during his childhood outside of 
Paris. When he returned to the United 
States, he noticed people had a different 
approach to food. Following a degree in 
Business Administration from LaSalle 
University, he attended the Culinary 
Institute of America and launched his 
career. Professor Cosgrove developed the 
Culinary Opportunity Program through 
Workforce Development at CCM, where 
he provides pre-vocational culinary 
training to developmentally disabled 
students.

Marina Cupo, BS
Marina speaks Spanish, French, Italian 
and Portuguese and is certified as an 
instructor of the Command Spanish 
program. She has taught ESL at CCM for 
almost 22 years. Marina is an investment 
banker, sales and marketing professional 
and avid community volunteer. Marina 
holds a BS from Kean University.

Leonor Crespo-DiStefano, BS
Leonor has been an auditor, accountant 
and tax professional for over 20 years. 
She received her Bachelor of Science 
in Accounting from Rutgers University 
Newark. She has earned her QuickBooks 

certification and is a certified public 
bookkeeper. Leonor is also fluent in 
Spanish.

Ronald Faines, LCADC
Ron has been teaching CADC students 
for more than 15 years and has worked 
in the field of addictions counseling 
for 28 years. He has a strong interest 
in preparing upcoming counselors and 
therapists to assist individuals in recover-
ing from addictions. He holds an MS in 
Human Services from Lincoln University 
and a BSBA from Bloomfield College.

Dale Favia 
Dale spent almost 30 years in 
Pharmaceutical Market Research. She 
held various positions in Operations, 
Customer Service, Marketing and Sales. 
As a coach and instructor, she creates 
interactive learning experiences to teach 
corporate soft skills and job search skills. 
Dale works with the unemployed to give 
them the skills they need to succeed in 
today’s job marketplace. Dale has taught 
at the Department of Labor as well as 
at several community colleges in New 
Jersey, including CCM.

Sharon Ferreira, BA
Sharon has had over 30 years of experi-
ence working with students from every 
corner of the globe, from Brazil to 
Belarus. She earned degrees in German 
Language and Studies and Elementary 
Education from American University 
and The University of the District 
of Columbia. She has taught ESL at 
Fairleigh Dickinson University and has 
been at her present position as an ESL 
instructor at CCM since 2001. Sharon 
was the founding ESL consultant for 
the Soulphia Project in 2017, train-
ing women in homeless shelters to do 
online English conversation courses for 
ESL students abroad. 

Kelly Fitzpatrick, MA
Kelly is on the faculty of CCM and is an 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics. Prior 
to teaching at CCM, Professor Fitzpatrick 
worked in hedge fund management as 
an execution trader. Other experience 
includes derivatives and equity strategy 
and credit and global risk management. 
Professor Fitzpatrick holds an M.A. in 
Mathematics of Finance from Columbia 
University and B.A. in Mathematics 
from the State University of New York 
at Geneseo. She is also a Chartered 
Financial Analyst (CFA) and Tableau 
Desktop Specialist.

Diane Fulton, BA, CPPM
Diane has been an instructor in CCM’s 
Medical Billing and Coding Program, 
teaching Physician Practice Management 
and Regulatory Issues. She holds a 
BA in Business Administration and 
Spanish from Rutgers University, and is 
a Certified Physician Practice Manager 

through the American Academy of 
Professional Coders. She has greater 
than 30 years of professional experience 
in health care management, medical 
practice administration, reimbursement, 
provider/patient advocate and opera-
tions. 

Anthony Gaffney, BA
Tony has over 20 years of experience in 
the industry as an AutoCAD/Civil 3D 
Consultant, Instructor and Designer/
Operator for a wide variety of both civil 
and environmental firms. He brings real 
world scenarios into the classroom to 
make the training curriculum relevant 
and relatable. Tony has a BA from 
Boston College and many industry-rec-
ognized credentials including AutoCAD 
Drafting and Design, Architectural 
Woodworking, A+ and Microsoft 
Professional Certifications.

Claude Garbarino, Jr.,  
BS, CCS
Claude has been a CCM instructor for 
Medical Billing and Coding courses 
for more than 20 years. He has a long 
history working with medical records, 
from the days of paper-intensive record 
keeping up through today’s highly 
digitized systems. Claude really enjoys 
teaching and is proud to help his stu-
dents receive new certifications and 
new jobs as a result of completing his 
classes successfully. Claude is a Certified 
Coding Specialist (CCS), certified by 
the American Health Information 
Management Association.

Alyce Garver, BA
Alyce has been a corporate trainer of 
computer software for twenty years and 
has trained over ten thousand people in 
New Jersey. Additionally, she works in 
graphic design and has published a book 
on logo creation. She guides her clients, 
many of whom are start-up companies, 
to help them build a unified brand 
presence. Alyce is a clear and patient 
instructor, who works with students 
of all levels to ensure understanding. 
Alyce holds a Bachelor of Liberal Arts 
in Communications and Marketing 
from Rollins College and Certificate in 
Interior Design from the Parsons School 
of Design.

Marilyn Gettinger, MBA, CPM, 
CPSM, CPIM, APICS CSCP
Marilyn brings over 30 years of corporate 
experience to her students, specializing 
in the field of Strategic Supply Chain 
Management. Marilyn has conducted 
management training for hospitals, state, 
county and federal governments, service 
industries and manufacturing compa-
nies. She holds an MBA from Fairleigh 
Dickinson University, a bachelor’s degree 
from Bloomfield College and multiple 
industry-recognized certifications.

Bios continued on next page.
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Ramon Gordon, MS
Ramon has been an instructor at CCM 
for many years, teaching both technol-
ogy and ESL. Ramon is a technology, 
computer science, project management 
and business professional who has 
worked with people of all ages and 
backgrounds to offer financial, commu-
nication and technology services. He cur-
rently serves as an ESL instructor at CCM 
and has authored a book presenting new 
techniques for teaching ESL.

Robert I. Grundfest, MEd
Bob is a New Jersey Certified Social 
Studies Teacher for Grades 6-12 and a 
New Jersey Certified Elementary Teacher. 
Bob has been training and supporting 
prospective teachers for the New Pathways 
to Teaching in New Jersey (NPTNJ) pro-
gram since its inception in 2003 and has 
been an educator in public schools and 
universities for 37 years. Teaching defines 
him professionally; he brings a passion 
for education to the classroom every day.

John Hester, BA
John has two decades of full-time experi-
ence in web design and programming 
and has been the webmaster at CCM 
for 18 years where he is the Digital 
Communications Coordinator. He has 
taught classes in WordPress to dozens 
of CCM employees and has a great deal 
of experience problem solving issues 
related to websites. John is experienced 
in WordPress, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, 
C#, ASP.net and Photoshop. He earned 
a BA from Rutgers University and an 
AA from Northampton County College. 
John holds a Certificate in Computer 
Programming from The Chubb Institute.

Alexandra Hoffmann, BSBA 
Alexandra is the Associate Director for 
the Center of Workforce Development 
at CCM. She built many trusting rela-
tionships based on the tools and tech-
niques she teaches on. At the German 
American Chamber of Commerce, she 
facilitated certified Train the Trainer 
(Ausbildung der Ausbilder) courses 
which produced positive results for NJ 
businesses. Alexandra believes that the 
most important piece of organizational 
transformation is to continuously devel-
op employee skills to master your orga-
nization’s ability to conduct business. 
Alexandra holds dual degrees in Business 
Administration with a concentration in 
Marketing and a BA in German from 
Montclair State University. 

Anthony Horbert, AAS, 
CSWA, CSWPA-WD,  
CSWPA-SM
Anthony is the Coordinator of Advanced 
Manufacturing and Engineering Lab 
Supervisor at CCM. With greater than 
ten years’ hands-on experience in 
manufacturing as a design engineer, 
CNC operator, and engineer techni-
cian, Anthony designed CCM’s unique 
Advanced Manufacturing Pre-Apprentice 
Boot Camp. Anthony’s skill set includes 

a thorough mastery of SolidWorks, 
AutoCAD and manual and computerized 
machining skills.

Sam Jacobs, MEng
Sam is an experienced mechanical engi-
neer with a focus on computer modeling 
and simulation. As an educator, his goal 
is to introduce students to available 
computational tools and provide them 
with the technical foundation necessary 
to effectively implement these tools in 
the workplace. Sam is skilled in mul-
tiple CAD and CAE packages, as well as 
multiple programming languages. Sam 
holds a master’s degree in Mechanical 
Engineering from Stevens Institute of 
Technology, where he is also currently 
studying Computer Engineering, and 
a bachelor’s degree in Mechanical 
Engineering from Rutgers University.

Lisa Kenneweg, BS 
Lisa has a Bachelor of Science degree 
and over 20 years of experience in train-
ing adults. For the past 14 years she has 
instructed beginners to advanced students 
in Microsoft applications as a Continuing 
Education Instructor at County College 
of Morris. Prior to working at the college 
Lisa was a corporate trainer and an orga-
nizational effectiveness specialist.

Dawn K. Knill, CFRE
Dawn is the Director Development 
for Our House Foundation in Murray 
Hill, NJ. She has greater than 30 years 
of experience in the non-profit sector 
with skills in administration, program 
development, finance and budgeting, 
customer/member services, stewardship 
and relationship building, special events, 
volunteer recruitment and management, 
as well as public relations and market-
ing. She is faculty for the Association of 
Fundraising Professional’s Fundamentals 
in Fundraising and the CFRE Review 
Course. Dawn has been a certified fund-
raising executive since June 2008.

James Lam, CISA, CISM, 
CRISC, TOGAF, ACC, MSc., 
MySQL Associate
James is a cloud and cyber security 
advisor with 10 years of experience as 
an Adjunct Instructor in computer sci-
ence at County College of Morris. He 
has presented at conferences for IBM 
and Sybase and served on the panels for 
professional certification exams for IT 
security and IT risk management. 

Jeff Lilley, MBA, BSChE
Jeff has broad experience in product 
management, new product commercial-
ization and global market development 
with Honeywell, American Standard and 
Siemens Building Technologies. He is 
successful in growing businesses with 
improved business processes, market-
driven new products and customer 
excellence. Jeff has an MBA from the 
University of Richmond, a BSChE from 
Virginia Tech and is Six Sigma Green Belt 
certified at Honeywell.

Mary-Helen Mach, MA 
Mary-Helen has over 15 years of expe-
rience as an ESL instructor of adult 
populations. Her teaching background 
includes working with students enrolled 
in college, community, corporate, and 
workforce English language programs. 
Mary-Helen holds an MA from Rutgers 
University, a BA from Drew University, 
and TEFL/TESOL Certification from 
Bridge Education Group. 

Christina Martinez,  
BA, CHBC, CPBA 
Christina is President of Rising Above, 
LLC, which helps clients solve problems 
that affect leadership strategies, team 
collaboration, service excellence and 
productivity. Her expertise is in high 
performance leadership, communica-
tion, wellness and life mastery. She is 
an engaged, dynamic instructor who 
brings years of experience from her 
roles in business, industry, academia 
and the non-profit sector. Christina 
is a DISC Advanced Certified Human 
Behavior Consultant and Master Trainer 
and a Certified Professional Behavioral 
Analyst. She holds Non-Profit Executive 
Leadership certificates from Notre Dame 
University and a Bachelor of Arts degree 
in Sociology from St. Mary’s University. 
Christina is also a TEDx speaker and has 
appeared on CNBC’s On the Money.

Ed May, BS, MBA, ASQ CSSBB, 
CMQ/OE, CQE, CQA, CSQP
Ed is an American Society for Quality 
Certified Six Sigma Black Belt (ASQ 
CSSBB), Certified Manager of Quality 
/ Organizational Excellence (CMQ/
OE), Certified Quality Engineer (CQE), 
Certified Quality Auditor (CQA) and 
Certified Supply Quality Professional 
(CSQP) who spent two decades in the 
manufacturing industry before estab-
lishing himself in 2001 as a quality 
consultant, adjunct professor and on-site 
instructor. Ed specializes in statistics, Six 
Sigma Quality, Lean Thinking, and ISO 
9001:2015 Quality Systems. Ed earned 
his engineering degree at Stevens Tech 
and his MBA at Harvard.

Russ Miller,  
CPIM, CIRM, CSCP, CLTD
Russ has been teaching APICS certifica-
tion courses for over 15 years and holds 
the Master Instructor designation from 
APICS, the highest designation offered. 
He has taught undergraduate courses at 
Rutgers Newark in their Supply Chain 
Management program, as well as inter-
nal courses for Solvay’s Supply Chain 
Academy.

Frank Morales, BA
Frank Morales, aka, Coach Frank, the 
frank coach, is a Serial Entrepreneur who 
has trained over 3,500 people in close to 
600 companies in more than 20 vertical 
markets since 1980. His focus is helping 
business owners and other leaders build 
teams and increase sales utilizing pro-
cesses, strategies, tactics, and psychology 

for success. His company, Coaching WIP, 
symbolizes his belief that, as profession-
als, we should always consider ourselves 
a Work In Progress.

Vance Mulholland,  
CPRS Certified Instructor
Vance has more than 8 years of experi-
ence in the fields of addiction treat-
ment, recovery and prevention. Mr. 
Mulholland is passionate about training 
persons in our community to be able 
to work with persons with substance 
use disorders. Just as importantly he 
welcomes the family, friends, and allies 
of those in recovery to take the training 
to be able to support others in a similar 
situation. He has been a member of the 
Sussex County Mental Health Board 
and Local Advisory Council for Alcohol 
and Drug Abuse (LACADA) since 2015. 
Vance has been teaching the Certified 
Peer Recovery Specialist course since 
2017, and has over 15 years’ experience 
as an instructor and facilitator.

Igor Nachevnik, BA, CompTIA 
A+, Net+, CySA+, MCP
Igor is an experienced IT professional 
with a thorough understanding of com-
puter systems, holding CompTIA A+, 
Network+ Security+ and multiple MCP 
certifications. He completed technical 
school for electronics before going to 
college to be well-versed in both com-
puter software and hardware and holds 
a bachelor’s degree in computer science. 
Igor helps students to achieve a profes-
sional certification in the IT field. His 
goal is not the smartest student in the 
class, but to make sure that every student 
understands the material and can apply 
the knowledge to practical use.

Nicole Martino, BA, MEd
Nicole is a dually New Jersey State 
Certified Teacher with over 25 years 
of teaching experience. She earned her 
undergraduate degree in History from 
Montclair State University and her 
master’s degree in Education to teach 
English as a Second Language (ESL) 
from William Paterson University. She 
has also taught middle school language 
arts, science and ESL, and is currently a 
high school ESL teacher.

Emily O’Brien, AS
Emily has over 17 years of experience 
as an instructor for CCM’s Workforce 
Development Department providing 
instruction in various MS Office appli-
cations for corporate clients and open 
enrollment programs. For almost 22 
years, she has provided instruction at the 
adult level in multiple settings and is a 
sought after trainer and instructor. Emily 
is skilled in developing, coordinating 
and implementing training sessions for 
client needs and delivering technical 
information to effectively train non-
technical audiences. Emily is an alumna 
of CCM.
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Georgann Occhipinti, MA
Georgann has provided consultative and 
training services to Fortune 100 interna-
tional organizations across a broad spec-
trum of industries, government agencies 
and non-profit organizations. She is the 
Managing Director of a firm that focuses 
on optimizing the talents and results of 
individuals and organizations. Georgann 
is a graduate of Rutgers University with a 
BA in Psychology. She also received her 
MA in Organizational Psychology from 
Fairleigh Dickinson University. 

Carl Perini, BA, MS, ASQ 
CSSBB, CQA, CPGP 
Carl Perini is a Certified Six Sigma 
Black Belt, Certified Quality Auditor 
and Certified Pharmaceutical GMP 
Professional by the American Society 
of Quality. He has vast experience as an 
Adjunct Professor and quality profes-
sional in the fields of medical devices, 
pharmaceuticals, chemicals, commu-
nication equipment, aerospace, and 
advanced electrical/mechanical assembly.

Ciro Petti, PMP, MCT, MOS
Ciro has been teaching Information 
Technology and Business subjects for 
over fifteen years. He is an Electrical 
Engineer who has journeyed up the 
technical ladder, blending grounded 
business and technical experience to 
effectively teach difficult concepts to 
adult professionals. He began his career 
designing electrical connectors and high 
voltage cable splicing kits for power 
distribution and became the General 
Manager of the US’s largest manufacturer 
of printed circuit boards. Today Ciro 
teaches business and information tech-
nology subjects for CCM’s Continuing 
Professional Education programs in 
Project Management, MS Project and 
Web Design. Over the years Ciro has 
helped numerous students obtain their 
PMP, PMI-ACP and CAPM certifications 
from the Project Management Institute 
(PMI).

Norma Pravec, MA, MBA 
Norma has been an English instructor 
for speakers of other languages at the 
college level for more than 20 years. She 
has also worked as a financial specialist 
and investment banker. She holds both a 
Master of Arts in Applied Linguistics and 
an MBA from Montclair State University 
and a BA in French and Spanish from 
William Paterson University. She has 
also worked as a branch manager and 
financial specialist in banking

Roberta Principe, MS
Bobbi has 22 years of experience in 
computer science and web development 
and is currently enrolled in the Graduate 
Certificate in Internet Programming 
at FDU. She is skilled in MS Office 
Applications, Web Development, C# and 
C++ programming. Bobbi holds a MS in 
Computer Science from Pace University 
and a BA in International Economics 
and Finance from SUNY Fredonia. Bobbi 

is an Adjunct Professor at Fairleigh 
Dickinson University, teaching a course 
called Computers and Computing. She 
has a passion for sharing knowledge, 
teaching and providing the technical 
foundation necessary to effectively work 
with computers at all levels. 

Stacy Publik, BA
Stacy has a BA in English from 
Marywood University and earned her 
Certification to teach English as a 
Second Language from Drexel University. 
She has taught English to students from 
all backgrounds, from low income chil-
dren in the U.S., through high-achieving 
graduate students from other countries. 
Stacy is a well-respected educator and 
school administrator in NJ who has 
been nominated for several prestigious 
awards. 

Donna Puizina, MEd
Donna received her master’s degree in 
Teaching English as a Second Language 
from Framingham University while liv-
ing in Puerto Rico. Since then, she has 
taught English to elementary, middle 
school, high school, college and adult 
students at various levels. She received 
her ESL certification from Seton Hall 
University. 

Brian Sferra, MEd
Brian has taught ESL for 23 years in pub-
lic school, at the college and university 
level and has been a private tutor. He 
holds a M.Ed from Rutgers University 
Graduate School of Education and a B.A. 
in English from Rutgers University. Brian 
has New Jersey certifications in ESL K- 
12, Teacher of English, and Elementary 
Education. His real-life experience in 
the business world from 1972- 1994, 
and love of language, has enabled him 
to share and teach non-native English 
learners.

Joe Shedlawski,  
MBA, CLTD, CPIM 
Joe has over 35 years of leadership and 
supply chain experience in the phar-
maceuticals, vaccines, and consumer 
goods industries. He has taught APICS 
Certification classes for 30 years and 
is an APICS Master Instructor. He also 
teaches Train the Trainer and Learning 
Dynamics for Instructors for APICS and 
has been an adjunct professor at six dif-
ferent universities in the fields of supply 
chain management, project management 
and quality. In 2009, Joe established 
himself as a consultant, coach and 
educator, specializing in Supply Chain, 
Project Management and Sales and 
Operations Planning. Joe served on the 
APICS Board of Directors in various 
capacities for nine years and was the 
global President of APICS in 2007. Joe 
holds a B.A. in Biology from Bucknell 
University and an MBA in Finance from 
Iona College. 

Kathleen Shera, CPC, CPB
Kathleen is a Certified Professional 

Coder and Certified Professional Biller 
through the American Academy of 
Professional Coders and is an instructor 
of Medical Billing for CCM. Kathleen 
has a varied health care background, 
including many years as a medical biller 
and coder for a large medical practice 
management company.

Kenneth Sterzer,  
MPS, SHRM-CP, PHR
Ken has worked in HR Generalist, 
Management and Business Partner 
roles since 1995 and is currently a 
Senior HR Business Partner at Siemens 
Healthineers, the Healthcare Division of 
the German Conglomerate. He is also 
an Instructor in the Human Resources 
Certificate Program at County College 
of Morris. Ken has his master’s degree 
in Human Resources and Employment 
Relations from Penn State University and 
his bachelor’s degree (double major) in 
Communication and Labor Studies and 
Employment Relations from Rutgers 
University. He earned his SHRM-CP 
professional designation in 2015 and 
his PHR designation in 2001. Ken has 
been an active member and volunteer 
with the Morris County SHRM Chapter 
since 2014. 

Lauren R. Swern, BA
Lauren is a Development Director for 
the New Jersey Highlands Coalition. She 
has twelve years of fundraising experi-
ence in the areas of donor cultivation 
and stewardship, grant writing, direct 
mail appeals/acquisitions, online and 
social media, events, corporate solicita-
tion, planned Giving, major gifts, and 
other out of the box fundraising. Lauren 
has worked on increasing and expanding 
New Jersey Highlands Coalition’s and 
Noah’s Ark Animal Welfare, Inc. funding 
sources. She served on the Street Smart 
Advisory Committee, New Jersey Aids 
Services Dine for Life Committee, as well 
as on several Boards of Directors and 
associated Committees. Lauren received 
a BA in Business Management from 
Curry College in Massachusetts. 

Michelle Sykes, MD
Dr. Sykes attended Northwestern 
University in Illinois for her undergradu-
ate education. She received her Medical 
Doctorate at the New Jersey School of 
Medicine and completed her Fellowship 
in Pediatrics at Columbia University, 
College of Physicians and Surgeons. 
In 2015, Dr. Sykes entered the field of 
higher education as an instructor at the 
county college level at CCM and Sussex 
County Community College.

Anna Taylor, MEd
Anna Taylor is a professional English 
language instructor with 20 years of 
experience teaching ESL/EFL in the 
US and overseas. Having worked with 
English learners for a long time, Anna 
knows about the difficulties immigrants 
face and is passionate about helping 
English learners achieve their goals. 

Anna holds a master’s degree in Teaching 
English as a Foreign Language from 
Bilkent University, Turkey. Her profes-
sional interests include fostering learner 
autonomy, a learner-centered approach 
and developing communicative skills in 
English. 

Judy Treibman,  
MBA, SHRM-SCP, SPHR, GBA
Judy is a dynamic, results-oriented HR 
Professional with more than 20 years of 
experience in business. She is the lead 
Instructor at County College of Morris 
for the HR Certificate program, which 
she also redesigned. She currently holds 
the position of Assistant Manager of 
Benefits Supervisor at Formosa Plastics 
Corp. in Livingston and her prior experi-
ence in generalist positions in a variety 
of settings ranging from a large manufac-
turer, Schindler Elevator, to a public-pri-
vate partnership education company and 
small entrepreneurial technology com-
panies. Judy earned a master’s degree in 
Business Administration from Fairleigh 
Dickinson. She holds the credentials of 
GBA, SPHR and SHRM-SCP. 

Thomas Viola,  
MSW, LSW, LCADC
Tom has 11 years of experience working 
with people affected by substance abuse 
and addiction, including working in the 
venues of counseling, treatment facilities 
and courts. He is an instructor for mul-
tiple domains in the Certified Drug and 
Alcohol Counselor Certificate program. 
Tom holds a master’s degree in Social 
Work from Rutgers University and a BA 
from William Paterson University.

Rita Williams-Bogar, MBA, 
CPCU, ARM, AU, AINS, ChFC 
Rita is an award-winning, expert facilita-
tor in the areas of leadership develop-
ment, team building, emotional intel-
ligence and diversity. She is a dynamic 
keynote speaker and conference pre-
senter. Rita brings corporate experience 
in management, administration, HR 
and public affairs. She is a contributing 
author to the book, Big Bold Business 
Advice. Rita is an Adjunct Faculty 
member at Montclair State University, 
William Paterson University, Bergen 
Community College and CCM, having 
taught at the college level for more than 
25 years. Rita holds a BS from Bryant 
College and an MBA from Walden 
University, as well as many industry 
certifications.

Rreze Zejnullahi, MA
Rreze teaches Excel and Data Analytics at 
CCM, as well as Economics at Montclair 
State University and CCM. She has over 
five years of experience using statisti-
cal methods to analyze data as applied 
to academic research and is equally 
experienced in teaching students about 
data analysis. She holds a Master of Arts 
in Economics from Eastern Michigan 
University.
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To register online, find your course at www.ccm.edu/workforce and click on the “REGISTER” box for your course .

GENERAL INFORMATION AND POLICIES
To review all the general information and policies, please visit our online catalog, at http://catalog.ccm.edu/noncredit

CERTIFICATES AND TRANSCRIPTS
Certificates may be awarded upon request to participants who successfully 
complete an entire certificate program or the individual classes within these 
programs (a minimum of 80% attendance/participation is required; pro-
grams may have additional requirements). Students may choose ‘Request 
a Certificate’ from the side menu at https://www.ccm.edu/workforce. 
Certificates will be mailed 7-10 business days after receipt of request.
For proof of course or program completion, please request a transcript from 
the Office of Records and Registration by going to www.ccm.edu/admissions/
records-and-registration and follow the instructions for completing the form. 
Be sure to state that you are seeking your NON-CREDIT course transcript.

COURSE CANCELLATIONS AND CHANGES
It is to your advantage to register early to help ensure that a class will run; 
courses may be cancelled for a variety of reasons including low enrollment. 
We make every effort to contact students as far in advance of the class as pos-
sible using the contact information on file with the Office of Records and 
Registration. Please be sure your contact information is current (See ‘Student 
Records’ section).  Because of the uncertainties regarding course enrollment 
and the appropriation of public funds for community colleges, the college 
reserves the right to modify, alter or cancel any of its programs, courses or ser-
vices. The college reserves the right to change instructors, to cancel, combine 
or divide courses, to change the time, date or place of meeting, to change the 
cost per course, to make other necessary decisions in these course offerings 
and to do so without obligation. The college is not responsible for errors in 
printed material.

ACCESSIBILITY SERVICES
In accordance with the policies underlying Section 504 of the Rehabilitation 
Act of 1973, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990, the ADA 
Amended Acts (ADAA) of 2008 and County College of Morris policy, no 
qualified individual with a disability shall, solely on the basis of that disabil-
ity, be excluded from participation in County College of Morris programs or 
activities. Students may seek reasonable accommodations for their document-
ed disability by self-identifying and registering with the Office of Accessibility 
Services. Students who are approved through Accessibility Services for class-
room accommodations are encouraged to meet with faculty members on an 
individual basis to discuss their specific needs. To register or learn about ser-
vices, students may contact the Accessibility Services office at 973-328-5284 
or aso@ccm.edu.

EMERGENCY AND INCLEMENT WEATHER CLOSINGS
In case of severe weather, the college may cancel classes. You can call the 
24-hour information number or access CCM’s website for emergency closing 
information. It is recommended that you check one of these sources to get the 
current status of the campus before leaving for class during inclement weather 
and if you are in any doubt of school closings.

  •   24-hour number 973-328-5580. A recorded message details the 
status of the campus.

  •   CCM’s website: www.ccm.edu

See your instructor at the next class for make-up information. In the event 
that the college closed on what was to have been your only or last session, 
you will be contacted regarding the make-up class. 

We regret that it may not be possible to notify each person individually 
though every attempt is made to do so by CCM staff and your class instruc-
tor. It is critically important that CCM have your correct contact information 
in its student records management system. If this information has changed 
since you last updated it with the Office of Records and Registration directly, 
please follow the instructions in the “Student Records” section below to make 
corrections.

EMPLOYER PAID TRAINING
CCM welcomes payment by employers. To do so, each employee must regis-
ter individually and pay at the time of registration. Online registration and 
payment may only be done via a single credit card per student. Other ways 
to register include mailing separate registration forms and checks for each 
individual to the Records and Registration Office, or coming in person to the 
Records and Registration Office. Purchase Orders will only be accepted from 
County of Morris Agencies (see below). All registrations must be accompa-
nied by full payment for the course(s) for which the student is registering.

MORRIS COUNTY AGENCIES ONLY -  
PAYMENT PROCEDURE
These include municipalities, schools and affiliate Morris County agencies, 
such as courts and parks. Submit a voucher or purchase order in lieu of pay-
ment. This must accompany the registration form via mail or in person. 
Online registration cannot be accomplished with this payment method.

PURCHASING TEXTBOOKS
Courses that require textbooks state so in the course description. It is the 
student’s responsibility to have the necessary books in hand for the beginning 
of the first class. For textbook information, visit our website. www.ccm.edu/
workforce/textbook-information/. Some books may be available through the 
CCM Campus store.  You will also find most books at retail or online outlets. 

The Campus Store offers a variety of CCM themed merchandise in addition to 
books. On a normal schedule, the CCM Campus Store is open 8:30 a.m.-4:30 
p.m., Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday and 8:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m. on Monday 
and Thursday during the academic year and 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Monday 
through Friday during summer sessions. However, this schedule will be 
suspended when the campus is closed due to emergencies.  Please check the 
CCM website for the latest Campus Store information.

STUDENT RECORDS
CCM’s Office of Records and Registration maintains all student records. This 
office is the only office on campus to have access to social security numbers 
and the only office that can formally change information in the Student 
Records Management System.

For regulatory purposes, changes of address and other contact information 
must be requested in writing using the appropriate form provided by the 
Office of Records and Registration found at https://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/
uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf. Simply entering correct infor-
mation at the time of class registration does not change your official informa-
tion. Please make sure that CCM has your current contact information.

STUDENT WITHDRAWAL AND REFUNDS 
Students will receive a full refund (minus a $10 drop fee per course) if noti-
fication is received in writing three (3) business days prior to the first class. 
Mail your request to: Records and Registration, County College of Morris, 214 
Center Grove Road, Randolph, New Jersey 07869-2086 or email it to regis-
trar@ccm.edu. Thereafter no refunds will be made. Please contact Workforce 
Development at wfd@ccm.edu with questions or concerns. Refunds are 
not issued for purchases made by students related to their courses. Refunds 
are issued to the student registered for the course, not the organization/
sponsor paying for the course. Refunds may take 4-6 weeks to be processed 
and mailed. It is not possible to transfer course costs from one semester to 
another.

TRAFFIC AND PARKING REGULATIONS
County College of Morris provides on-campus parking for its students, guests 
and visitors. The well-lit parking lots have emergency phones under a blue 
colored light. The lots are patrolled regularly by the Department of Public 
Safety. Persons driving or parking on campus must observe all traffic signs 
and regulations. Maximum speed limit on campus is 25 MPH unless posted 
otherwise.

Students are required to display a temporary parking pass on the front dash-
board of their car while parked on campus. Temporary Parking Passes may be 
obtained by:

  1.  Visiting the Public Safety Office located in the  675 building, Academic 
Dr. and Route 10 East, parking lot 10, or

  2.  Removing the pass from the current print version of the Workforce 
Development schedule.

  3.  Printing a parking pass from the menu bar on our website www.ccm.
edu/workforce

Vehicles in violation of campus parking rules and regulations may be subject 
to towing at owner’s risk and expense. Parking Lots 5 and 8 are reserved for 
staff. Parking Lot 5 is available for student parking after 5 p.m. only. If these 
regulations are modified during campus emergencies, signs will be posted.

http://catalog.ccm.edu
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County College of Morris Trustees and Administration

County College of Morris 
Board of Trustees
Thomas A. Pepe, Chair

Jeffrey M. Advokat, Esq., Vice Chair

Paul R. Licitra, Treasurer

Dr. Barbara L. Hadzima, Secretary

Maria Aprile, CPA

George E. Dredden, III

Jack N. Frost, Jr. Esq.

Lauren Inganamort

Roger A. Jinks

George J. Milonas ‘98

Dr. Joseph S. Weisberg *

Emma Mendoza ’20, Alumni Trustee

Sandra Geiger, Trustee Emerita

W. Thomas Margetts, Trustee Emeritus

All trustees also serve concurrently as 
members of the CCM Foundation.

College Administration
Dr. Anthony J. Iacono, President

Karen VanDerhoof, CPA, Vice President for 
Business and Finance

Patrick J. Enright, Vice President for 
Professional Studies and Applied Sciences

Dr. John Marlin, Vice President of Academic 
Affairs

Vivyen Ray, SHRM-SCP, Vice President of 
Human Resources and Labor Relations

Dr. Bette M. Simmons, Vice President of 
Student Development and Enrollment 
Management

Rob Stirton, Vice President of Institutional 
Effectiveness and CIO

Melissa Albright, Executive Director of 
Marketing and Public Relations

Katie A. Olsen, Executive Director of the CCM 
Foundation

County College of Morris 
Foundation
Katie A. Olsen, Executive Director

Board of Directors

William K. McElroy ‘83, Chair

John P. Beyel, Vice Chair

Edward F. Nelson ‘72, Treasurer

Eileen Paragano ‘91, Secretary

Joseph G. Bilotti ‘88

Stephen Eulie ‘81

Lori Fiori

Carol Fitzpatrick ‘86

Tom F. Hayes

Everton Scott

Eric Seguin

MJ Sully

Patrick Swaszek ‘05

Greg Volz ‘94

Gil Zweig

Board of Chosen Freeholders
Deborah Smith, Freeholder Director

Stephen Shaw, Deputy Director

Douglas R. Cabana

John Krickus

Kathryn A. DeFillippo

Thomas J. Mastrangelo

Tayfun Selen

Workforce Development
Patrick J. Enright, Vice President for 

Professional Studies and Applied Sciences

Irena Kaler, Director, Workforce Development 
and Community Partnerships

Alexandra Hoffmann, Associate Director, 
Workforce Development and Community 
Partnerships 

Joanne Louie, Division Program Assistant 

Crystal Lutton, Department Administrative 
Assistant

Kathy Sheehy, Department Administrative 
Assistant

Julie Gause, Community Relations and  
Social Media Coordinator

Anthony Horbert, Coordinator Advanced 
Manufacturing and Engineering

Amber Pantiliano, CareerAdvance USA 
Program Manager

Nancy Rothman, RN, CNA Coordinator

Jennifer Strasle, CareerAdvance Coordination 
Specialist

Kimberly Whelan, CareerAdvance Coordination 
Specialist 

Emily Wills, Health Works Success Coach

The Women’s Center

Shannon Lengares, Director

Maureen Haggerty, Career Counselor

Kathy Vincelette, Job Developer

Patricia Borowski, Administrative Assistant

CCM Mission Statement
County College of Morris is committed to excellence in teaching and lifelong learning through the delivery of exceptional programs and services 
to our students and to the larger community that reflect a dedication to inclusiveness and diversity, educational advancement, cultural enrichment 
and workforce development.

CCM Values Statement
The College’s commitment to serve the residents and businesses of Morris County and the State of New Jersey and to sustain engaged citizenship 
within a diverse population of students and community members is reflected in six values:

•  A commitment to people, evidenced by a secure, supportive 
environment responsive to the needs of students, employees and the 
community

•  A commitment to the academic mission of the college, which 
entails the search for truth and respect for scholarship and learning

•  A commitment to honesty and integrity in all endeavors

•  A commitment to the stewardship of the public trust

•  A commitment to diversity that respects individual differences and 
upholds the dignity of every person

•  A commitment to providing access and services to all regardless 
of financial, academic, educational or physical challenges



Important: Registration closes 3 business days before class start date .  
Please see registration deadlines at left . Register early to assure a seat!

Payment receipt will be your confirmation of enrollment.
Please print. All Information must be completed legibly or  

registration may be delayed.

REGISTER 
TODAY!
Seats are limited.  

Be sure to register early.

Registration closes 
3 days before 

class start date.
If class start 
day is a…

The last day to register is…

Monday Thursday before class start date

Tuesday Sunday before class start date

Wednesday Sunday before class start date

Thursday Monday before class start date

Friday Tuesday before class start date

Saturday Wednesday before class start date

How to register for 
Workforce Development 

courses:
www.ccm.edu/ 

workforce/wfd-reg/

Online:
Go to the course description 

and click on the  
REGISTER button.

Mail:
County College of Morris 
Records and Registration 
214 Center Grove Road 

Randolph, NJ 07869-2086

Need help?
973-328-5187 
wfd@ccm.edu

REGISTRATION FORM
Convenient Instant Enrollment available.  

See course link at www.ccm.edu/workforce

52
Keep your contact information up to date!  See Student Records page 50.

q  This is my first time attending a class (credit or non-credit).

Social Security:  __ __ __ - __ __ - __ __ __ __ (Required for ALL Online Registrations)

Birthdate:  __ __  / __ __  / __ __ __ __  (Required for ALL Registrations)

Last Name:____________________________________________________

First Name:____________________________________________ Int.:____

Address:_____________________________________________ Apt.:_____

City:_________________________________ State:____ Zip:___________

County:_______________  Email:_________________________________
Changes in contact information must be requested in writing using Records and 
Registration form www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf

Telephone/mobile: (__________)____________________________

Telephone/other: (__________)____________________________

Course Number Class 
Begins Course Title Total 

Cost

8 8 3 0 2 2/15 Microsoft Word  (EXAMPLE) $299

Alternate Choice Total

Amount Enclosed: $    

q Check #__________________  q Money Order #_________________

https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/wfd-reg/
https://www.ccm.edu/workforce/wfd-reg/
http://www.ccm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Change-of-Info-Form-1.pdf
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Map • Parking Pass

Clip the parking pass and display on your dashboard when on campus.

Workforce Development 
Continuing Professional Education

Temporary Parking Pass
Students should park in 7 and Lot 5 after 5 p.m. No parking in Lot 8.

If your class meets more than 3 times you must obtain a temporary parking permit  
from Public Safety (parking lot 10)

This schedule is  
dedicated to Joanne  
and the WFD team.
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CERTIFICATION, 24

COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY (CT) 
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM, 41

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN (CAD), 30

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS, 46

CONVERSATIONAL ESL - LEVEL 1 - 
BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE, 45

CONVERSATIONAL ESL - LEVEL 2 - 
INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED, 45

COURSE CANCELLATIONS AND 
CHANGES, 50

CPIM, 13

CPT & HCPCS CODING COURSE, 39

CREATE DONOR-CENTRIC 
COMMUNICATIONS, 19

CREATING SPECIAL EVENTS THAT 
RAISE FUNDS AND FRIENDS, 20

CREATIVE POSITIVE EXPRESSION: 
SUPPORTING ADDICTION 
RECOVERY VOLUNTEER TRAINING 
PROGRAM, 35

CROSS SECTIONAL ANATOMY – 33 
HOURS –REQUIRED FOR CT AND 
MRI LECTURE, 41

CSCP, 13

CT CLINICAL, 41

CT LECTURE – 66 HOURS, 41

CULINARY OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM 
FOR ADULT STUDENTS WITH 
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES, 42

D
DATA ANALYTICS AND 

VISUALIZATION, 21

DATA ANALYTICS CERTIFICATE 
PROGRAM, 21

DATA VISUALIZATION CERTIFICATE 
PROGRAM, 21

DIGITAL ARTS CERTIFICATE, 46

DISLOCATED, 4

DOMAIN III – CASE MANAGEMENT, 
34

DOMAIN IV – CLIENT EDUCATION, 
34

DOMAIN V – PROFESSIONAL 
RESPONSIBILITY, 34

E
EARN AN APICS SUPPLY CHAIN 

CERTIFICATION, 12

EFFECTIVE BUSINESS WRITING, 46

EFFECTIVE SELLING, 46

EFFECTIVE WRITING, 46

EMERGENCY AND INCLEMENT 
WEATHER CLOSINGS, 50

EMERGING TECHNOLOGY, 25

EMPLOYER PAID TRAINING, 50

EMPLOYMENT LAW, 15

ESL ADVANCED, 45

ESL BEGINNER, 44

ESL EARLY BEGINNER, 44

ESL INTERMEDIATE, 45

ETHICS IN GRANT WRITING, 20

ETIQUETTE FOR PROFESSIONALS IN 
THE ONLINE WORLD, 17

EVALUATION AND MANAGEMENT, 39

EVENT MANAGEMENT AND DESIGN, 
46

EXCEL ESSENTIALS, 26

EXCEL EXPERT LEVEL CERTIFIED, 26

EXCEL FUNCTIONS: ENHANCE 
YOUR WORKSHEETS UTILIZING 
ADVANCED FUNCTIONS, 27

F
FINANCE, 18

FUNDAMENTALS FOR FUNDRAISING 
PROFESSIONALS, 19

FUNDAMENTALS OF BLOCKCHAIN, 
25

G
GENERAL INFORMATION AND 

POLICIES, 50

GIVING AND RECEIVING FEEDBACK 
RESPECTFULLY, 17

GMAT PREPARATION, 46

GOOGLE WORKSPACE: LEARN 
ABOUT GOOGLE’S FREE ONLINE 
PRODUCTIVITY APPS AND WORK 
FROM ANYWHERE, 17

GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL 
EXAM PREPARATION COURSES, 46

GRAMMAR REFRESHER, 46

GRANT RESEARCHING AND 
PROPOSAL WRITING WORKSHOP, 20

GRANT WRITING CERTIFICATE, 20

GRAPHIC DESIGN, 46

GREEN BELT CERTIFICATION EXAM 
PREP, 14

GRE PREPARATION, 46

H
HEALTHCARE, 46

HEALTH CAREERS AND FITNESS, 46

HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL, 8

HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL BASIC 
LIFE SUPPORT, 35

HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS 
CLINICAL TRAINING PROGRAMS, 35
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HOME INSPECTION CERTIFICATE, 46

HOSPITALITY, 46

HOW TO REGISTER, 52

HOW TO STRATEGICALLY 
USE LINKEDIN FOR YOUR 
PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS, 4

HR MANAGEMENT AND STAFFING, 15

HUMAN RESOURCES, 15

HVACR CERTIFIED TECHNICIAN, 46

I
ICD-10-CM/CPT 4 CODING - 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION, 39

ICD-10-CM INTRODUCTION AND 
APPLICATIONS, 38

INDESIGN, 46

INSTRUCTOR BIOS, 47

INTERACTIVE PROPOSALS WRITING, 
20

INTERVIEW SKILLS:  IMPROVE YOUR 
TECHNIQUES FOR VIRTUAL JOB 
INTERVIEWS AND THAT FIRST 
IMPRESSION, 4

INTRODUCTION TO 3D PRINTING, 
31, 32

INTRODUCTION TO CAD, 31

INTRODUCTION TO CNC, 32

INTRODUCTION TO CODING AND 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, 23

INTRODUCTION TO MANUAL 
MACHINING, 31

INTRODUCTION TO MASTERCAM, 32

INTRODUCTION TO MICROSOFT 
OFFICE AND 365, 26

INTRODUCTION TO R 
PROGRAMMING, 21

INTRO TO CAD AND CAM, 29

J
JOB SEARCH, 4

L
LEADING AND MANAGING 

REMOTELY, 17

LEVERAGING DIVERSITY AND 
INCLUSION IN THE WORKPLACE, 16

LSAT PREPARATION - PART 1 & PART 
2, 46

M
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING 

(MRI) CERTIFICATION PROGAM, 41

MAKING THE ASK - FACE TO FACE 
COMMUNICATIONS, 19

MAMMOGRAPHY, 41

MAMMOGRAPHY CLINICAL, 41

MAMMOGRAPHY LECTURE – 48 
HOURS, 41

MANAGING FOR BALANCE, 17

MANUFACTURING BASICS, 31

MAP, 53

MEDIA AND DESIGN, 46

MEDICAL BILLING, 39

MEDICAL BILLING AND CODING, 38

MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY, 46

MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY FOR 
HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS, 38

MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION, 46

MICROSOFT OFFICE SUITE, 26

MICROSOFT PROJECT 2016, 10

MICROSOFT TEAMS COLLABORATIVE 
COMMUNICATION IN THE 
WORKPLACE, 16

MISSION STATEMENT, 51

MODIFYING AND CREATING WEB 
PAGES WITH HTML5 & CSS3, 28

MORRIS COUNTY AGENCIES ONLY - 
PAYMENT PROCEDURE, 50

MRI CLINICAL PLACEMENT, 41

N
NAVIGATING THE MEDICAL RECORD, 

39

NAVIGATING THE ONLINE JOB 
SEARCH: BEYOND BASICS, 4

NEED HELP?, 52

NEIGHBORS HELPING NEIGHBORS:  
A NATIONAL GRASSROOTS 
JOB SEARCH SUPPORT AND 
NETWORKING GROUP., 4

NETWORKING AND 
COMMUNICATIONS, 25

NIMS CERTIFICATION PREP, 29

NJCU NEW PATHWAYS TO TEACHING 
IN NEW JERSEY, 43

NO-COST JOB SEARCH WORKSHOPS, 
4

NONPROFIT FUNDRAISING 
ESSENTIALS CERTIFICATE, 19

NONPROFIT LEADERSHIP TRAINING, 
19

NORTH JERSEY IMAGING ACADEMY, 
40

NURSES’ CONTINUING EDUCATION, 
37

NURSING CERTIFICATES*, 46

NURSING PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT COURSES, 46

O
OPPORTUNITIES AND PROGRAMS 

FOR THE UNEMPLOYED, 
UNDEREMPLOYED OR DISLOCATED, 
4

OPPORTUNITIES TO BECOME A 
HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL, 8

OUTLOOK INTRODUCTION, 27

P
PARALEGAL, 46

PARKING PASS, 53

PERIPHERAL IV THERAPY SKILLS, 36

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT, 46

PHARMACY TECHNICIAN, 46

PHOTOSHOP, 46

PHYSICIAN’S PRACTICE 
MANAGEMENT AND REGULATORY 
ISSUES, 40

PIVOT TABLES FOR DATA ANALYTICS - 
ADVANCED USERS, 27

PIVOT TABLES FOR DATA ANALYTICS - 
AN INTRODUCTION, 27

POLISHED PRESENTATIONS, 16

POWERPOINT ADVANCED DESIGN 
SKILLS TO CREATE A CUTTING-EDGE 
PRESENTATION, 27

POWERPOINT INTRODUCTION, 27

PRAXIS CORE PREPARATION, 46

PREVOCATIONAL TRAINING FOR 
ADULTS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL 
DISABILITIES, 42

PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATIONS 
AND WORKPLACE EDUCATION, 16

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
COURSES, 46

PROFESSIONAL SALES SKILLS, 46

PROJECT MANAGEMENT, 10

PROJECT MANAGEMENT ESSENTIALS, 
10

PROJECT MANAGEMENT PMP, CAPM 
EXAM PREP, 10

PROSPECTING FOR GRANTS, 20

PURCHASING TEXTBOOKS, 50

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER - 
CREATING AN ANNUAL FUND PLAN, 
20

PYTHON INTRODUCTION, 23

PYTHON PROGRAMMING, 23

Q
QUICKBOOKS 2019, 18

R
REENTER THE WORKFORCE, 5

REGISTRATION FORM, 52

RN REFRESHER MANDATORY INFO 
SESSION, 37

RN REFRESHER PROGRAM (LECTURE 
AND CLINICAL), 37

RN REFRESHER PROGRAM 
SCREENING, 37

S
SALES AND MARKETING SKILLS, 46

SHOP BASICS, 29

SIX SIGMA: AN INTRODUCTION TO 
PROCESS IMPROVEMENT, 32

SIX SIGMA: AN INTRODUCTION TO 
PROCESS IMPROVEMENT, 14

SKILLED TRADES AND INDUSTRIAL, 
46

SMALL BUSINESS SUCCESS/
ENTREPRENEURSHIP, 18

SOLID MODELING CAD, 30

SOLIDWORKS 1: INTRODUCTION, 30

SOLIDWORKS 2: ADVANCED, 31

SPANISH FOR MEDICAL PERSONNEL, 
46

SPECIAL TOPICS IN EXCEL, 27

STRATEGIC HR MANAGEMENT AND 
CAPSTONE PROJECT, 15

STRATEGIC USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN 
YOUR BUSINESS, 18

STUDENT RECORDS, 50

STUDENT WITHDRAWAL AND 
REFUNDS, 50

SUPPLY CHAIN CERTIFICATION MSSC 
CLT, UNDER CONSTRUCTION, 13

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT, 11

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT FOR 
PROFESSIONALS, 11

T
TABLEAU, 22

TABLEAU I, 22

TABLEAU II, 22

TABLEAU III, 22

TABLEAU IV, 22

TEACHER PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT, 46

TECHNICAL WRITING, 46

THE WOMEN’S CENTER, 5

TOTAL REWARDS: COMPENSATION & 
BENEFITS, 15

TRAFFIC AND PARKING 
REGULATIONS, 50

TRAINING AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT, 
15

TRAVEL AGENT TRAINING, 46

TRUSTEES & ADMINISTRATION, 51

U
UNCONSCIOUS BIAS IN THE 

WORKPLACE, 16

UNDEREMPLOYED, 4

UNEMPLOYED, 4

V
VALUES STATEMENT, 51

VALUE STREAM MAPPING – 
MANAGING THE MATERIAL AND 
INFORMATION FLOW, 32

VETERINARY ASSISTANT, 46

VIDEO GAME DESIGN AND 
DEVELOPMENT, 46

VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSE, 56

VISUAL BASIC APPLICATIONS IN 
EXCEL, 22

W
WEB DEVELOPMENT, 28

WEBPAGE INTERACTIVITY WITH 
JAVASCRIPT AND JQUERY, 28

WOMEN’S CENTER, 5

WORD ESSENTIALS, 26

WORDPRESS FOR BUSINESSES, 
ENTREPRENEURS AND BLOGGERS, 
28

WORKPLACE SIMULATION TRAINING, 
39

WRITING AND PUBLISHING, 46

WRITING WINNING RESUMES AND 
COVER LETTERS, 4

Y
YELLOW BELT CERTIFICATION EXAM 

PREP, 14
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VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSE: JANUARY 7, 9 AND 11

REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED.
Register at www.ccm.edu/workforce to receive a login invitation by email.  

Attend the whole event, or just listen in to the time slot with the program of interest to you.

Thursday, January 7 Saturday, January 9 Monday, January 11

Human Resources 
7:00 – 7:15 p.m.

Data Analytics & Visualization 
9:00—9:15 a.m.

Advanced Manufacturing Apprenticeships 
7:00 – 7:15 p.m.

Nonprofit Leadership 
7:15 – 7:30 p.m.

Coding/Programming 
9:15 – 9:30 a.m.

AutoCAD 
7:15 – 7:30 p.m.

Medical Billing & Coding 
7:30 – 7:45 p.m.

Project Management 
9:30 – 9:45 a.m.

SolidWorks 
7:30 – 7:45 p.m.

RN Refresher 
7:45 – 8:00 p.m.

Accounting/QuickBooks 
9:45 – 10:00 a.m.

Supply Chain 
7:45 – 8:00 p.m.

Certified Peer Recovery Specialist 
8:00 – 8:15 p.m.

CompTIA® 
10:00 – 10:15 a.m.

Microsoft Training 
8:00 – 8:15 p.m.

Certified Nurse Aide 
8:15 – 8:30 p.m.

Advanced Manufacturing Apprenticeships 
10:15 – 10:30 a.m.

Professional Communications 
& Workplace Education 

8:15 – 8:30 p.m.

Certified Alcohol & Drug Counselor 
8:30 – 8:45 p.m.

English Lang. Learning 10:30 – 10:45 a.m.

ASQ Six Sigma 10:45 – 11 a.m.
Alternate Route to Teaching 

8:30 – 8:45 p.m.

Open House Information Sessions
Register at www.ccm.edu/workforce  •  Contact us at wfd@ccm.edu

http://www.ccm.edu/workforce
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce
https://www.facebook.com/workforce.ccm/
https://www.linkedin.com/school/county-college-of-morris/
https://twitter.com/WFD_CCM
https://www.instagram.com/wfd_ccm_nj/
http://www.ccm.edu/workforce
mailto:wfd%40ccm.edu?subject=



